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StrateGems 2002 Twomovers Award
Judge: Milan Velimirović
The overall quality of twomovers in this tourney was hardly satisfactory. I had to relax my
criteria in evaluating entries. Some problems which I would not normally award are in the list
that follows.
1st Prize
2nd Prize
1st Honorable Mention
3rd Prize
Barry Barnes
Milan R. Vukcevich†
Valery Surkov
Peter Gvozdjak
StrateGems 2002
StrateGems 2002
StrateGems 2002
StrateGems 2002
w________w
w________w
w________w
w________w

[RdwdBGwd]
[wdwdwdwd]
[wdwdw$Nd]
[Bdwdwdwd]
[hwdwdwdw]
[dwdwdwdw]
[dwdrdwdr]
[IwdwdwdQ]
[wdw0wdwd]
[wGwdpdwd]
[wHwdwdbd]
[Ndw)p)wd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[dPdw)wdK]
[dwdwdwdw]
[$wdpdpdw]
[p0wdwdw0]
[P0kdwdN$]
[w!w)kdwd]
[wdwHk)wd]
[iP)pdwdR]
[dpdwdwdR]
[dwdpdw)n]
[dw0w4wdw]
[NdPdwdwd]
[w)pdq0wH]
[Rgwdw)Kd]
[wdwdwdwd]
[Iwdwdwdw]
[dwhbdQdB]
[dBdwGwdw]
[dwGRdwdw]
w--------w
w--------w
w--------w
#2
(12+9)w--------w
#2
(11+7)
#2 b) wRa5→h5 (11+6)
#2
(9+7)
1st Prize - (Barry Barnes - T0325) Clearly the best entry. Pawns from the masked white halfbattery build masked batteries in try and key moves. Three changed mates with corresponding
additional gate-opening variations make a strong impression unspoiled by the inaccuracy in
refutation. Original and refreshing. Solution: 1.bxa4? (zz), 1...dxc2,d2/b3,bxc3/d5/Sb5
2.cxb4/Bxd6/Bxb4/axb5#, 1...Sc6,c8!; 1.cxb4! (zz), 1...dxc2,d2/axb3/S~/d5 2.bxa4/Rxa7/
Rxa4/b5#
2nd Prize - (Milan R. Vukcevich† - T0350) An unusual presentation of the Dombrovskis
theme. Unpin of white Sg4 would give thematic threats 2.Sf2# and 2.Sf6#. These are separated
in flight-giving white Novotny tries and defeated by thematic escapes of the black King. The
capricious key interferes with both white line-movers introducing a new threat. The thematic
threats re-appear after the same bK moves which defeated them in tries. A highly original
achievement with a slight drawback being the underused white Queen and a remote white
piece coming in play in the key move. Solution: 1.Rf3? (2.Sf6[A]#) Kd5[a]!, 1.Bf3?
(2.Sxf2[B]#) Kd3[b]!; 1.Sf3! (2.Sd2#), 1...Kd5[a]/Kd3[b]/Sd3 2.Sf6[A]/Sxf2[B]/Se3#
3rd Prize - (Peter Gvozdjak - T0326) Although I am not keen on twins and do not agree with
many other composers that the move from different departure squares to a common destination
is the same move, I cannot neglect this rare presentation of the Djurasević theme in an acceptable form. A witty mechanism forces a flight-taking key in one phase to force an “impossible”
(when a twomover is in question) cyclic pattern of first move, threat and mating move. Solution: a) 1.Rxd5[A]! (2.Rxf5[B]#), 1...Rd3[a] 2.Sc5[C]#, 1...exd5/e5/Kxf4 2.Qxf5/ Qxf5/Qh4#,
b) 1.Rxf5[B]! (2.Sc5[C]#), 1...Rd3[a] 2.Rxd5[A]#, 1...exf5 2.Qxf5#

2nd Honorable Mention 3rd Honorable Mention 4th Honorable Mention
5th Honorable Mention
Živko Janevski
Milan R. Vukcevich†
S. Shifrin & V. Korenev
Barry Barnes
StrateGems 2002
StrateGems 2002
StrateGems 2002
StrateGems 2002
w________w
w________w
w________w
w________w

[Qdwdwdwd]
[wdwdwdwd]
[wdNdwgwd]
[wdwdw!wd]
[dr0w0wdK]
[dKdBdwGp]
[Hwdb0B)w]
[dw0KHwdw]
[wdwdpdwd]
[w0Q$wdwd]
[wdrdPdwd]
[rdpdpdw4]
[dwdR0wdw]
[iwdwdwdr]
[dR)kdwdK]
[dwiNGw$w]
[w0wdkdwH]
[wdwdwdw4]
[wdwdwdw!]
[w$pdwdw0]
[dwdR0wdN]
[dw)wdwdw]
[dwdr0wdw]
[dwdwdbdw]
[wdwdbdwd]
[wdwdwdnd]
[whwdwdwG]
[wdwdp1wd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[dwdwhwgb]
[dwdwdwdw]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w
w--------w
w--------w
#2
(7+11)w--------w
#2
(6+9)
#2
(6+9)
#2*
(10+8)

1st Honorable Mention - (Valery Surkov - T0307) A conventional comment for this problem
would be: “Four pairs of cyclic threats and Dombrovskis effects”. In fact, there is not a cycle in
threats, since there is nothing which would make the order in pairs (for instance, why AB-BCCD-DA and not AB-CB-DC-AD?). The Dombrovskis effects are disunified since, in 1.Qc4?,
with 2.Bd3 as one of the threats, 1… Bxd4 is a defense, and in 1.Rf3?, with 2.Sf6 being one of
threats, 1… Rxd4! is the refutation. Solution: 1.Qc4? (2.Qxd3[A]/Bxd3#[B]), 1...Rxd4[a]/
Bxd4[b] 2.Qe6/Re2#, 1...Sxf2!, 1.Rf3? (2.Bxd3[B]/Sf6#[C]), 1...Rxd4[a]!, 1.Qc5? (2.Sf6[C]/
Qe5[D]#), 1...Bxd4[b]!; 1.Qb5! (2.Qe5[D]/Qxd3#[A]), 1...Rxd4[a]/Bxd4[b]/Kxd4/Sf4+
2.Sf6[C]/Bxd3[B]/Ra4/Rxf4#
2nd Honorable Mention - (Zivko Janevski - T0339) Charming presentation of the Zagoruiko
theme (3x2). Symmetric Q-tries on a2 and a6 threatening on c4 with natural (though obvious)
refutations containing the exchange of effects (gate-opening/recapture). The key introduces an
unexpected threat and unguards in thematic variations. A simple mechanism, but excellent
construction. Solution: 1.Qa6? (2.Qc4#), 1...exd5/Bxd3 2.Qg6/Qxd3#, 1...Rb5!, 1.Qa2?
(2.Qc4#), 1...exd5/Bxd3 2.Qxd5/Qg2#, 1...b3!, 1.Qa1/Qh5? (2.Qxe5#) exd5!, 1.Qxb7?
(2.Qxe3#) Bxd3!, 1.Qg8? (2.Qg6#), 1...Bg4 2.Qxg4#, 1...Bh5!; 1.Qf8! (2.Sg5#), 1...exd5/Bxd3
2.Qf5/Qf3#
3rd Honorable Mention - (Barry Barnes - T0327) Stocchi blocks on a non-flight square are
rarely seen. They are presented here in an exemplary construction without white Pawns. Unfortunately, there is thematic impurity in the presence of 5 removals of wSe7, only 3 of which
are thematic mates. Solution: 1.Rg4! (2.Rgxc4#), 1...cxd5/exd5/Bxd5/Bxg4,Be4/Qd4 2.Sc6/
Sg6/Sf5/Qxf2/Bxd4#
4th Honorable Mention - (Milan R. Vukcevich† - T0309) Two Novotny tries threatening two
mates by wQ, which re-appear in actual play after the same moves which were refutations. An
unusual kind of Dombrovskis theme with an excellent flight-giving key. The attractive position
unfortunately emphasizes that, after the key, the wBg7 does not have any role. Solution:
1.Rd4? Rxd4/Bxd4/Sf4 2.Qxb6/Qa4/Ra4#, 1...Se3!, 1.Bd4? Rxd4/Bxd4/Se3 2.Qxb6/Qa4/
Bxb6#, 1...Sf4!; 1.Kb8! (2.Qa8#) Se3/Sf4/b5 2.Qxb6/Qa4/Qa6#
5th Honorable Mention - (Semion Shifrin/Valery Korenev - T0345) Three interesting phases. Pity that there is no switchback mate after 1.Bg6? Kxe6. The re-appearance of a mate,
2.Qg5#, in actual play is welcome. Solution: 1...Bxg7 2.Sxe7#, 1.Rb4? (2.Qg5#), 1...Kxc5/Rd4
2.Rb5/Qxd4#, 1...Bg7! (2.Sxe7#?), 1.Bg6? (2.Qe4#), 1...Kxe6/Rxe6 2.g8Q/c6#, 1...Rd4!
(2.Qxd4#?); 1.Sd6! (2.Qe4#), 1...Rxd6/exd6/Rd4 2.c6/exd7/Qg5#

Commendation
Commendation
Commendation
Commendation
Bernard Delobel
Rauf Aliovsadzade
Živko Janevski
Horst Böttger
StrateGems 2002
StrateGems 2002
StrateGems 2002
StrateGems 2002
w________w
w________w
w________w
w________w

[wdwdwdwH]
[wdwdwdwd]
[wGw$wdwd]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[dpdwdwdw]
[dwdNdwdB]
[dw0wIwdw]
[wdwdwdw!]
[wdrdRHqd]
[w0phwdrd]
[wdpdpdwd]
[hwdwdkdb]
[!wdwdwdw]
[0wdNdw!w]
[dwdwiBdw]
[wdw)w0wd]
[wdPiwdnd]
[R1wdkdPd]
[w!wdwdwd]
[0w)Kdwdw]
[dwdwdPdw]
[dw0wdwgw]
[0wdwHwdN]
[P0wdwdwH]
[bdwdPdwd]
[wdPdw)Kd]
[wdwdwdRg]
[dBdwgwdw]
[HRGwIndw]
[dwdwdwdw]
[db4wdwdw]
w--------w
w--------w
w--------w
#2
(11+9)
#2
(6+8)
#2*
(8+7)
#2*
(10+7)w--------w
Commendations (ex aequo):
Commendation - (Bernard Delobel - T0343) A mutate with the well-known combination of
wK battery “check/non-check” changes. However, the light position and non-standard flightgiving key deserve commendation. Solution: 1...Be8/S~/f3/Be~/Bxc3/Bd1 2.Ke2/Kc4/
Ke3/Kd2/Kxc3/Qg6#; 1.Kc2! (zz), 1...Ke4/Be8/S~/f3/Be~/Bxc3/Bd1+/Be2 2.Qe6/Kd1/Kb3/
Kd1/Kd2/Kxc3/Kxd1/Qg6#
Commendation - (Rauf Aliovsadzade - T0344) Three interesting changes. Solution: 1...Rxc4/
Bxc4/Kxc4 2.Rd6/Bb2/Qb4#; 1.Se4! (2.Qc3/Qd5#), 1...Rxc4/Bxc4/Kxc4/Qxe4 2.Qd8/Sc2/
Rb4/Rxe4# Author’s comment: A combination of Latvian and Romanian Novotny + set play.
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Commendation - (Zivko Janevski - T0348) Two phases featuring openings of a masked halfbattery with sharp dual avoidances by unpins of black line-movers. Valuable third change after
1… Bxf2. Careless construction. Remove bPc3 and move wPf2 to d2. Solution: 1.S5xb6?
(2.Qe3#), 1...Sc4/Sf5/Bxf2 2.Sf6(Sc5?)/Sc5(Sf6?)/Qe5#, 1...Bf4!; 1.S7xb6! (2.Qe3#), 1...Sc4/
Sf5/Bxf2 2.Sf6(Sxc3?)/Sxc3(Sf6?)/Qf4#

Commendation
Vasyl Dyachuk
Commendation - (Horst Bottger - T0351) Between two possible
StrateGems 2002
w________w
Novotnys the right choice is the more attractive one. A joy for
[wdwdwdwd] solvers! Solution: 1.Rc2? (2.Qe4/Qc5#) exf5!; 1.Sc2! (2.Qe4/Qc5),
[dwIpdwdw] 1...Rxc2/Bxc2/Kxf5/exf5 2.Qe4/Qc5/Rg5/Qd4#
[wdw!w0pd] Commendation - (Vasyl Dyachuk - T0352) Excellent construction,
[dw0wdwdw] but similar mechanisms have been around a long ago in better inter[wdrdkdwd] pretations. Solution: 1...Rh5/Sd3/Sf3 2.Bg4/Qxd3/Bd3#; 1.Qxf6!
[dwdwdwGw] (2.Qe5#), 1...Rh5/Sd3/Sf3 2.Bxc4/Bf3/Qxf3#, 1...d6 2.Qe6#

[whNhBdwd]
[dwdw$wdr] All claims to Mike Prcic must be received by April 1, 2005.
w--------w
#2*
(6+9)

Seventh World Chess Composing Tourney (WCCT-7)
Report by Mike Prcic
The 7th WCCT covered the period 2001-2004. Thirty-eight countries participated with 625
entries in seven groups (#2, #3, #n, studies, helpmates, selfmates and fairies). A new way of
judging was used for the first time, with judges from five countries working in each group. The
reserve judges were included in some cases, for various reasons.
The team from Russia won the Championship, ahead of Ukraine and Israel. The most
successful problemists were:
1. Valentin Rudenko (Ukraine) 108.00
2. Marjan Kovacevic (Serbia-Montenegro) 86.50
3. Stefan Sovik (Slovakia) 62.00
4. Yosi Retter (Israel) 54.50
5. Uri Avner (Israel) 49.61
6. Miodrag Mladenovic (Serbia-Montenegro) 45.00
7. Marek Kwiatkowski (Poland) 43.50
8. Byron Zappas (Greece) 42.50
9-10 Pal Benko (Hungary) 41.00
9-10 Gady Costeff (Israel) 41.00
11-12 Don Smedley (Great Britain) 39.50
11-12 George Georgopoulos (Greece) 39.50
14. Michel Caillaud (France) 35. 00
15. Yakov Vladimirov (Russia) 34. 00
The scoring rules for each group were:
1. Twenty-four problems get points
2. Only the two best problems of any country may get points
3. The third placed problem of a country does not get points even if it is placed before any of
the 24 problems to get points
4. Third placed problems enter the award and get their appropriate place, but are skipped over
when it comes to point giving.
The following three pages contain three tables: Participants, Results and The Best Teams.
In this issue we are presenting top six entries in section A (twomovers). The forthcoming issues will feature other sections.

PARTICIPANTS
Country
#2
2
3
3
3
3
1
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
2
3
3
3
2
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

#3
1
2
2
1
3
1

Categories
#n
EG

h#
s#
f# Total
Argentina
3
1
7
Armenia
3
3
3
2
2
18
Austria
3
2
3
3
16
Azerbaijan
2
3
2
11
Belarus
3
3
3
3
3
21
Belgium
2
3
3
1
11
Brazil
2
3
8
Croatia
3
3
3
3
3
1
19
Czech Republic
3
3
3
3
2
3
20
Denmark
3
3
3
3
3
3
21
Finland
2
3
3
3
2
2
18
France
3
3
3
3
3
3
21
Georgia
3
3
3
2
3
1
18
Germany
3
3
3
3
3
3
21
Great Britain
3
3
3
3
3
3
21
Greece
3
3
3
3
3
3
21
Hungary
3
3
3
3
3
3
21
Israel
3
3
3
3
3
3
21
Italy
3
2
3
3
1
1
16
Kazakhstan
2
Latvia
2
3
3
2
13
Lithuania
3
3
1
1
3
14
Macedonia
3
3
3
3
3
2
20
Morocco
2
1
1
6
Moldova
2
1
2
1
9
Mongolia
1
1
1
2
8
The Netherlands
3
3
3
3
3
3
21
Poland
3
3
3
3
3
3
21
Romania
3
3
3
3
3
3
21
Russia
3
3
3
3
3
3
21
Serbia-Montenegro
3
3
3
3
3
3
21
Slovakia
3
3
3
3
3
3
21
Slovenia
3
3
3
3
2
17
Spain
1
1
Sweden
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
21
Switzerland
3
3
3
1
3
3
3
19
Ukraine
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
21
United States
3
3
3
1
3
3
2
18
Total
106
86
95
86
99
85
68
625
The table shows the number of entries in each section (maximum three for each section)
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RESULTS

THE BEST TEAMS

Place Country

Categories
#2
#3
#n
EG
1 Russia
32.00 38.00 36.00 43.00
2 Ukraine
33.00 34.00 45.00 18.00
3 Israel
43.00 41.00 19.00 41.00
4 Serbia-Montenegro
39.00 18.00 21.00
5 Germany
22.50 3.00 22.50
6 Slovakia
19.50 13.00 11.00
7 The Netherlands
6.50
33.50 17.50
8 Greece
10.50 6.50 21.00 16.00
9 Hungary
9.00 7.00 41.00
10 Belarus
23.00 20.00 17.00
11 Great Britain
7.00 21.00 14.50
12 Switzerland
1.50 32.50
13 Poland
15.50 16.00 10.00
14 Macedonia
23.00 10.00
9.00
15 France
19.00
16 Finland
13.50
17 Georgia
34.00
18 Sweden
18.00 11.50
19 Croatia
12.00 8.00
8.00
20 Austria
1.50 3.00 15.00
21-22 Romania
10.00 2.00
21-22 Denmark
12.00
23 Italy
4.00
17.00
24 Argentina
25 Mongolia
11.00
26 Latvia
10.50
27 Czech Republic
5.00
1.00
28 United States
29 Belgium
3.00
30-38 Armenia
Azerbaijan
Brazil
Kazakhstan
Lithuania
Morocco
Moldova
Slovenia
Spain

h#
42.00
34.50
15.50
31.00
14.00
18.00
24.00
11.00
15.50
21.00
7.00
22.00
10.00

s#
27.00
19.00
46.00
42.50
30.00
27.00
4.00

f#
45.00
38.00
4.00
45.00
27.50
20.00
16.00
29.00
13.00

5.00 25.00
16.00
2.00 7.00
18.00
8.00 27.00 4.00
12.50 19.50 9.00
6.00

4.00
3.50

6.00

7.00
10.50
7.00

4.50

Total
263.00
221.50
209.50
196.50
119.50
108.50
101.50
94.00
85.50
81.00
79.50
72.00
60.50
60.00
58.00
54.50
40.00
29.50
28.00
23.50
22.50
22.50
21.00
13.00
11.00
10.50
6.00
4.50
3.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

This table shows points per section each country scored

Errata
SG27, page 153, diagram No.2 was published in Themes 64 and is missing black Knights on b8
and d8. Diagram No.6 has no solution after 1...e4! It was unpublished and it is shown only as
an example. Page 164, R17, replace bQh6 with BbRh6. Thanks Olivier Ronat!

Place Country
1 Russia
Igor Agapov
Vasiliy Chernyh
Viktor Chepizhny
Georgy Evseev
Alexander Feoktistov
Lev Grolman
Valery Gurov
Vyacheslav Kopaev
Nikolai Kralin
Vladislav Nefedov
Oleg Pervakov
Andrey Selivanov
Valery Shavyrin
Yakov Vladimirov
Andrey Vysokosov
Leonid Yarosh
2 Ukraine
Yuri Gordian
Viktor Kapusta
Mikhail Marandyuk
Viktor Melnichenko
Valentin Rudenko
Volodimir Ryabtsev
Aleksandr Semenenko
Valery Semenenko
Viktor Syzonenko
Leonid Topko
3 Israel
Yoel Aloni
Uri Avner
Gady Costeff
Paz Einat
Mark Erenburg
Arieh Grinblat
Jean Haymann
Aaron Hirschenson
Emanuel Navon
Yosi Retter
Raffi Ruppin
Menachem Witzum

#2
#3
#n
EG
32.00 38.00 36.00 43.00
12.00
12.00
8.00

h#
s#
f#
42.02 27.00 45.00

6.34
6.34

10.50
10.00
12.00
10.50

17.84
12.00
10.00
11.50
23.00
17.00
12.00 16.00
14.00 20.00
10.00
33.00 34.00 45.00 18.00

12.00
34.50 19.00 38.00
9.50 9.00

9.50
33.00
10.00
23.00 15.00 12.00 11.00
9.50

4.00
12.50

5.50 29.00

11.00
11.00
3.50
3.50
43.00 41.01 19.00 41.00
11.00

7.67

4.00

15.50 46.00
3.875
24.00

4.00
3.00

41.00
11.00

4.00
7.00
7.67
3.875

10.50

7.67
3.875

10.50 18.00

4.00

22.00
1.00
3.875

Total
263.02
12.00
12.00
14.34
16.84
10.00
12.00
28.34
12.00
10.00
11.50
23.00
17.00
28.00
34.00
10.00
12.00
221.50
18.50
9.50
37.00
10.00
108.00
9.50
11.00
11.00
3.50
3.50
209.51
3.88
49.67
41.00
15.00
7.00
7.67
3.88
18.17
3.88
54.50
1.00
3.88
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Section A: Twomovers
Theme: Single-phase twomovers with a blend of at least three different thematic groups of two
or more variations, i.e. at least six variations altogether. Two of the thematic groups may show
the same theme but must be clearly recognizable as separate systems. There should be different
mates in all thematic variations, and none of the thematic variations should appear in more
than one thematic group.
Judges: Great Britain (GBR), The Netherlands (NED), Slovakia (SVK), Ukraine (UKR), Serbia-Montenegro (SCG). Reserve Judge: France.

1st Place, WCCT-7
V. Chernyh & V. Kopaev
Russia
w________w

2nd Place, WCCT-7
Nikola Stolev
Macedonia
w________w

3rd Place, WCCT-7
P. Einat & U. Avner
Israel
w________w

[BdN!Rdwd]
[GK)wdwdw]
[wdr)wdw4]
[dw)kdwdN]
[Rdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdndw]
[wdPdwdw1]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w
#2
(12+5)

[wdwdwdwd]
[dB0wdwdw]
[pdNdQdpg]
[dwdpHwdw]
[w$qdk0wh]
[dPdwdR)w]
[KdP)whrd]
[dwdwdwGw]
w--------w
#2*
(12+11)

[w1wdwgwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[bdwGBHwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[w)wiwdwd]
[4wHwdQdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwhwdwdK]
w--------w
#2
(7+6)

1st Place - (Vasily Chernyh & Vyacheslav Kopaev, Russia, 24 points) The main thematic
groups, three Nietvelt defenses and three B2 self-blocks, are ingeniously connected with the
additional group, through play of the bRc6. An amazing discovery in a position to be re- membered! (SCG). Three good systems (Nietvelts d6, self-blocks for W interference, wK mates
after bR unmasks battery), each with three variations: an achievement with only 17 pieces.
Only the last system is inferior (and very familiar). The key is perfunctory, but this seems
unavoidable (GBR). All groups have three variations. The first group is weak compared to the
other groups (NED) 1.Qd7! (2.Qxc6#), 1...Re6 2.Qxe6# (two times QxR), 1...Rxc7+/
Rb6+/Ra6 (royal masked battery) 2.Kxc7/Kxb6/Kxa6#, 1...Rxc5/Se5/Sd4 (self-block with
white interference) 2.Sb6/Se7/c4#, 1...Rhxd6/Rcxd6/Qxd6 (self-pin and Nietvelt) 2.Sf6/Kb8/
Sf4# .
2nd Place - (Nikola Stolev, Macedonia, 23p) The best and most thematic key of the tourney
involves double sacrifice, unpin, flight-giving and change of four mates, two of which make
use of the thematic unpinning (SCG). Disregarding the by-play 1...Sxf3/Bg7, wrongly claimed
as a system, this has three pairs. The self-pins on d4 are good; the bQ checks, though only
return captures, gain merit from the key, and 1...Sd3/Sg4, requiring new mates from e5, neatly
allow them by line-opening. Why the high mark? First, the three pairs are artistically unified by
the vertical Knight batteries. Second, there are four good changed mates, two from one theme
pair and one each from two others. Third, the excellent key is a double sacrifice, giving a flight
and unpinning the bQ. Fourth, the construction increases pleasure - note the white half-pin
used to defeat 1.d3+ - if unavoidably marred (hence three minus) by a lazy wBb7 and plugs a6,
c7 & g6 (GBR). Groups: 1) check, battery play 2) pinning 3) line opening, battery play, dual
avoidance 4) play without value. Four changed mates and a good flight-giving key, but the
thematic play is not very interesting (NED). Set: 1...Qd4/Sd3/Sg4/Sxf3 2.Rxd4/cxd3/d3/
Qxg6#; 1.Sd4! (2.Sec6#), 1...Qxb3+/Qxc2+ 2.Sxb3/Sxc2#, 1...Kxd4/Qxd4 2.Qxd5/Bxd5#,
1...Sd3/Sg4 2.Sxd3/Sxg4#, 1...Sxf3/Bg7 2.Sexf3/Rxf4#
3rd Place - (Paz Einat & Uri Avner, Israel, 22p) The original and controversial approach to
the theme requirement produced a wonderful position and subtle play. There are prominent
Levman-like interferences and pinnings, on one side, and black interferences and self-blocks

on the other (SCG). This brilliant problem has only 13 pieces, yet two solver-friendly, cyclically interpenetrating sets of three system-themes. Three pairs of black moves 1...Bd3/Rc3
(A/B), 1...Bh6/Qb7 or a8 (C/D) and 1...Bb7/Sd3 (E/F), seen as errors, are respectively selfblocks, withdrawal of rear-guards (from behind white Bd6), and black self-interferences plus
unguards. The same six black moves, seen as defenses, and ordered with cyclic shift as B/C,
D/E, F/A, are respectively direct guards (of e3), pins (of white Queen), and cuts (of a white line
f3-c3). The tourney requirements are met by either AB, CD, EF, or BC, DE, FA (not both, due
to the tourney condition "different mates in all thematic variations"). The two trios of thematic
pairs are cyclically linked by theme. Only one of the six themes (guard of e3) lacks strategic
interest. The problem imparts modernity to the somewhat antique tourney requirements. It is
one of only two entries justifying a mark of 4, viz. "Outstanding problem: accurate and intensive rendering of the set theme, without blemishes in any of the main lines, and showing originality and flair. Perfect construction and economy" (GBR). Two cycles make it a special problem (NED). 1.Sg4! (2.Qe3#), 1...Bd3/Rxc3 2.Qf6(A/X)/Qd5(A/Y)#, 1...Bh6/Qb7,Qa8
2.Bc5(B/Y)/Be5(B/Z)#, 1...Bb7/Sd3 2.Sb5(C/Z)/Se2(C/X)#. A= self-block; B= withdrawal of
rear guard; C= shutting off a black line + direct guard withdrawal; X= shutting off a white line
for flight-giving; Y= direct guard; Z= pinning of white Queen. Two sets of thematic groups
(ABC and XYZ) cyclically interwoven. ABC are black-weakening themes, XYZ are blackstrengthening themes.

4th Place, WCCT-7
Y. Retter & A. Hirschenson
Israel
w________w

[wdwdwdBd]
[hwdw)wdw]
[wHwdr)wd]
[dwGwiwIw]
[wdw0w$n$]
[)rdw)wdw]
[wdwdw)wd]
[gw!bHwdw]
w--------w
#2
(13+8)

5th Place, WCCT-7
V. Rudenko & V. Melnichenko
Ukraine
w________w

[wdrdwdBd]
[hwdpdbhw]
[wdw!wdwd]
[dwdRdwdw]
[wdkdpdqd]
[dw)wdw4w]
[Kdw)wdwd]
[gw$Ndwdw]
w--------w
#2
(8+10)

6th Place, WCCT-7
Jean-Marc Loustau
France
w________w

[qdNHwdwI]
[dw$PdwdB]
[wdwdw0wd]
[4wdkdndw]
[QdnGw)wd]
[dwdw)Pdw]
[bdwdwdwd]
[dwdwgw4w]
w--------w
#2
(11+9)

4th Place - (Yosi Retter & Aaron Hirschenson, Israel, 21p) Highly impressive geometry and
clarity of the 2+1 pairs, skillfully emphasized by the three logical attempts. The best combination of classic and modern elements in the tourney (SCG). Grimshaw on c3, two lineopenings for the wBg8, and two masked line-openings for the wRh4 would score only two,
given the heavy setting. The problem is raised to three by an attractive modernization: each of
three tries threatens two mates from a different system. Two tries fail to defenses on b6, which
adds further unity; 1.f3? Bc2! 2.Sf3? errs neatly; and 1.Qc3? is a Novotny. The combination
would deserve higher honors but for unfortunate construction: very lazy wQ, Pf2 used only for
a try, and Sa7, Pa3, Pe7 and Pf6 all seem painful necessities. Also 1.e8Q? Rbxb6! distracts
attention from 1.Qc3? Rbxb6! (GBR). The refutations of the tries are too crude. The first
groups have the same theme (NED). 1.Bb4! (2.Qc5#), 1...Sxf6/Sxe3 2.Rf5/Re4# (dual avoidance by the same black Knight), 1...Rc6/Rd6 2.Sd7/Sc4# (dual avoidance by the same black
Rook), 1...Rc3/Bc3 (Grimshaw) 2.exd4/Sd3#. (1...Bc2,Bf3 2.S(x)f3#). Tries: 1.f3? (2.Rf5/
Re4#) Bc2!, l.e4? (2.Sd7/Sc4#) Rexb6!, 1.Qc3? (2.exd4/Sd3#) Rbxb6!. Tries with double
threats demonstrating the two mates of each thematic group.
5th Place - (Valentin Rudenko & Viktor Melnichenko, Ukraine, 20p) Four valuable thematic pairs in an economical position (SCG). Four pairs of interesting errors (self-block, black
interference, black interference with unguards, self-pins) with good economy, a decent key,
plausible (non-thematic) tries, and only 18 pieces. The problem shows no great excitement or
flair, but these are attractive, well-made, clear and intensive renderings (GBR). Four clear
groups; two of them to some degree with the same theme (NED). Set: 1...Bxd5 2.Qxd5#;
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1.Ra5! (2.Qd4#), 1...Sb5/Rd3 Ra4/Qb4# (self-blocks), 1...Sc6/Se6 Rc5/Qd5# (black interferences), 1...e3/Sf5 d3/Bxf7# (black interferences + unguards ), 1...Bxc3/Rxc3 2.Sb2/Se3# (selfpins). (1.Re5? Sb5!, 1.Rbl? Bxc3!)
6th Place - (Jean-Marc Loustau, France, 19p) The three main pairs are perfectly matched and
the fourth one is made strongly thematic by the sacrificial key (SCG). The high score is due to
excellent unity, which is absent from most otherwise good entries. 1...Scxe3/Sfxe3 open gates
as the Knights defend "randomly" against the threat 2.e4, permitting new mates on the same
square. 1.Scd6/Sfd6 correct by guarding e4, as do 1...Sd2/Sg3; the first two defenses err by
self-block unguards, the second two by unusual long-distance interferences. A fourth system
1...Qxa7/Rxa7 is also unified internally, but less so with the rest of the problem, and is of less
interest. The key is well specified by the need to cut-off Qa8 and avoid blocking b6. Sheltering
the wK requires only one plug. Only the wSd8 slightly detracts from a perfect construction. A
good ambassador for chess problems! (GBR). 1.Ba7! (2.e4#), 1..Sfxe3/Scxe3 2.Be4/Qe4#,
1...Sfd6/Scd6 2.Se7/Sb6#, 1...Sg3/Sd2 2.Bg8/Qxa5#, 1...Rxa7/Qxa7 2.Qb5/Qc6#, (1...Bbl
2.Qxc4#, 1...Rc5 2.Rxc5#, 1...Qxc8 2.Qc6#, 1...Rg8+ 2.Bxg8#).

Joe Youngs (1926-2004)
A 3rd Prize
StrateGems 2001
w________w

The American composer Joe Casey Youngs died May 25,
2004. He was born in 1926. Joe and I played on rival high school
[wdwdw$wd] chess teams in Minneapolis, Minnesota in the early 1940s. I had
[gwdpdwdB] become attracted to composition through the Minneapolis Star[wdw0w)w)] Journal weekly newspaper column called “The Pawn Pusher" and
[dwdwiNHR] introduced Joe to this wonderful hobby. We published our earliest
[wdPdwhpd] works in that outlet.
Joe went on to work as a sales agent in the railroad industry in
[dw)whwGb]
1944. In 1961, his company settled him in Bismarck, North Da[wdwdQdwd] kota, where he remained until his retirement in 1986. In 1989, he
[dwdwdwIw] returned to the Minneapolis area. During many of those years, he
w--------w
#2
1.Se4!
(12+8) was not active in chess.
Joe composed #2 and h#2 exclusively. Within the #2 area, he
B with Dan Meinking
stayed with the classical style. He is represented in the FIDE Al& Newman Guttman
bums by one 1947 problem (1945-1955 volume). I do not cite it,
7th Prize, Orbit 1999
w________w
because, unfortunately, I once noticed that it was anticipated in
[wdr!wdwI] 1945 by S. Ekstrom. His best #2 achievement was problem A,
[dwdw)w0B] which the judge compared in quality to the famous Mansfield 1917
[wdwgpdbd] cross-checker. Later, he became more active in h#2. Perhaps his
[dw0wdwdw] most ambitious h#2 was B, which took two collaborators to sub[w0p1ndwd] due.
Joe was not a prolific composer, having published some 140
[$w0kdwdw]
[ndw)pdwd] problems. Recognizing his serious illness, he sent records of his
[dN$wdwdr] work to the John G. White collection, in the Cleveland Public
Library.
w--------w
h#2 2 solutions
(8+15)
1.Be8 Sxc3 2.Qxc3 Qxd6#
1.Bh2 Rcxc3+ 2.Sexc3 Bxg6# Newman Guttman

Pantelis Martoudis (1925 - 2004)
Pantelis Martoudis was born in Nicosia, Cyprus in 1925. An amateur chess player, he
learned the basics of chess composition from Byron Zappas. Pantelis fell in love with
helpmates and he soon specialized in threemovers, particularly those featuring cyclic white
play. Despite beginning composition late, he evolved rapidly and produced some fine work
during his career that was highly appreciated. He had ten points in the FIDE Albums.
During the past three or four years, Pantelis spent more time on painting, which was his
second hobby. He composed only occasionally--mainly for the WCCT's. We will always
remember his modest character and his impeccable style of a "true gentleman”.

StrateGems 2003 Threemovers Award
Judge: Mikhail Marandyuk, Novoselitsa, Ukraine, June 2004
(translation from Russian by Mike Prcic)
There were twenty-eight published compositions during the year 2003. M0281 (Efren
Petite) was disqualified. It is a mirror image of a Yakov Vladimirov composition (FIDE Album
1974-1976, No.261). The following is my decision:
1st Prize
3rd Prize
2nd Prize
4th Prize
Peter Olszewski
John Rice
Valery Shavyrin
Alex Casa
StrateGems
2003
StrateGems
2003
StrateGems 2003
StrateGems 2003
w________w
w________w
w________w
w________w

[wdwGwdrd]
[wdw$wdwd]
[wdKdwdQd]
[wdwdwIwG]
[0wdpdwdw]
[4wdpGwdK]
[dwgwdwdw]
[dwdpdwdw]
[rdNdpdwd]
[w0P0Pdwd]
[wdwdpdwd]
[wdw4b0Rd]
[dw)P)Q0P]
[dBhwhwdw]
[dpdwHwdp]
[dw$piwdP]
[pdRdwdpi]
[wHbip0wd]
[w4P)B0P4]
[Qdndwdp)]
[dwIw)wHw]
[dwdw$wdw]
[dpGwiw)w]
[dwdP)r)w]
[wdwdbdP)]
[wdwHw)wd]
[wdPdb$n0]
[wdw0w0wH]
[dwdwdwdw]
[gw!wdwdw]
[dwhRdwdN]
[gwdqdwdw]
w--------w
w--------w
#3
(11+13)w--------w
#3
(13+13)
#3
(13+10)
#3
(11+11)w--------w
1st Prize - (Peter Olszewski – M0293) A triple le Grand (a rare guest in informal tourneys). A
harmonious mechanism with sacrifices by the white Queen on the second move and mates by
the white Knight, after pinning of black Bishop and Rook. Excellent thematic tries 1.Qxg5+?
and 1.Qxg4+? with beautiful refutations 2...Bd3! and 2...Rf8!. 1.Qxg5+[A]? Rxg5 2.Se7 Bd3!,
1.Qxg4+[B]? Bxg4 2.Sd4 Rf8!, 1.Se7? (2.Qxg5+[A] Rxg5/Kxg5 3.Sg6/Sxg8#), 1...exd5
2.Qxg4+[B] Bxg4 3.Sef5#, 1...Rg7!; 1.Sd4! (2.Qxg4+[B] Bxg4/Kxg4 3.Sf3/Sdxe2#), 1...exd5
2.Qxg5+[A] Rxg5 3.Sdf5#, (1...Bxc4 2.Sf3+)
2nd Prize - (Valery Shavyrin – M0294) Black correction by the Rook and Bishop with
masked Grimshaw on f5. The threat and two pairs of variations create a complex with changed
functions of white and black pieces. It is right to show tries: 1.Bxf6+[A]? Rxf6! and
1.Sxg4+[B]? Bxg4!. This author is always in quest of new ideas. 1.Ke7! (2.Rg5+ Rf5[a]
3.Bxf6[A]#; 2...Bf5[b] 3.Sxg4[B]#), 1...Rf~ 2.Bxf6+[A] Kf5 3.Rg5#, 1...Rf5!?[a] 2.Qxa1+
Qxa1 3.Sxg4[B]#, 1...Be~ 2.Sxg4+[B] Kf5 3.e4#, 1...Bf5!?[b] 2.Rxd5+ Rxd5 3.Bxf6[A]#
3rd Prize - (John Rice – M0292) The thematic key allows Black to check the white King. In
this mechanism, the cross-checks yield variations with pinning and unpinning of the white
Bishop with interesting changed mates after the moves by the black Knights to d7. 1.Bxd6!
(2.Sf3+ exf3/Sxf3 3.Bxe5/Qxc4#), 1...dxc6+ 2.Be7+ Scd7/Sed7/Bd5/Rd7 3.Rxe4/Bf6/ Sc2/
Qxa1#, 1...dxe6+ 2.Bc7+ Scd7/Sed7/Bd5 3.Bxb6/Qxc4/Sc2#, 1...Bd3/Bxe6 2.Bxc5+ bxc5
3.Sb3/Rxe4#
1st Honorable Mention
Leonid Makaronez
Special Prize
2nd Honorable Mention 3rd Honorable Mention
Rauf Aliovsadzade
& Leonid Lyubashevsky Alex Casa
Salman Javadzade
StrateGems 2003
StrateGems 2003
StrateGems 2003
StrateGems 2003
w________w
w________w
w________w
w________w

[w$wdwdwd]
[wdwdwdw4]
[wdwdbdnd]
[Kdwdwdwd]
[Gwdwdwdw]
[dbdRdpdw]
[4ndwdwdw]
[dwHpdwdR]
[wdwdwdwd]
[wdPdwdNd]
[wgpGR0wd]
[wdwdw0pd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[Gwdwdwgw]
[0wdw0Pdw]
[!wdpdwiw]
[wdkdwdwd]
[n4w0wdwd]
[w$PiwdNd]
[wdpdwdwH]
[dwdwdwdw]
[dpdpiw)w]
[dPdpdwdw]
[dw)wdwdP]
[wdKdwdBd]
[wdwHwdw)]
[w)wHw)wd]
[pdwhn)qG]
[dwdwdwdw]
[dwdwIwdw]
[dwdwdwdK]
[dwgwdw$b]
w--------w
w-------#3
(4+1)w--------w
#3
(8+10)
#3
(11+11)w--------w
#3*
(10+12)
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4th Prize - (Alex Casa - M0312) This problem is in memoriam Milan R. Vukcevich. A mechanism with Black capturing c4 and g4 Pawns and white Bishop playing to six different squares
in six thematic variations. 1.Qxe6! (2.Bd2+ Kxe4/Kxd4 3.Qd5#), 1...bxc4 2.Bb7! Rxb7
3.Sxc4#, 1...Rxc4 2.Bc6! Rxc6 3.Sxc4#, 1...Bxc4 2.Bd5! Bxd5 3.Sc4#, 1...hxg4 2.Bh7! Rxh7
3.Sxg4#, 1...Rxg4 2.Bg6! Rxg6 3.Sg4#, 1...Bxg4 2.Bf5! Bxf5 3.Sg4#
Special Prize - (Salman Javadzade - M0306) Recognition for an interesting find in a miniature genre. Four complete phases with creation of free flights for the black King (the King is
stalemated in the initial position). In each phase two free flights are created. Cute miniature!
1.Bb6? (zz), 1...Kb5 2.Kb3 Ka6 3.Bf1#, 1...Kb4!, 1.Ra8? (zz), 1...Kb4 2.Bf1 K~ 3.Bc5#,
1...Kb5!, 1.Rb6? (zz), 1...Kd4 2.Rb5+ Kc4 3.Bf1#, 1...Kc5!; 1.Kd1! (zz), 1...Kd3/Kc3 2.Bd5
Kc3/Kd3 3.Rb3#
1st Honorable Mention - (Leonid Makaronez & Leonid Lyubashevsky – M0323) Protection of the critical c5-square is shown in three variations with play of white pieces on the other
critical square e5. There are three thematic tries with white capturing e5-Pawn. 1.Rxe5?/
Sxe5?/Bxe5? fxe5!/Sxd6!/Kc5!; 1.Ra4! (2.c5+ Kd5 3.Se3#), 1...Bc5 2.Rxe5 (3.Re4/Sf3#) fxe5
3.Bxe5#, 1...c5 2.Sxe5 (3.Sef3#) fxe5 3.Bxe5#, 1...Sc5 2.Bxe5+ fxe5 3.Rd6#, (1...Sxd6
2.Rxd6+ Kc5 3.Se4#)
2nd Honorable Mention - (Alex Casa – M0322) Black correction with unpinning of white
Knight and cross-checks. 1...Sd~ 2.Sf3+ Kf5 3.Qxd5#; 1.Sxd5! (2.f4+ Sxf4 3.Bxf4#), 1...Sd~
2.Be5 (3.Bxf6#) fxe5 3.Qd8#, 1...Se4 2.Sxf6+ Sc5+ 3.Se4#; 2...Kxf6 3.Qe5# (2.Se3+? f5!),
1...Sf3 2.Se3+ Se5+ 3.Sf3#; 2...f5 3.Qd8# (2.Sxf6+? Kxf6!)
3rd Honorable Mention - (Rauf Aliovsadzade – M0282) In three variations, the white Knight
threatens two mates (in cycle) on the second move by sacrificing itself to the black Bishop.
1.Bc7! (2.Re7+ Bxe7 3.Bf4#), 1...Sc5 2.Se7 (3.Sd5[A]/Sf5[B]#) Bxe7 3.Bf4#, 1...Re8 2.Sh4
(3.Sf5[B]/Sg2[C]#) Bxh4 3.Bf4#, 1...Bc8 2.Sf4 (3.Sg2[C]/Sd5[A]#) Bxf4 3.Bxf4#

1st Commendation
2nd Commendation
Eugene Fomichev
Sp. Honorable Mention Mike Prcic
3rd Commendation
Peter Olszewski
Vladimir Golubenko
in Milan’s memory
& Anatoly Skripnik
StrateGems 2003
StrateGems 2003
StrateGems 2003
StrateGems 2003
w________w
w________w
w________w
w________w

[wdr1wdwd]
[wIwiwdwd]
[wdwdR4wd]
[wdNdwdbg]
[Gwdndbdw]
[dpdwdwHB]
[dwhN0wdn]
[dwdwdpdr]
[wdRdwgpd]
[w)bdw4wd]
[wdKdkdwd]
[wdP)pdr0]
[4RdwdndN]
[dpGpHwdw]
[dw)wdwgB]
[dPiw0w0K]
[w)pdk0B0]
[w)w)wdPd]
[pdwdN)wd]
[w0PdwdPd]
[)w!w0wdw]
[dwdwdp)w]
[!wdw0r)w]
[dPdwdwdw]
[wdPdwdwd]
[wdwdw)wd]
[wdwdwdwd]
[RGBdwdwd]
[dNIwdwdw]
[dwdwdwdw]
[dwdbdwdw]
[dQ$wdwdw]
w--------w
w--------w
w--------w
#3
(11+7)
#3
(13+11)
#3
(11+13)w--------w
#3
(9+10)
Special Honorable Mention - (Peter Olszewski – M0311) Three Bristol variations. (A similar mechanism was used by Vladimir Zabunov, Com. British Chess Fed. 1967, FIDE Album
1965-67, No.310). 1.Be4? f5!, 1.Bf5? (2.Qe4), 1...exf5 2.Qd3, 1...e4!; 1.Qa1! (2.Bxe5 ~
3.Qd4#; 2...Bxe5 3.Qe5#), 1...Rf6 2.Ra8 ~ 3.Qa7#, 1...f6 2.Rh1 ~ Qg1#; 2...e4 3.Bd4#
1st Commendation - (Mike Prcic – M0310) WCCT-7 theme with thematic key and dual
avoidance in thematic variations. 1.Kb2!! (2.Sd2+ exd2 3.Bf3#), 1...Se5 2.Qxe3+ (2.Qd3+?)
fxe3/Sxe3 3.Sc3#, 1...Sd4 2.Qd3+ (2.Qxe3+?) cxd3 3.Sc3#, 1...Sc5 2.Sd2+ (Qd3+?/Qxe3+?)
Qxd2/Kd5 3.Sxf6/Bf3#, 1.Sd2+? exd2+!
2nd Commendation - (Eugene Fomichev & Anatoly Skripnik – M0320) A double cross by
the black Rook, its capture in all eight thematic variations combined with the cycle of the second and third white moves. 1.g5! (2.gxf6 ~ 3.Be7#), 1...Re6 2.Sxe6+[A] Ke8 3.Bg6[B]#,
1...Rg6 2.Bxg6[B] ~ 3.Se6#; 2...Bd7 3.Sf7[C]#, 1...Rf7 2.Sxf7+[C] Kd7 3.Bf5[D]#, 1...Rf5
2.Bxf5[D] ~ 3.Sf7#; 2...Be8 3.Se6[A]#, 1...Rd6/Rf8/Rh6/Rf4 2.Bxd6/Bxf8/gxh6/gxf4 ~
3.Sf7/Se6#
3rd Commendation - (Vladimir Golubenko – M0308) Umnov in two variations. Of interest is
a variation 2...Kf5+, with a check to the white King. 1.Qd3! (2.Qd6+ Kf5 3.Qe5/Qg6#), 1...Bf6
2.Sg5+ Sxg5 3.Sxf8#, 1...Rf6 2.Sf8+ Sxf8 3.Sxg5#; 2...Kf5+ 3.Sd6#, (1...Bxf4 2.Qc4+)

4th Commendation
Leonid Makaronez
StrateGems 2003
w________w

[wdwdwdwI]
[0wdwdQdp]
[Pdw0wdwd]
[dpdP0w$N]
[wGwibdw0]
[dw$wdBdw]
[wdwdwdnd]
[4wdwdwgw]
w--------w
#3
(9+11)
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4th Commendation - (Leonid Makaronez – M0309) Two variations with white Queen sacrifices and masked protection of the
square d5. 1.Sg7! (2.Sf5+ Bxf5 3.Qxa7#), 1...Rxa6 2.Qf5 Bxf5
3.Sxf5#, 1...Se3 2.Qf4 exf4 3.Se6#
All claims to Rauf Aliovsadzade must be received by April 1, 2005.

nNnNnN

Recently Honored US Compositions
by Mike Prcic
All comments and solutions have been obtained from the magazines which originally
published the awards. All the awards appear in the order of publication.

R1 Péter Gyarmati
R3 Noam Elkies
R4 Gady Costeff
& Pal Benko
R2 Gady Costeff
Honorable Mention
Commendation
4th Prize
3rd Commendation
Olthof-40 JT
Quiet Move Tourney
Krabbé-60 JT
EBUR 2000
W________w
W________w
W________w
W________w

[wdwdwdwd]
[wdwdw$wI]
[wdwdwdwd]
[wdbdwdQd]
[dwdwdrHp]
[dwdwHP)w]
[dpdwdwdw]
[dp)n1wdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[wdwgrdwd]
[w0pdPdwd]
[wdw0wdpd]
[dwdw)wiP]
[dwdwdw0n]
[dwdwdwdw]
[dwgP0PdN]
[wdwdwdwd]
[wdwdwdwd]
[wdwdwdwd]
[wdPiPdw0]
[dwdwdwdw]
[dwiwdwdw]
[dwHbdwdw]
[dPdwdPdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[wdwHw4wd]
[wdw)wdwd]
[wIwdw)wd]
[dwdRdKdw]
[dwdwdwdw]
[dwdwdkdK]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w
Draw
(4+5)w--------w
Draw
(11+10)
Draw
(6+6)w--------w
Win
(5+3)w--------w
R1 1.Ke2 Kh6/i 2.Se6/ii Rf5 3.Rd6/iii Rxe5+ 4.Kf3 Rd5/iv 5.Rc6/v Ra5 6.Kg4/vi wins. i)
1...Rxg7 2.Rg1+ Kh6 3.Rxg7 wins. ii) 2.Rg1? Rf2+ 3.Ke3 Rf3+ 4.Ke4 Rf4+ 5.Kd5 Rd4+
6.Ke6 Rd6+ 7.Kf5 Rf6+ 8.Ke4 Rf4+ 9.Kd5 Rd4+ 10.Kxd4 stalemate. iii) 3.Rd5? Rxe5+
4.Rxe5 stalemate. iv) 4...Kxh5 5.Kf4 Ra5 6.Sg7+ Kh4 7.Rh6+ Rh5 8.Rxh5 mate. v) 5.Rxd5?
stalemate. vi) 6.Sf4+? Kg5. "Despite the material advantage, White must work very hard to
prevent stalemate. This finally is achieved by sacrificing the e-Pawn. Unfortunately, the end of
the study is rather dull. Such a study should end with mate.” (Judge: Harold van der Heijden).
R2 1.Se4+/i Kd4 2.Sxg5/ii Rh6+ 3.Sh7 Sf6/iii 4.g8Q Sxg8 5.fxg8R/iv Be5+ 6.Rg7 Rxf8+
7.Sg8, and: 7...Ra- stalemate, or: 7...Rh- stalemate, or: 7...Rf7 8.Sxh6 Bxg7+ 9.Kg8 Ra7
10.Sf5+ draw, or: 7...Bxg7+ 8.Kxg7 draw. i) Other moves spoil the promotion’s strength, e.g.
1.Rc8+? Kxd2 2.f8Q Rh6+ 3.Kg8 Sf6+ 4.Kf7 Sh7+ 5.Ke8 Rxf8+ 6.gxf8Q Sxf8 7.Sf5 Rf6
8.Sxd6 Rxd6 9.Kxf8 g4. ii) 2.Re8? Kxe4 3.f8Q Rh6+ 4.Kg8 Sf6+ 5.Kf7 Sh7+ 6.Sf5+ Kxf5
7.Qh8 Kg4+ 8.Kg8 Sf6+ 9.Kf7 Sxe8+ 10.Kxe8 Rxh8+ 11.gxh8Q Rf8+ 12.Qxf8 Bxf8 and
Black wins. iii) 3...Be5 4.Rd8+ Ke4 5.Kg8 Bxg7 6.f8Q Bxf8 7.Sxf8 Rg2+ 8.Seg6 Sf4 9.Re8+
Kd5 10.Kg7, drawing, "at least until there is an 8-piece database", as the composer dryly remarks. iv) 5.fxg8Q? Be5+ 6.Qg7 Rxf8+ 7.Sg8 Ra8 8.Qxe5+ Kxe5 9.Kg7 Rb6 wins. "Brilliant
final position with a triple-pin stalemate, after a baffling Rook-promotion". (Judge: René
Olthof).
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R3 1.e7/i Bg6 2.d4 b5/ii 3.d5 b4/iii 4.d6/iv bxc3/v 5.d7 c2 6.e8Q/vi, and: 6...Bxe8 7.d8Q/vii
c1Q 8.Qd2, and Qxd2 stalemate, or 8...Qc4 9.Qf4+ Qxf4 stalemate, or 8...Qa3/viii 9.Qg2+ Ke1
10.Qg3+ Qxg3 stalemate, or: 6...c1Q 7.Qxg6/ix Kf2+ 8.Kh2 Qf4+ 9.Kh3 Qe3+/x 10.Kh4/xi
Qe7+ (Qd4+; Qg4) 11.Qg5 Qxd7/xii 12.Qf5+ Qxf5 stalemate. i) 1.Sa4? b5 2.Sc5 Bg6 3.Sxb7
Ke2 4.d4 Kd3 5.Sa5 Be8 6.Sb3 Kc4 7.Sc5 Kxd4, or here: 4.Sa5 Kxd2 5.Kh2 (Sxc6; Be4+) Be8
6.Kg3 b4 7.Kf4 Kc3 8.Ke5 b3 9.Sxb3 Kxb3 10.Kd6 Kb4 11.Ke7 Bh5 12.Kd6 Kb5 and Black
wins. ii) 2...Kf2 3.d5 cxd5 4.Sxd5 b5 5.Kh2, or here: 3...Ke3? 4.d6 Be8 5.Sa4 followed by
6.S(x)b6 and 7.d7. iii) 3...cxd5 4.Sxd5 Kf2 5.Kh2 Kf3 6.Kg1 Ke4 7.Sc3+ Ke5 8.Sxb5 Ke6
9.Kf2 Kxe7 10.Ke3, or here: 4...Be8 5.Kh2 Ke2 6.Kg3 Kd3 7.Kf2 Kc4 8.Sf6 Bf7 9.Ke1 Kc3
10.Kd1 Kb2 11.e8Q Bxe8 12.Sxe8 b4 13.Sd6 b3 14.Sb5. iv) 4.dxc6? bxc6; 4.Sd1? cxd5
5.Se3+ Ke1 6.Sxd5 b3. v) 4...Be8? 5.Se4 b6 (b3; Sd2+) 6.d7 Bxd7 7.Sf6. vi) 6.d8Q? c1Q
7.Qf8+ Ke2+ 8.Kg2 Qe3. vii) Excelsior! viii) 8...Qb1? 9.Qg2+ Ke1 10.Qg1+; Qc5? 9.Qd1+
Kf2 10.Qg1+; Qe1? 9.Qg2 mate. ix) 7.Qf8+? Ke2+ 8.Kh2 Qg5 (Qe3?; Qf6) 9.d8Q Qe5+
10.Kg2 Be4+ 11.Kh3 Bf5+ 12.Kg2 Qe4+ 13.Kh2 Qf4+ 14.Kg2 Qg4+ 15.Kh2 Qh3+ 16.Kg1
Qg3+ 17.Kh1 Be4+ mates. x) 9...Qf3+ 10.Kh2 Qf4+ 11.Kh3. xi) 10.Kg4? Qd4+; 10.Kh2?
Qe5+ 11.Kh3 Qh8+ l2.Kg4 Qd4+. xii) 11...Qh7+ 12.Qh5; Qe4+ 12.Qg4. "An amazing combination of four stalemates with the Excelsior theme in a completely natural and most game-like
setting. Much to my regret, the stalemates were found to be almost completely anticipated by a
1990 Beat Neuenschwander study". (René Olthof).

R5 Two spectacular variations ending with model mates. The theme is familiar from the Garai60 JT. a) 1.Qb5+ Sg5 2.Kd4 Rd6+ 3.Kc5 Se4#, b) 1.Qe2+ Rg4 2.Ke3 Sd5+ 3.Kf3 Rf4#.

R4 1.Qd8/i Qf8/ii 2.Kc2/iii gxf5/iv 3.Qg5/v f4 4.Sg7/vi Sb6/vii 5.Qh6/viii Qf7 (Sd7; Se6 mate)
6.Qh7 Qf6/ix 7.Qh8 Qg6/x 8.Qg8 Qh6 9.Qf8/xi Qh7 10.Qf7 Qh8 11.Qf6 Qg8 12.Qg6 Qf8
13.Qh6/xii Qg8 14.Qg6 Qh8 15.Qf6 Qh7 16.Qf7 Qh6 17.Qf8 Qg6 18.Qg8 Qf6 19.Qh8/xiii Qf7
20.Qh7 Qf8 21.Qh6 draws. i) 1.Qxc8? Qg5 wins, 1.Kc2? Sf8 2.fxg6/xiii Bb4 3.Sf4 Qf6 4.Se2+
Kc5, or here 2.f6 Qxc7 3.Sf4 exf4 4.f7 Sd7 5.f8S (f8Q; Qa5) Se5 6.Se6+ Bxe6 7.Qa8 Sxf3. ii)
1...Qh7 2.Qg5 Kd3 3.fxg6 Qg8 4.f4 Bd4+/xiv 5.Kb1 Bxf2/xv 6.Qg2 Bd4 7.f5 b5 8.g7 bxc4
9.bxc4 h3 10.Qxh3+ Kxc4 11.Qg2. iii) 2.Qg5? Kd3 3.Qcl Bd4+ 4.Kb1 Bxf2 5.fxg6 Qxf3
6.Qc2+ Ke3 7.Qc3+ Kxe4 8.Qxf3+ Kxf3 9.g7 h3 10.g8Q h2 11.Qf7+Ke3 12.Sg3 Bxg3 13.Qf1
Sc5. iv) 2...Qh6 3.Sg7 Sb6 4.Qf8 Qh7 5.f6 Bh3 6.Qb8, or here: 4...Qf4 5.Qxc8 Qxf3 6.Se6+
Kxe4 7.Sg5+ Kf4 8.Sxf3 Sxc8 9.f6 Kxf3 10.f7. v) 3.Qxh4? (exf5?; Qxf5+) f4 4.Qhl Bb4
5.Qa1+ Kc5 6.Qa4 Kb6 7.Qxb4+ Kxc7. vi) 4.Qg1? Bb4 5.Qa1+ Kc5 6.Qa4 Kb6 7.Qxb4+
Kxc7. vii) 4...Sf6 5.Qg1 Ba3 6.Qe1 Sxe4 7.Se6+ Bxe6 8.dxe6 Sf6 9.b4. viii) From now on
every white move threatens Se6(f5)+ winning the black Queen. ix) 6...Qxc7 (Qd7; Se6) 7.Se6+
Bxe6 8.Qxc7 Bh3 9.b4. x) 7...h3 8.Se6+ Qxe6 9.dxe6 Bxe6 10.Qe8 Bc8 (h2; Qh8) Bc8 11.Qb5
h2 12.Qa5. xi) 9.Qxc8? Qxg7 10.Qxb7 Qg2, 9.Se6+? Bxe6 10.dxe6 Qh5 11.Qg2 Qe8. xii) And
now for the southern hemisphere, xiii) 19.Se6+? Bxe6 20.dxe6 Qe7 21.c8Q Sxc8 22.Qxc8 Qg7
23.b4 Qg1 24.bxc5 Qxf2+ 25.Kb3 Qe1 26.Qc7 Qb1+ 27.Ka3 h3 28.Qxd6+ Kc3 29.Qxe5+ Kc2
30.Ka4 h2. xiv) 4...exf4 5.Sxf4+ Kxe4 6.Se6 Kf3 7.g7 and White wins. xv) 5...h3 6.Qg3+ Kd2
7.5. The study shows a perpetual pure ambush in all 8 directions available on the chessboard.
Note also that the wheel turns in both directions--not a given as the positions of the Queens are
not the same in the opposite revolutions. Kd2! is crucial to control the only flight square. This
study would easily win in a tourney with the theme "perpetual two-side-turning wheel”.
(Judges: Jan Timman, Tim Krabbé and Hans Böhm).

The process of judging was a bit easier than it was last year. I already understood that all
problems were selected by the editor of the Retro section and that I should choose which ones
were a bit better. As I understand it, only two problems were cooked (P0129 and P0131). After
a few doubts, I decided to propose the following ranking.

R5 Toma Garai
R6 Toma Garai
R7 Gianni Donati
R8 Gianni Donati
4th Honorable Mention Commendation
Commendation
Commendation
Israel Ring Ty. 2000 W________w
Israel Ring Ty. 2000 W________w
Thema Danicum 2002 W________w
Thema Danicum 2002
W________w

[wdwdqdwd]
[rGKdwdwd]
[whbdwgn4]
[wdwdwHNg]
[dwdwdw0w]
[dwdRdwdw]
[dpdwdp0p]
[0P0wdp!P]
[wdwdwdRd]
[wdwdwhwd]
[wdp0p4wd]
[Kdpdw0p0]
[dwdwdwdK]
[0w)w0qdw]
[dwdwdkdw]
[dwdwdwdw]
[w0ndwdwd]
[w0Pgkdwd]
[wdwdw1w)]
[kdwdwdwd]
[dwdkdN0w]
[dPdpdwdw]
[)wdPdPdw]
[dw)Pdwdw]
[wdwdwdpd]
[Pdp0wdwd]
[w)Pdw)Pd]
[P)Pdw)wd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[dwdwdndw]
[$NdQIBdw]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w
w--------w
w--------w
h#3 b) Sf3→b6 (3+7)w--------w
h#3 2 sols.
(7+12)
PG in 17.5
(13+15)
Last 6 captures (12+9)

R6 1.Ra6 (Ra7?) Bxe5 2.Kxe5 Kd8 3.Ke6 Re7#, 1.Qg6 (Qf3?/Qh7?) Rxd4+ 2.Kxd4 Kb7
3.Kc3 Bxe5#.
R7 1.d3 a5 2.Bd2 Ra6 3.Bb4 axb4 4.a3 b3 5.Ra2 bxa2 6.h4 axb1S 7.Rh3 Sd2 8.Re3 Sf3+
9.exf3 Rf6 10.Re2 c6 11.Rd2 Qc7 12.Qe2 Qf4 13.Rd1 d6 14.Ra1 Kd7 15.Qd1 Ke6 16.Se2 Kf4
17.Sc3 e6 18.Sb1 A Rook and a Knight switch flank and a Queen switches back, while Black
sacrifices his promoted Knight.
R8 All white captures were by Pawns d, e, g (now c, d, b). White h-Pawn couldn’t capture and
thus there were cross-captures of black g, h Pawns. All black captures were by Pawns. Sequence of moves was; g2xf3xe4xd5xc6xPb7 d7xBc6 (Bc8-d3 & Ra8-c3) d2xRc3 (Bc1-h6 &
Ra1-g6) h7xRg6 g7xRh6 e2xBd3.

StrateGems 2003 Proof Games Award
Judge: Igor Vereshchagin

Fairy Proof Games
I started with fairy problems, and insisted that they be examined separately from normal
SPG problems. I cannot add anything to what was said in solvers’ comments published in SG.
Editor's note: The comments for these problems are the original comments that appeared in
SG.
Honorable Mention
2nd-3rd Prize
Robert Osorio
2nd-3rd Prize
Kevin Begley
1st Prize
Henryk Grudzinski
& Jorge J. Lois
Ryan McCracken
for Kagan
StrateGems 2003
StrateGems 2003
StrateGems 2003
StrateGems 2003
w________w
w________w
w________w
w________w

[p0p0p0p0]
[rHb!wgw4]
[rhw1kgn4]
[wdwdwdwd]
[4bdqdkgr]
[dwdwhkdw]
[0p0w0p0w]
[dwdwip4n]
[wdwdwdnd]
[Ndwdwdwd]
[wdw0wdwd]
[bdndwdw4]
[dwhwdwdw]
[dwdwdwdq]
[dwdbdwdw]
[dB0pdw0w]
[wdwdwdwd]
[wdwdwdwd]
[wdwdwdwd]
[wdwdwdwg]
[dwdw)wdw]
[dwdwdwIw]
[dwdwdPdp]
[dqdw)wdw]
[P)P)w)P)]
[p0p0p0p0]
[P)P)PdP)]
[P)P)w)P)]
[$NGQIBHR]
[$NGwdBdR]
[$NGQIBHR]
[$NGQdKHR]
w--------w
w--------w
PG in 19.5
(16+12)w--------w
PG in 11.5
(16+16)w--------w
PG in 15.0
(9+15)
PG in 6.5
(16+16)
Andernach Chess

Platzwechsel Circe

Mirror Circe

b) Bd5→e4
Contact Chess (Köko)

1st Prize - (Ryan McCracken - P0141) 1.e3 c5 2.Qf3 Qb6 3.Qc6 bxc6[w] 4.c7 Ba6 5.c8S!
Qb3 6.Sb6 axb6[w] 7.b7 Sc6 8. b8B! d5 9.Bd6 exd6[w] 10.Bb5 Be7 11.Kf1 Bh4 12.d7+ Ke7
13.d8R! Sf6 14.Rg8 g5 15.Rg6 hxg6[w] 16.g7 Rh6 17.g8Q Sh7 18.Qg6 Rg8 19.Qh5 Rg7
20.Qd1 The need to destroy four black Pawns motivates a transformation of wQ to
S→B→R→Q (AUW in ascending order) and return of the impostor Queen to d1.
2nd-3rd Prize - (Kevin Begley - P0122) 1.e3 c5! 2.Ba6 Sxa6 [+wBb8] 3.Bxa7 [+bPb8] Rxa7
[+wBa8] 4.Bxb7 [+bPc8] Bxb7 [+wBc8] 5.Bxd7 [+bPc8]+ Qxd7 [+wBd8] 6.Bxe7 [+bPd8]
Sxe7 [+wBg8] 7.Bxh7 [+bPg8] Rxh7 [+wBh8] 8.Bxg7 [+bPh8] Sg6! 9.Bxf8 [+bBg7] Kxf8
[+wBe8] 10.Bxf7 [+bPe8] Kxf7 [+wBf8] 11.Bxc5 [+bPf8] Sxc5 [+wBa6] 12.Bf1 The black
Pawns are shoved back quite efficiently.
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2nd-3rd Prize - (Henryk Grudzinski - P0136) 1.c3 c6 2.Qa4 Qa5 3.Q*c6 Q*c3 4.cxb8S Qxb2
5.Sa6 Qxa2 6.Q*b7 Qd5 7.Q*a7 Qxg2 8.Qd4 Qxh2 9.Q*g7 Q*g1 10.Q*h7 Qxf2+ 11.K*f2
Qxd2 12.Kg3 Qxe2 13.Q*f7+ K*f7 14.Q*d7 Qh5 15.Q*e7 S*e7 Task of eight black Pawns
reborn.
Honorable Mention - (Robert Osorio/Jorge Lois - P0132) a) 1.f3 d6 2.Kf2 Be6 3.Kg3 Bd5
4.Kg4 h5+ 5.Kg3 h4+ 6.Kf2 h3 7.Ke1 b) 1.Sf3 d6 2.Se5 Bf5 3.Sg6! (Not 3.Sg4? h5 4.f3 h4
5.Sf2 Be4 6.Sh3 ??) 3...h5 4.Sf4 Be4 5.Sh3 h4 6.Sg1 h3 7.f3 The subtle twinning nominates a
different white unit to help bP advance in each twin.
Orthodox Proof Games
4th Prize
Michel Caillaud
1st Prize, Kostas Prentos 2nd Prize
3rd Prize
& Dan Meinking
Rustam Ubaidullaev
Thierry Le Gleuher
dedicated to Gianni Donati
StrateGems 2003
StrateGems 2003
StrateGems 2003
StrateGems 2003
w________w
w________w
w________w
w________w

[wdnIwdwd]
[rdRdwdwd]
[w4kdwgwd]
[wdwdkGw$]
[dp0bHwdw]
[hwdp0pdp]
[dw0wdwdw]
[0b0p0wdn]
[ndp0w1wd]
[b0wdwdpd]
[n0wdp0wd]
[w0wdwdp4]
[dwdPHQGw]
[1p0wdwIw]
[dpdpdwdp]
[dwgwdpdr]
[wdwdwdwd]
[k)w)PdRd]
[wdwdPdqd]
[wdw)wdw1]
[0wdwdr)p]
[gw)wdP)w]
[dwdwdw0n]
[dKdwdPdw]
[P)PdP)Bg]
[ndRdNdw)]
[w)P)P)w)]
[P)Pdw)w)]
[dkdwdw$w]
[4Bdw!Ndw]
[$NGQIBHR]
[$NHQdBdR]
w--------w
PG in 24.5
(15+14)w--------w
PG in 32.5
(14+13)w--------w
PG in 30.0
(15+16)w--------w
PG in 22.5
(16+14)
1st Prize - (Kostas Prentos/Dan Meinking - P0121) The best, without any doubt. Even if
there were only this number of checks, it could be highly awarded, but there are also voyages
of Kings. Solution: 1.h4 a5 2.h5 a4 3.h6 a3 4.hxg7 Ra4 5.Rh6 Sa6 6.Rc6 dxc6 7.gxh8S Bh3
8.Sxf7 Rg4 9.Sd6+ exd6 10.d4 Kf7 11.Kd2 Bh6+ 12.Kd3 Bf4 13.Ke4 Kg6 14.Qd3 Kh5 15.Kf5
Bh2 16.Ke6 Qf6+ 17.Kd7 Se7 18.Bg5 Rf4+ 19.Kd8 Bd7 20.g3 Kg4 21.Bg2 h5 22.Bd5 h4
23.Sf3 Kh3 24.Qf5+ Kg2 25.Se5+ Kf1 26.Bg2+ Ke1 27.Sc3+ Kd2 28.Rg1 h3 29.Bf1 Kc1
30.Sd5 Sc8+ 31.Se7 Kb1 32.d5 Rf3 33.Bg2+
2nd Prize - (Rustam Ubaidullaev - P0142) In general, I didn't solve problems by myself but
tried to imagine how to do it while looking at the final position. With this one I didn't understand which of the black pieces to start with. I could even suggest having this share 1st Prize,
except for having the extra Rook. It means that Rustam has a target. Solution: 1.a4 c5 2.a5 Sc6
3.a6 Qa5 4.Ra4 Kd8 5.Rg4 Kc7 6.b4 Kb6 7.d4 Kb5 8.Bf4 Ka4 9.Bc7 b5 10.Bb6 axb6 11.a7
Ba6 12.f3 Rc8 13.a8R Sa7 14.Kf2 Rc6 15.Kg3 Re6 16.Kh4 Re3 17.g3 Ra3 18.e4 g6 19.Bd3
Bh6 20.Se2 Bc1 21.Qd2 Ra1 22.Kg5 Ba3 23.Rc1 Sf6 24.Qe1 Sd5 25.Sd2 Sc3 26.Sf1 Sa2
27.c3 Rb8 28.Bb1 Rb7 29.Rc8 Rb8 30.Rc2 Ra8
3rd Prize - (Thierry Le Gleuher - P0124) Switchbacks of four white pieces (one promoted).
Classically intended and classically done. Solution: 1.a4 b5 2.a5 Bb7 3.a6 Bf3 4.gxf3 h5 5.Bh3
Rh6 6.Kf1 Re6 7.Kg2 Re4 8.fxe4 Sf6 9.Sf3 Sd5 10.Qg1 Sf4+ 11.Kf1 d5 12.Qg6 Qd7 13.Qb6
axb6 14.a7 Sa6 15.Kg1 Rb8 16.a8Q Kd8 17.Qc6 Kc8 18.Qg6 f6 19.Qg2 g5 20.Qf1 g4 21.Qd1
g3 22.Kf1 Qg4 23.Ke1 e6 24.Bf1 Sh3 25.Sg1
4th Prize - (Michel Caillaud - P0130) Caillaud is Caillaud. The double circuit of the Rook is
very impressive. I was also ready to raise this problem to a higher level, but it has an extra
piece. Solution: 1.g4 f5 2.g5 Sf6 3.g6 Rg8 4.gxh7 g6 5.h8R Bh6 6.Rh7 Be3 7.Rg7 Bc5 8.d4
Rh8 9.Rg8+ Kf7 10.Kd2 Qf8 11.Kc3 Qh6 12.Kb3 Qh4 13.Bh6 Sc6 14.Bg7 Rh5 15.Rh8 Se5
16.Rh7 Sf3 17.exf3 b6 18.Se2 Bb7 19.Sc1 Rh8 20.Bf8+ Ke8 21.Rg7 R8h6 22.Rg8 Sh7 23.Rh8
The 5th-7th Prizes (e.a.) are in the order of their publication. These problems are all very different and I could not decide which ideas were more attractive. All of them are well composed.
5th-7th Prize - (Joost de Heer - P0117) Two symmetrical half-complete blocks of black
pieces on the 8th rank. Solution: 1.d4 Sa6 2.Bh6 Rb8 3.Bxg7 Sh6 4.Bf6 Bg7 5.d5 O-O 6.d6
Bh8 7.dxc7 Sxc7 8.Qxd7 Sa8 9.Qxb7 Qd6 10.e4 Bd7 11.e5 Rfc8 12.e6 Be8 13.exf7+ Sxf7
14.Qxe7 Sd8 15.Qe2 Qf8
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5th-7th Prize
Sp. Prize, Dan Meinking
5th-7th Prize
5th-7th Prize
Reto Aschwanden
& Kostas Prentos
Joost de Heer
Rustam Ubaidullaev
StrateGems 2003
StrateGems 2003
StrateGems 2003
StrateGems 2003
w________w
w________w
w________w
w________w

[n4rhb1kg]
[wdriwdwg]
[wiwdwdwd]
[rhw1wdnd]
[0wdwdwdp]
[dwdwdwdw]
[0wdnhwdw]
[0w0p0wdr]
[wdwdwGwd]
[P)P)P)Pd]
[b4wgw0wd]
[w0wdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[dp0p0p0w]
[1pdwdwdp]
[dwdwdwdp]
[wdwdwdwd]
[wdwdwGRd]
[wdwdwdPd]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[dwdKdwdw]
[dwdw0wdw]
[)P)Pdwdw]
[P)PdQ)P)]
[wdPdwdwd]
[Pdr)P)wd]
[kdw)w)Pd]
[$NdwIBHR]
[dNdQdwdR]
[$NGQIBHR]
[gwGBIwHw]
w--------w
w--------w
PG in 25.5
(14+9)w--------w
PG in 15.0
(14+10)w--------w
PG in 17.5
(13+13)
PG in 17.5
(11+13)
5th-7th Prize - (Rustam Ubaidullaev - P0120) A wall behind a wall. Solution: 1.d4 c5 2.d5
Sc6 3.dxc6 d5 4.e4 Qd6 5.e5 Kd8 6.exd6 e5 7.f4 Be6 8.f5 Rc8 9.fxe6 f5 10.g4 Sf6 11.g5 Rg8
12.gxf6 g5 13.h4 Rg6 14.h5 Bg7 15.hxg6 h5 16.a4 h4 17.a5 h3 18.Ra4 h2 19.Rg4 hxg1Q
20.Bf4 Qxf1+ 21.Kd2 Qa6 22.b4 b5 23.Kd3 Qb6 24.axb6 a5 25.bxa5 Bh8 26.a6
5th-7th Prize - (Reto Aschwanden - P0138) Exchange of white Bishops. Solution: 1.b4 e5
2.b5 e4 3.b6 e3 4.bxc7 b5 5.h4 Ba6 6.c8B Qa5 7.Bxd7+ Sxd7 8.h5 0-0-0 9.h6 Kb8 10.hxg7 h5
11.g4 Rh6 12.Bg2 Rb6 13.Bb7 Bd6 14.Bc8 Se7 15.g8B f6 16.Bd5 Rxc8 17.Bg2 Rxc2 18.Bf1
Special Prizes are for originality and are shown in order of their publication.
Special Prize - (Dan Meinking/Kostas Prentos - P0118) It is a paradox that the King follows
a Pawn without allowing it to run away. Solution: 1.h4 b6 2.h5 Ba6 3.h6 Bd3 4.hxg7 h5
5.gxf8S Rh7 6.Se6 fxe6 7.Sc3 Kf7 8.Sd5 exd5 9.Rh4 Ke6 10.Rc4 dxc4 11.c3 Kd5 12.Qb3
cxb3 13.a3 Kc4 14.Ra2 bxa2 15.exd3+ Kb3 16.Be2 a1B 17.Bd1+ Ka2 18.b3

1st-2nd Hon. Mention
3rd Honorable Mention
Special Prize
1st-2nd Hon. Mention
Rustam Ubaidullaev
Mario Parrinello
Unto Heinonen
Pascal Wassong
StrateGems 2003
StrateGems 2003
StrateGems 2003
StrateGems 2003
w________w
w________w
w________w
w________w

[wdwiwdwd]
[rdb1wdkd]
[whwdwdnd]
[w$wdwdqd]
[0wdpdp0p]
[0pgpdp0p]
[dpdwdp0w]
[0wdp0w0p]
[wdndwhw4]
[w$p0whwd]
[w0wGpdwd]
[b0wdk0wd]
[dw0wdwdw]
[dPdwdwdw]
[dk0wdwdw]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wgbdwdw)]
[Pdwdwdw)]
[wdw0Pdwd]
[Pdwdndwd]
[1w)w)wdw]
[dw)PdNdw]
[)wdwgw)b]
[dw4wdwdw]
[PdPdP)Pd]
[wdB)w)Pd]
[PdP)N)Pd]
[wdr)P)P)]
[$NdQIBHw]
[dNGQIwdn]
[$NdQIBdr]
[dNGQIBHR]
w--------w
w--------w
w--------w
PG in 15.5
(15+13)
PG in 13.5
(14+13)
PG in 18.0
(14+13)w--------w
PG in 18.5
(15+15)
2 solutions

Special Prize - (Unto Heinonen - P0139) Sixty percent of the moves are by one piece in order
to lose a tempo. Solution: 1.h4 b5 2.Rh3 b4 3.Rc3 bxc3 4.bxc3 Ba6 5.Ba3 Bc4 6.Bxe7 Qxe7
7.Qc1 Qa3 8.Qb2 Bb4 9.Qb3 c5 10.Qa4 Sc6 11.Qb5 0-0-0 12.Qa5 Re8 13.Qa4 Re6 14.Qb3
Rh6 15.Qb2 Sf6 16.Qc1 Re8 17.Qd1 Re3 18.dxe3 Kd8
1st-2nd Honorable Mention - (Rustam Ubaidullaev - P0128) Two symmetrical triangles of
Queens with symmetrical moves by Bishops. Solution: 1.h4 c6 2.Rh3 Qa5 3.Rd3 Qg5 4.Rd6
exd6 5.c3 Be7 6.Qa4 Bd8 7.Qg4 Bc7 8.a4 Qd8 9.Ra3 Sf6 10.Rb3 0-0 11.Rb6 Re8 12.b4 Re3
13.b5 Rd3 14.exd3 Sa6 15.Be2 Sc5 16.Bd1 Sce4 17.Bc2 Sg3 18.Qd1 Sh1 19.Sf3
1st-2nd Honorable Mention - (Pascal Wassong - P0137) There is a tendency to make two
solutions in an SPG, like in a help-problem. I would have liked to place this problem much
higher, but if we follow the idea, then there should be either all different moves or all constant
moves by one side. But the motivation of the idea (disguised moves by Queen [I] and Bishop
[II]) is very nice. Solution: I. 1.e4 d5 2.Qf3! Qd6 3.Se2 Qg3 4.hxg3 Kd7 5.Rxh7 Kc6 6.Rh6+
Kb5 7.Rb6+ axb6 8.Qf6 Ra3 9.bxa3 Rh1 10.Bb2 Bh3 11.Bc3 e6 12.Bb4 Bc5 13.Qb2 Be3
14.Qc1 d4 15.Bd6 c5 16.Qd1 II. 1.e3 d5 2.Bd3 Qd6 3.Bxh7 Qg3 4.hxg3 Kd7 5.Rh4! Kc6
6.Rc4+ Kb5 7.Bd3 Rh1 8.Bf1 Bh3 9.Se2 e6 10.Rc6 Bc5 11.Rb6+ axb6 12.e4 Ra3 13.bxa3 Be3
14.Bb2 c5 15.Be5 d4 16.Bd6
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3rd Honorable Mention - (Mario Parrinello - P0127) The promoted Rook is used to open the
last rank for black pieces. Solution: 1.b4 Sf6 2.b5 Se4 3.b6 f6 4.bxc7 b6 5.cxb8R Ba6 6.Rb7
Rc8 7.a4 Rxc2 8.Ra3 Qa8 9.Rb8+ Kf7 10.Rxf8+ Ke6 11.Rb8 Rhc8 12.Rc3 R8xc3 13.Rb7 Qg8
14.Rb8

2nd-3rd Commendation
4th Honorable Mention
Ryan McCracken
Robert Osorio
Sp. Honorable Mention 1st Commendation
Rustam Ubaidullaev
for Diane
Cornel Pacurar
& Jorge J. Lois
StrateGems 2003
StrateGems 2003
StrateGems 2003
StrateGems 2003
w________w
w________w
w________w
w________w

[rhw1kgnd]
[rhbdwdwd]
[rhwdwdwd]
[rhb1kgnd]
[0pdp0pdw]
[dpdp0wdq]
[0p0kdp0R]
[0p0p0pdw]
[wdpdwGwd]
[pdwdwip0]
[wdw0wdwg]
[wdwdwdw)]
[dwdwdwdp]
[dwdwdpdK]
[)P)P)P)P]
[dwdwdw)p]
[wdwdPdwd]
[wdwdwdw)]
[wgq0wdwd]
[Pdwdwdwd]
[dw)Pdwdw]
[dwdwdPdw]
[dwHrdwdw]
[dwdPIRdN]
[P)wdKdP)]
[w)P)PdPd]
[wdwhNdwd]
[w)PdP)w$]
[$NHQdBdw]
[$NGQdBHR]
[dwGbIwdR]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w
w--------w
w--------w
PG in 22.5
(14+16)
PG in 14.5
(14+13)w--------w
PG in 15.0
(15+12)
PG in 12.5
(12+14)
4th Honorable Mention - (Robert Osorio/Jorge Lois - P0134) Two returns by Queens (one
promoted) with cross captures by Pawns, but the position is clear because of the absence of
Bc8 and Rh1. Solution: 1.e4 c6 2.Se2 Qa5 3.Rg1 Qc3 4.dxc3 g5 5.Qd6 g4 6.Bg5 g3 7.Sc1
gxf2+ 8.Ke2 fxg1Q 9.Qc7 Qb6 10.Qxc8+ Qd8 11.Qc7 h5 12.Qd6 Rh6 13.Qd1 Rd6 14.Bf6
Rd3 15.cxd3
Special Honorable Mention - (Cornel Pacurar - P0135) A royal journey, e1-e8-h5, with
final death. Solution: 1.f3 c6! 2.Kf2 Qa5 3.Ke3 Qxa2 4.Kd4 c5+ 5.Kxc5 a6 6.Kb6 f5 7.Kc7
Kf7 8.Kd8 Ke6 9.Ke8 h6 10.Kxf8 Rh7 11.Kxg8 Ke5+ 12.Kxh7 Qg8+ 13.Kg6 Qh7+ 14.Kh5
Kf6 15.h4 g6#
1st Commendation - (Rustam Ubaidullaev - P0119) Well constructed wall of Pawns but with
an extra piece. Solution: 1.a4 h5 2.a5 h4 3.Ra4 h3 4.Rh4 e5 5.Rh7 Qh4 6.b4 Sf6 7.b5 Bb4 8.c4
d6 9.c5 Qc4 10.Sc3 Bg4 11.d4 Kd7 12.d5 Re8 13.Qd4 exd4 14.f4 Re3 15.f5 Rd3 16.e4 Bd1
17.e5 Se4 18.g4 Sd2 19.Bg2 hxg2 20.Sge2 g1B 21.h4 Be3 22.h5 Bh6 23.g5
2nd-3rd Commendation - (Ryan McCracken - P0126) A light form of Phoenix + Frolkin
theme. Solution: 1.g4 h5 2.g5 Rh6 3.gxh6 g5 4.a4 g4 5.Ra3 g3 6.Rf3 g2 7.d3 gxf1R+ 8.Kd2
Rxd1+ 9.Ke3 Rxc1 10.h4 Rxb1 11.Sh3 Rg1 12.Rh2 Rg5 13.hxg5

2nd-3rd Commendation
Cornel Pacurar
dedicated to Paul Raican
StrateGems 2003
w________w

[whwdw4kd]
[dwdwdpdp]
[wdwdpdwd]
[0p0pdw0w]
[w)w)wdPd]
[dwdw)wdq]
[PdPdw)w)]
[$NGQIBHR]
w--------w
PG in 11.5
(16+12)

Special Commendation
Daniel Novomesky
StrateGems 2003
w________w

[wdb1kgn4]
[0w0pdpdp]
[wdwdpdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdw)wdw]
[PdP)w)w)]
[dwGQIBHR]
w--------w
PG in 9.0
(12+12)

Special Commendation
Thierry Le Gleuher
ded. to Michel Caillaud
StrateGems 2003
w________w

[rhbdkgn4]
[dp$pdpdp]
[w)wdwdwd]
[dwdKHQdR]
[w)wdwdwd]
[dP)PdPdw]
[wdwdw)w)]
[GwHwdwdB]
w--------w
PG in 26.5
(16+11)

2nd-3rd Commendation - (Cornel Pacurar - P0133) Two echoing Rundlaufs. Solution: 1.d4
Sh6 2.Bxh6 a5 3.e3 Ra6 4.Bxa6 b5 5.Bxc8 d5 6.Bh3 e6 7.g4 Qh4 8.Bf1 g5 9.Bxf8 Qh3 10.Ba3
c5 11.b4 0-0 12.Bc1
Special Commendation - (Daniel Novomesky - P0123) Switchbacks in the form of a
miniature. Solution: 1.e3 e6 2.Qf3 Qg5 3.Qxb7 Qxg2 4.Qxb8 Qb7 5.Qxa8 Qxb2 6.Qg2 Qxb1
7.Qxg7 Qxa1 8.Qg4 Qf6 9.Qd1 Qd8

I could find no reason for the promotions in P0140 other than promotion itself. I didn't
know what to do with P0125 for a long time. If solvers had not mentioned a few examples of
anticipation of this problem, it would have been awarded much higher. I felt guilty. I asked for
some help and was given two more examples: Le Gleuher, Diagrammes, 1995, with four promoted Knights and three of them captured (Frolkins), and Hashimoto, Probleemblad, 1998,
with three Frolkin (black) Knights and one promoted Queen that comes to d8. But with these
two everything is all right. If we compare P0125 and M. Caillaud's 1982 version, Caillaud's
shows two Frolkin Knights captured on the same square, but this was not enough. Thanks to
Ba1 and Bh1, the final position of P0125 is more beautiful.
Special Commendation - (Thierry Le Gleuher - P0125) Improvement of the final position
over the previous problem of the same kind. Solution: 1.a4 c5 2.a5 Qb6 3.axb6 c4 4.Ra5 c3
5.Rh5 a5 6.Sa3 a4 7.Sc4 a3 8.b4 a2 9.Bb2 a1S 10.Qb1 Sb3 11.cxb3 c2 12.Ba1 c1S 13.Qf5
Sd3+ 14.exd3 e5 15.Ke2 e4 16.Se5 e3 17.Kf3 e2 18.Ke4 e1S 19.Se2 Sf3 20.gxf3 g5 21.Bg2 g4
22.Rc1 g3 23.Bh1 g2 24.Rc7 g1S 25.Sc1 Se2 26.Kd5 Sc3+ 27.dxc3
All claims to Ryan McCracken must be received by April 1, 2005.

StrateGems 2003 h#n Award
Judge: Marcel Tribowski, Berlin, August 2004
My thanks to Dan Meinking for his first-class service including a list of comparison problems which helped me a lot to determine this award. Fifty-one problems of satisfying quality
took part in this tourney.
The constellation of H0789 already has been shown much more extensively by the same
author (IMR 1998). H0868 is an extended, but not better, version of older examples. I couldn't
consider H0835 having a promoted piece for soundness. H0865 is a seriesmover.

4th Prize
1st Prize
Dan Meinking
3rd Prize
Michel Caillaud
2nd Prize
in mem. Alexander Toger
in memoriam Gábor Cseh Fadil Abdurahmanović Marko Ylijoki
StrateGems 2003
StrateGems 2003
StrateGems 2003
StrateGems 2003
w________w
w________w
w________w
w________w

[wdwdwdwd]
[wdwdwdwd]
[whwdwdwd]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dPdwdwdp]
[dwdwdwdw]
[hBdwdpdw]
[dpdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdp0]
[wdwdwdwd]
[bipdwdwd]
[w0wdpdwd]
[dwdw)wGR]
[dwdwdwdw]
[dwdpdwdw]
[0Rhk4ndw]
[wdw)wdw)]
[wdwdwdk1]
[wdwdwdwd]
[wdpgpdBd]
[dwdPdw0w]
[dwdw4pdn]
[dwdwdw0w]
[dw0w4wdP]
[p0p)wdpd]
[wdwdwdr0]
[w0w0wdP0]
[wdwdwdwd]
[iqhwdwIb]
[dwdwdwGK]
[dwdwdwdK]
[dwIwdwdw]
w--------w
w--------w
w--------w
h#5 3 solutions (2+7)
h#7½
(3+10)w--------w
h#3½ 2 sols.
(4+13)
h#4½ b) Pb7→g7 (9+12)
1st Prize - (Michel Caillaud - H0758) White and reciprocally corresponding black underpromotions, Phoenix theme, Zilahi. An outstanding composition in the unique h#n - "Cseh style",
without doubt the leading problem of the tourney. a) 1...b8R 2.gxh5 Rxb2 3.Sb3+ Rxb1+
4.cxb1B Be3 5.Sxd4 Bxd4#, b) 1...g8B 2.hxg5 Bxa2 3.Sxd3+ Bxb1 4.Se1 Rxh7 5.cxb1R Ra7#
2nd Prize - (Fadil Abdurahmanović - H0800) The pericritical wB maneuver, together with the
wP's march in the opposite direction, are components of an impressive long distance Platzwechsel. Black underpromotions complete the missing rungs of the ladder. The best singlesolution problem. 1...Bc8 2.d1B Bh3 3.Bf3 gxf3 4.b1B Bg2 5.Be4 fxe4 6.Kb7 exd5 7.Ka8
dxc6 8.Bb7 cxb7#
3rd Prize - (Marko Ylijoki - H0761) Three long ideal mate solutions, starting from a twinless
position and garnished with some tempo moves, are an extraordinary achievement (despite
some repetitions and a cramped position). Cleverly, all disturbing material is captured each
time. 1.Kf4 Bf2 2.Rg4 Bg1 3.f2 Kxh2 4.Rf3 Kh1 5.Kg3 Bh2#, 1.Sf4 Bxh2 2.Kh3 Bg1 3.Rg4
Bxe3 4.Kg3+ Kg1 5.Qh3 Bf2#, 1.Kf5 Bf2 2.Rg5 Kxh2 3.Qe4 Kxh3 4.Kf4 Kh4 5.Rf5 Bg3#
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4th Honorable Mention
1st Honorable Mention
Fadil Abdurahmanović
2nd Honorable Mention 3rd Honorable Mention
Christer Jonsson
Christer Jonsson
& Mike Prcic
Václav Kotěšovec
& Rolf Wiehagen
StrateGems 2003
StrateGems 2003
StrateGems 2003
StrateGems 2003
w________w
w________w
w________w
w________w

[wdwdwdwd]
[wdwdwgwd]
[wdqhwdwd]
[wGwdwdwI]
[dwdpdwdw]
[hwdwdwdw]
[dwdwiPdp]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwIwdwd]
[Kdwdp4rd]
[wdwdngwd]
[wdrhwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[dwHwdp0w]
[dwdwdwdw]
[dwiBdwdw]
[wdwdbdwd]
[wdwdwdwd]
[wdwdwdwd]
[wdwdrdwd]
[dPdwiwdw]
[dBdwdwdw]
[dwdwdwdw]
[dwdwdw0w]
[w)Pdwgwd]
[wdwdwiwd]
[wdrdw4wd]
[wdwdw)wd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[hwdwdwdw]
[dKdwdwdw]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w
w--------w
w--------w
h#5 2 solutions
(4+4)
h#4 2 solutions (3+9)w--------w
h#4½*
(2+8)
h#4 2 solutions
(4+5)
4th Prize - (Dan Meinking - H0826) Platzwechsel again, Zilahi with active sacrifices and
'peri'-like movements of the remaining piece. A fine ODC composition despite its heavy appearance. 1...Rb3 2.cxb3 Bh5 3.Kc4 Be8 4.Kd3 Bb5#, 1...Bf3 2.exf3 Rb2 3.Ke4 Rg2 4.Kf4
Rg4#
1st Honorable Mention - (C. Jonsson/R. Wiehagen - H0860) Chameleon-echoed battery
maneuvers with thematical B1 moves. A remarkable improvement over the mentioned forerunner. 1.Re6 Bg2 2.Sc4 f3 3.Kd5 Be5 4.Rc5 f4#, 1.Sb7 Bxg3 2.Re7 f4 3.Kd6 Be6 4.Sc5 f5#
2nd Honorable Mention - (Václav Kotěšovec - H0864) Good presentation of ideal-mate chameleon echoes, surpassing an earlier problem with the same material (H. Grubert, The Problemist 1990). 1.Bd3 Ke7 2.Ke4 Kf6 3.Bc5 Kg5 4.Kd4 Kf4 5.d5 c3#, 1.Bc6 Ke5 2.d6+ Kf5
3.Kd4 b4 4.Kd5 b3 5.Bd4 c4#
3rd Honorable Mention - (Christer Jonsson - H0861) Conservation and annihilation of three
thematic bP in order to open (or not to open) black lines, demonstrated in two harmonious
solutions. 1.Ke1 Bc2(Bxe6?) 2.Sb3 Bxf5 3.Sd2 Bg4 4.Rf1 Sd3#, 1.Kf1 Se4(Sxe6?) 2.Bc5
Sxg5 3.Bf2 Sf3 4.Rg2 Bc4#
4th Honorable Mention - (F. Abdurahmanović/M. Prcic - H0757) Captureless Rundlauf of
the promoted wR. Apart from the better construction, the added setplay is a valuable progress
from the forerunner. 1.Sd4 Ka1 2.Kf8 Kb1 3.Kg7 Ka1 4.Kh8 f8Q#, 1...f8R 2.Sg7 Re8+ 3.Kf7
Re7+ 4.Kg8 Rf7 5.Kh8 Rf8#

1st-2nd Commendation
5th Honorable Mention
1st-2nd Commendation Rolf Wiehagen
3rd Commendation
Noam Livnat
Luigi
Vitale†
in memoriam Luigi Vitale Christopher Jones
"Clockwork”
StrateGems
2003
StaretGems 2003
StrateGems 2003
StrateGems 2003
w________w
w________w
w________w
w________w

[w$wdwdwd]
[wdwdwdwI]
[wiwdwdwI]
[wdwdwdwd]
[1ngwdrdw]
[dwdpdpdw]
[dwdwdwdw]
[0wdwipdw]
[phwdw0wd]
[wdwdw0wd]
[wdw0wdwd]
[wdwdw0wd]
[dbdwdwiw]
[dwdwdwhw]
[dwdwGwdw]
[dwdw0wdw]
[wdwdw0wd]
[wdb0wdwd]
[wdwdwgwd]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dpdwdwdw]
[dwiwdwdw]
[dwdw0wdw]
[dpdwdwdw]
[p)wdwdwd]
[wdPdwdwd]
[wdwdPdwd]
[wdwdP0wd]
[Iwdwdwdw]
[dwdwdwdw]
[dndwdwdw]
[dwdKdwdw]
w--------w
w--------w
w--------w
h#7
(3+5)
h#7 b) Kd1→c1 (2+7)
h#6½
(3+12)
h#6½ b) -bSg5
(2+7)w--------w
5th Honorable Mention - (Noam Livnat - H0796) A humorous performance: the capturing
white 'shortest mover' is connected with almost a round trip. 1...Rc8 2.Kf5 Rxc7 3.Ke6 Rc6+
4.Kd7 Rxb6 5.Kc8 Rxa6 6.Rc7 Rxa7 7.Bd7 Ra8#
1st – 2nd Commendation - (Luigi Vitale† - H0798) Two entertaining solutions are realized by
unobtrusive twinning. a) 1.f1S e4 2.Se3+ Ke2 3.Sd5 exd5 4.f5 d6+ 5.Kf6 d7 6.Kg5 d8Q+
7.Kf4 Qh4#, b) 1.f5 e3 2.f4 exf4 3.Kd6 fxe5+ 4.Kc5 e6 5.Kb4 e7 6.Ka3 e8Q 7.Ka2 Qa4#

1st – 2nd Commendation - (Rolf Wiehagen - H0870) In comparison to the previous problem:
one half-move shorter, but without any repetition. a) 1...Kg7 2.Kb4 c3+ 3.Kc5 cxd4+ 4.Kd6 d5
5.Se6 dxe6 6.Ke7 exf7 7.Be6 f8Q#, b) 1...Kh7 2.d3 cxd3 3.Kd4 dxc4 4.Ke5 c5 5.Ke6 c6 6.Ke7
cxd7 7.Kf8 d8Q#
3rd Commendation - (Christopher Jones - H0871) Bi-colored line strategy leads to a striking
picture of movements. Unfortunately, the bS seems to be unavoidable. 1.Bh2 Bg3 2.Bg1 Bf2
3.exf2 e4 4.f1R e5 5.Rf7 exd6 6.Rb7 d7 7.Ba7 d8Q#
All claims to Dan Meinking must be received by April, 1, 2005.

ORIGINAL COMPOSITIONS
Problems published in this section are eligible for the year 2004 competition. Please send
your originals to the individual editors. All solutions and comments are due by 02/15/2005 and
should be sent to the Solutions Editor.
This will be the last issue for our long-time editor for twomovers, Misha Mladenovic. We
wish to thank Misha for all the hard work he has done for StrateGems. His knowledge and
pleasant demeanor were great assets and made the chief editor’s life much easier. Misha will
be sorely missed.

TWOMOVERS
Editor: Miodrag Mladenovic, Judge: Robert Burger
Welcome to first time contributors Branislav Djurasevic, Dragutin Biscan, Ladislav Salai
and Roman Zalokotsky.
Do enjoy solving Andrej’s T0476 Meredith. Look for a Sushkov and a pseudo le Grand in
Rainer’s T0477. Plenty of tries and very nice white play in Alex’s T0478. T0479 has a “cyclic
mating permutations” theme. Look for a combination of themes in Roman’s T0480 (Novotny,
Grimshaw, Rukhlis + changed mates). Very good Zagoruiko in T0481. Nice try and key in
Dragutin’s T0482. Another pseudo le Grand, in combination with a good key, in T0483. Look
for mutate play in Joshua’s T0484. Good key (plus a task) in Branislav’s T0485. T0486 shows
changed mates after Grimshaw defenses. T0487 also shows “cyclic mating permutations” but
in a different setting. T0488 shows Mari-theme (antiform). Good key and nice tries in Alex’s
T0489. White correction in T0490.
Please note that from now on I am not the twomover editor anymore. After five years I
need a break due to increased responsibilities at work and at home. I enjoyed doing this job and
I wish good luck to a new editor, Aaron Hirschenson, and many good originals.
The editors of StrateGems thank Aaron for joining our magazine and wish him the best of
luck. Please start sending your #2 originals to him.

T0476 Andrej Dikusarov

Russia
w________w
[kdKhwdwd]
[1w0pdwdQ]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdNgwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[Rdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w
#2
(4+6)

T0477 Rainer Paslack

Germany
w________w
[Bgwdwdwd]
[dPdwdPdw]
[pdwdw!wd]
[dw0k0wdw]
[w$w0wdw$]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwIwdwd]
[dwdNdwdb]
w--------w
#2
(8+7)

T0478 Alex Casa

France
w________w
[wdRdwdwd]
[dwGPdQdw]
[BdKdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdPdwd]
[dp0P)wdw]
[wHkHwdwd]
[dwdwdwdR]
w--------w
#2…
(12+3)
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T0479 Ladislav Salai
Slovakia
w________w

[kdwdBdw$]
[0bGw$wdw]
[wdQdwdwd]
[dwIpdwdw]
[wdp0wdwd]
[dwdwdrdw]
[wdwdwdrd]
[dwdwdwhq]
w--------w
#2 b) bSg1→e2 (6+10)
T0482 Drago Bišćan

Croatia
w________w
[wIw$wdwd]
[dwdwdwdp]
[Bdk0wdpd]
[Gwdwdpdw]
[w)wdndwd]
[0whpHwdw]
[wdwdwdQd]
[gw$wdwdw]
w--------w
#2
(8+10)
T0485 Branislav Djurašević

Serbia-Monte Negro
w________w
[wdBgkdwd]
[hwdw0wdP]
[wdw)RdPG]
[drdwdNIw]
[QdwdNdwd]
[dbdwdwdw]
[w1w4Rdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w
#2
(11+8)

T0488 Rainer Paslack

Germany
w________w
[w1wdbdwd]
[gw)pdwIw]
[wdp$wHwd]
[dP)wiPdw]
[wdw0wdPd]
[dwdw)wdn]
[w$wdwdB4]
[Gwdwdwdw]
w--------w
#2*
(12+9)

T0480 Roman Zalokotsky
Ukraine
w________w

[wdwdwdwI]
[0wdNdw0w]
[wdQdbdwd]
[dwdN4pdw]
[rdwiwdwd]
[gPdwdwdR]
[wdBdwdwd]
[1wdwdwdw]
w--------w
#2*
(7+9)
T0483 Cor Groeneveld

The Netherlands
w________w
[wdwHRGwd]
[dwdPdpdw]
[w)wdp4pd]
[)wdkdw)w]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dKdPdpdw]
[pdwdw)wd]
[!wdwdwdw]
w--------w
#2
(11+7)
T0486 Evgeni Bourd

Israel
w________w
[wdwIRGwd]
[dwdwdw!w]
[wdP0p0Bd]
[dwdwiw)w]
[wdb4wdnd]
[dpHp)wdw]
[w)w)wdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w
#2
(11+9)
T0489 Alex Casa

France
w________w
[whndwGwd]
[0wdBdPdb]
[wHw)pHw4]
[dwdwiPdp]
[wdwdwdwI]
[dwdw)P$w]
[wdwdwdw!]
[gwdwdwdw]
w--------w
#2*
(12+9)

T0481 Semion Shifrin
& Valery Korenev
Israel
w________w

[wGwdwdwd]
[dpdwdw0w]
[pIw0wdbd]
[dw$Ndwdw]
[wdwindw$]
[dPdpdw!w]
[wdwdw0wd]
[dwgwdqdw]
w--------w
#2*
(7+11)
T0484 Joshua Green

Phoenix, AZ
w________w
[wdwdwdwd]
[dndw0wdw]
[wdwdPdwd]
[dpdwdQdw]
[b)kHpdwd]
[)wdpdwdw]
[RGw0wdwd]
[IBdNdndw]
w--------w
#2*
(10+9)
T0487 Roman Zalokotsky

Ukraine
w________w
[wgwdBHwd]
[drdwdw0w]
[rdwdwdwd]
[dwdwGkdN]
[wdwdn)w0]
[0wdwdpdP]
[K0Rdwdwd]
[dQdw$w1w]
w--------w
#2
(10+11)

T0490 Bernard Delobel

France
w________w
[w4wHwdwd]
[!wdwdRdn]
[wdw0wdwI]
[dwdBipdw]
[bdP$wHwd]
[dwgPdP)p]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dw1n4wdw]
w--------w
#2…
(11+11)

SG26 (April-June) Solutions – TWOMOVERS
Comments from: Author (A), Rauf Aliovsadzade (RA), Andrzej Baniak (AB), Ladislav Belcsak
(LB), Danny Dunn (DD), Jeremy Morse (JM), Efren Petite (EP), Paul Steiner (PS)
T0443 (Kakabadze) 1.Bf5! Bxf5/Rxf5 2.Qf2/Qe4# A Novotny with no by-play is a position
rather than a problem (JM), Beautiful aristocratic miniature with Novotny on f5 being the
main protagonist (EP), Too simple (AB)
T0444 (Zimmer) 1.f4? (2.f5#), 1...h5 2.Qg5#, 1...f5!, 1.Se4? (2.Qg4#), 1...Kf5/h5 2.Qf6/
Qg5,Qf6#, 1...f5!, 1.Qf4? (2.Qf5#) h5!, 1.Qd4? (2.Qg7#), 1...f6 2.Qg4#, 1...Kg5!, 1.Qe7? (zz),
1...f~ 2.Qg7#, 1...h5!; 1.Sh5! (2.Qg4#), 1...Kf5/f5 2.Qf6/Sf4# Exceptionally rich tryminiature, with 5wQ mates and a clincher by wS (JM), Many tries but non-convincing
(EP)
T0445 (Neyndorff) 1.Qf8! (zz), 1...K~/S~/Bxg7 2.gxh8S/g8Q/Qxg7# Promotions neatly
differentiated (JM)
T0446 (Dunn) 1.Qf5[A]? (zz), 1...d6 2.e6[B]#, 1...e6!; 1.e6! (zz), 1...d6/dxe6/Kd6 2.Qf5/Qxe6/
Qd1# Good key and actual play (JM), Obvious key (EP), Good key. Nice change between try and key (LB)
T0447 (Neyndorff) 1.Sb5? (zz) Qxd6!; 1.Sc6! (zz), 1...Q~/Qa7+/Qxb7/Qxd6 2.Qc7/Sxa7/Qe8/
Sxd6# Original position but easy key (JM)
T0448 (Prcic) 1.Qg2! (zz), 1...R~ 2.Qc6[A]/Qd5[B]/Qc2[C]#, 1...Rd4!? 2.Qc6[A]# ([B]?/
[C]?), 1...Rxe3!? 2.Qd5[B]# ([A]?/[C]?), 1...Kc4!? 2.Qc2[C]# ([A]?/[B]?) Perhaps a new concept (theme) which I call “Delayed Fleck” or “Ambush Fleck”. After the key, an arbitrary black
Rook move results in three mates ABC. Each correction move by Black eliminates all mates but
one (A).
T0449 (Grigoryan) 1.Qe8! (2.Qxb5#), 1...Bxe8/Bxf1/Ka6 2.b4/Qa4/Qa8# Anticipated by V.
Turuntayev, Chess in USSR, 1976, wKa2 Qf1 Be1 Sd7, bKa4 Bb4 Pb2 with the same
solution (RA)
T0450 (Glisic) 1.Rb6! (2.c3#), 1...Qb3+/Qg8+/Qd3/Qg6,Qg1,Qc3 2.cxb3/c4/cxd3/S(x)d3#
Albino. A 19th century task shown here with check-granting key (JM), Check-provoking
key followed by cross-checks (EP)
T0451 (Ganapathi) 1.Rc4[A]? (2.Se6#) Bxf3[a]!, 1.Rh4[B]? (2.Sh5#) Sxf3[b]!; 1.Qf2!
(2.Qxg3#), 1...Bxf3[a]/Sxf3[b]/Se2/gxf2 2.Rh4[B]/Rc4[A]/Se6/g3# The refutations become
defenses and the tries become variations (PS), Good waiter with sacrifice key and 8
mates. Strong pseudo-Dombrovskis tries add little (JM)
T0452 (Subotic) 1...Kd2 2.Rba4#; 1.Qg4! (zz), 1...Kd2/Kxf1/exf1Q+/exf1S/S~ 2.Rd4/Rf4/
Rc4/Re4/Qxe2# Four mates by the B/R battery (PS), Bristol key provides for one flight
and changes set mate for the other (JM)
T0453 (Morse) 1.Rf2! (2.P~#), 1...Qd7/Qa7/Qh4+/Kc2/Sg1,Sd4 2.exd3/e3/e4/exf3/Qxd3#
Partial Albino Fleck with one total defence (A). Charming key with multiple threats and
Albino (EP)
T0454 (Dikusarov) 1.Qf2? (2.Sc7#), 1...Q~ 2.RxQ#, 1...Qxa1!; 1.Qf1! (2.e3#), 1...Se5/Sc5/Sb6/
Qa4/Qa3/Qa2/Qxa1/Bxf3 2.Bb7/Bc4/Sc7/Rxa4/Rxa3/Rxa2/Qxa1/exf3# Three good variations
from the bS (JM), Pleasant white unpins combined with dual avoidance (EP), Many
interesting variations (DD)
T0455 (Delobel) 1.Bf5? (2.Sc6[A]/Se2[B]#), 1...Bh5/Be8/exf5 2.Sc6[A]/Se2[B]/Rd5#, 1...Bxf5!
1.Bf1? (2.Sc6[A]#), 1...Be4 2.Se2[B]#, 1...Be8!, 1.Bg2? (2.Se2[B]#), 1...Bd3 2.Sc6[A]#,
1..Bh5!; 1.Bxe6! (2.Rd5#), 1...Bd3/Be4 2.Sc6[A]/Se2[B]# Barnes-Sushkov tries with related
actual play, but this wB try pattern pre-dates the modern nomenclature (JM),
T0456 (Cheylan) 1.Qa3! (2.Qxa5#), 1...R~/Rc4/S~/Qa2 2.Sce6/Sxb5/Rc6/Qg3# Levman correcting "a la Bob Burger"! and "masked Isaev" (A). Splendid traditional problem with
sweeping key and three exciting mates after bR and bQ defenses (JM)
T0457 (Casa) 1...Qd5 2.Sxf4#, 1.Rg7? (2.Re7#), 1...Qe5 2.Qf7#, 1...Qf5!, 1.Rc5? (2.Qe8#),
1...Qg6,d5+/Qxc6/Qe5 2.Q(x)d5/Qf5/Rxe5#, 1...Ra8!, 1.Rxd4? (2.Rxe4#), 1...Qd5+,Q~/Qf5/
Qxc6/Qxd4 2.Q(x)d5/Qe8/Sxf4/S2xd4#, 1...Qe5!; 1.Rxf4! (2.Rxe4#), 1...Qd5/Qf5,Q~/Qg6/
Qxf4/Qe5 2.Qe8/Q(x)f5/Sxd4/Sxf4/Qf7# Good try problem with 6 mates in actual play
(PS), Masterly try problem (JM), Excellent changed mates after bQ defenses (EP),
Many good tries make this problem complex (DD)
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T0458 (Delobel) 1...Sb~ 2.Rd4[A]#, 1...Sc3[a]!, 1...Sc~ 2.Re3[B]#, 1...Sxd2[b]!, 1...c5[c]
2.Qe4[C]#, 1.Qa7? (zz), 1...Sc3[a]/Sxd2[b] 2.Rd4[A],Qd4/Re3[B],Qe3#, 1...c5[c]!, 1.Qa5?
(zz),
1...Sc3[a]/Sxd2[b] 2.Qxc3[D]/Qxd2[E]#, 1...c5[c]!; 1.Qa6! (zz), 1...Sc3[a]/Sxd2[b]/
c5[c] 2.Re3[B]/Rd3[A]/Qxg6[F]# The half-pin disarms the guard-removing defenses
Sc3 and Sxd2 (JM), Black correction with half-pins in waiting setting (EP)
T0459 (Velihanov) 1.e4? (2.Sg6#) Bxe4!; 1.Sc3! (2.Sg6#), 1...Re4/Se4/Be4,Rxd3/Bxc6+
2.Rxc5/Re6/Qh2/Sxc6# Good key unpins the bR while three moves to e4 defeat the
threat (PS)
T0460 (Kopaev) a) 1.h8Q? Sf6!, 1.Kxb8? (2.Qd8#) Qa3!, 1.h8S! (2.Sf7#), 1...Rf3/Bg6/
Bxd5/Se6/Bd6 2.Sg6/Sf3/Sxd3/Qx6/Qxd6#; b) 1.Bg8? Qf7!, 1.Ba2? Rb3!; 1.Bc4! (2.Qxd4#),
1...Rd3/Bd5/Sf5/Ba7 2.Rd5/Sd3/Qe6/Qd6# Twin with play of black half-pins in both parts
with changed mates (EP)
T0461 (Popovski) 1...d2/Kxe5/Sc3 2.Qxe3/Bf6/Qxc3#; 1.Sxe3! (2.Sxf6#), 1...d2/Kxe5/Se4
2.Sxc2/Qd6/Sf3# Nice change after 1...Kxe5 (PS), Good S-play with 2 set mates
changed after Kxe5 and d2 (JM), Nice changed mates (EP)
T0462 (Aliovsadzade) 1.g4? (2.Sc4/Re6/Rf5#)[ABC] Rxg4!, 1.Sd6? (2.Re6/Rf5/Sf3#)[BCD]
Qxd5!; 1.e4! (2.Rf5/Sf3/Sc4#)[CDA], 1...Se3/gxf6 2.Qxh2/Bd6# Threat cycle (A). A complete shift of triple threats (ABC-BCD-CDA) after 2 tries and key, but the second try is
markedly inferior, and there are so many other tries that one would never spot the
pattern without the hint (JM), Nice key and several good tries (DD)
T0463 (Dikusarov) 1.Qe4! (2.Qe7#), 1...Sc6/Se6/Qd7/Rxe4/Kd7 2.dxc6/dxe6/Bb4/Sxe4/
cxd8Q# Obvious sacrifice key leads to 6 mates (JM)

THREEMOVERS
Editor: Rauf Aliovsadzade, Judge: Zuleykha Eyvazova
Welcome to Vladimir Melnikov, Kenan Velihanov, Gennady Maksheev, Valery Kopyl
and our own Herb Holden! M0385 is Herb's first ever composition appearing in print. He's
been solving chess puzzles since 1954!
Solvers will find an amusing Bishops' duel in Casa's M0388. Živko sends us another good
threemover. Both his and Shavyrin's M0392 show a combination of ideas. In the entry from
Israel, Black's four(!) thematic defenses are on the same square.

M0384 Vladimir Kozhakin
& Gennadiy Maksheev
Russia
w________w

[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdw0wdw]
[Pdwdwdwd]
[dkdwdwGw]
[Rdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wIwdwdwd]
[!wdwdwdw]
w--------w
#3
(5+2)

M0385 Herb Holden

Cheney,WA
w________w
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwIwdwdw]
[wdwdwdPd]
[dwdkHwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdNdw$w]
[PdwdPdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w
#3
(7+1)

M0386 Albert Grigoryan

Armenia
w________w
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdRdwdw]
[wdwdwdKd]
[dwdw0wdw]
[wdwdwiwG]
[dwdw0wdp]
[wdwdPdw)]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w
#3
(5+4)

M0387 Vladimir Melnikov
& Kenan Velihanov
Ukraine/Azerbaijan
w________w
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M0388 Alex Casa
France

[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wIw0w$w0]
[HP0kdBdQ]
[wdwdpdwd]
[dbdwdwdw]
[Pdwdw)wd]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w
#3
(8+6)

w________w
[wdw$wdNd]
[dwdwGwdw]
[wdpdp$Pd]
[dw0wiwdw]
[wdPdbdpd]
[dwdwdw0w]
[wdpHwdPd]
[dwIwdwdw]
w--------w
#3
(9+8)

M0390 Valery Kopyl
& Viktor Melnichenko
Ukraine
w________w

M0391 Leonid Makaronez
Leonid Lyubashevsky
Israel
w________w

[wdwdNdwd]
[dw0wdwdw]
[wdwdNdpd]
[dw0wiw0w]
[w)BdpdP)]
[dwhwdwdw]
[nGw)w)wd]
[dwdwIwdR]
w--------w
#3
(11+8)

[wdbdwdNd]
[dwdw0Bhw]
[wIR0wdw4]
[dwdwipdp]
[w0PdwdwH]
[0PdwGPdw]
[wdPdwdwd]
[dwdwdw$w]
w--------w
#3
(11+10)

M0389 Živko Janevski
Macedonia
w________w

[wdwdNdwd]
[dwHrdwdw]
[wdbdwdwg]
[dwdpiw0w]
[wdRdwdPd]
[dwdR)wdw]
[BdwGw)nd]
[dwdwdwIw]
w--------w
#3
(10+7)
M0392 Valery Shavyrin

Russia
w________w
[wdwHw!wH]
[0wdwdwhp]
[r)w$pdwg]
[hwdwiwdw]
[BdPdwdwd]
[dPdP0w)b]
[Kdwdwdpd]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w
#3
(11+11)

SG26 (April-June 2004) Solutions – THREEMOVERS
Comments from: Author (A), Ladislav Belcsak (LB), Danny Dunn (DD), Efren Petite (EP)
M0350 (A.&V.Kozhakin) a) 1.Qe2? (zz), 1...Kd4 2.Kb3 Kd5 3.Qc4#, 1...Kc6!; 1.Sc5! (zz),
1...Kd4 2.Kb3 Kd5 3.Qe4#, 1...Kc4 2.Kb2 Kd4/Kd5/Kb4 3.Qe4/Qe4/Qa4#, b) 1.Ka3? (zz),
1...Kc4 2.Qe4+ Kb5/Kc3 3.Qa4/Bb4#, 1...Kd4!, (1.Qe2? Kc6!); 1.Sc7+! (zz), 1...Kd4 2.Qe2
Kc3 3.Sb5#, 1...Kc4 2.Qe4+ Kc3 3.Bb4# Baby with rich content. Beautiful aristocratic
miniature in waiting setting with good Queen mates (EP), Very nice. Unorthodox keys
lead to pretty mates (LB), Solution a) was much more difficult to solve than I had anticipated (DD)
M0351 (Grigoryan) 1.Bh7! (2.Qe4+ Kf6 3.Qe7#), 1...Kd4 2.Qd3+ Ke5 3.Qd6#, 1...Kf4 2.Qf5+
Ke3 3.Qf2#, 1...Kf6 2.Qg6+ Ke5 3.Qd6# Excellent continuations and mates by the white
Queen (EP), Published in “Communist”, 1973, as reported by V. Kozhakin.
M0352 (Kozhakin) 1.Kd6! (2.Kxe5), 1...c3 2.Qe2+ Kxd4 3.Qe4#, 1...e5 2.Kxe5 c3,Ke3
3.Qe2#, 1...Ke3 2.Qe2+ Kxd4/Kf4 3.Qd2/Qe5#
M0353 (Safarov) 1.Se7! (zz), 1...Kxe7 2.Qd7+ Kf8 3.Qf7#, 1...Kxe5 2.Qf5+ Kd4/Kd6
3.Qd5/Sc8# Knight sacrifices (A).
M0354 (Makaronez/Ljubashevskij) 1...Qxe5 2.Sc3+ Kxd6 3.Qd7#, 1...Bxe5 2.Sf4+ Kd4
3.Qd3#, 1...Sb1 2.d7 ~ 3.d8Q#; 1.Bd7! (2.Be6+ Kc6 3.Qe4#), 1...Qxe5 2.Qd3+ Qd4 3.Qxd4#,
1...Bxe5 2.d3 ~ 3.Qe6#, 1...cxd6 2.Qd3+, 1...fxe5 2.Qf7+, 1...Kc4 2.Qe4+ Change of play after
1...Qxe5 and 1...Bxe5. Flight giving key. Splendid activity of the white Queen (EP)
M0355 (Prcic) 1.a4! (2.Qb7+ Kc4 3.Qb5#), 1...Sxa4 2.Se3+ dxe3 3.Sf6# (Sb6?), 1...Rg8
2.Bxe4+ fxe4 3.Sb6# (Sf6?) Orthogonal/diagonal ambush-like line opening combined with
dual avoidance and Knight pinning in side variation, 1...d3 2.Se3+ Kd4 3.Qc4# (A). Opening
of white defensive lines of e5-Pawn (EP), Nice dual avoidance (LB)
M0356 (Rudenko/Melnichenko) 1.Ba3! (2.Se6+ Kxc4/Kxe4/Kxe5 3.Qf1/Qxf4/Qxf4#),
1...Rxd5 2.Qg1+! (2.Se6+? Kxc4!) Kxc4/Kxe4 3.Qc5/Sf6#, 1...Bxe5 2.Sf5+! (2.Se6+? Kxe4!)
Kxe4/Kxc4 3.Sed6/Qf1#, (1...Kxc4/Kxe4 2.Qf1+/Sf6+) Remote Schiffmann defense (A).
Magnificent wQ continuations after bK flights achieved with black pins (EP)
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M0357 (Grinblat) 1.f4! (2.f5+ gxf5 3.Sc5,d5,Bd5#), 1...Bxf4 2.Sc5+ Kf5 3.Bd7#, 1...Sxf4
2.d5+ Kf5 (Sxd5) 3.Sd4#, 1...gxf4 2.Bd5+ Kf5 3.Bxf7# Mates from threat become second
moves in the solution. Nice interference on f3 in variations: 1...exf3 e. p. 2.Be4! (Umnov effect) and 1...Rf3 2.Bb7! Excellent problem in traditional style with diverse strategy: preventive white unpins, obstructions, battery mates etc. (EP), After an elusive key we
find very good dual avoidance as Black blocks f4 (LB)
M0358 (Kopaev) 1...Rde2+ 2.Rc3+ ~ 3.Sd3#, 1...Rxd8+ 2.Rxe1+ Rfd2 3.Qe3#, 1.Re5?
Qxe8!, 1.Re7? Qc3+!; 1.Rg8! (2.Qg3+ hxg3 3.hxg3#), 1...Qg5 2.Re7!, 1...Qg6 2.Re6!, 1...Qg7
2.Re5! with 3.Sd3# each time. Two systems of homogeneous defenses: black battery checks
and bQ's moves to the same file (A). Set variations are present in solution as well. A minor
dual 2.Rxe1 and 2.Rc3+ after 1...Rd1+ is unavoidable in this setting. Keen tries and charming wR continuations (EP)

MOREMOVERS & STUDIES

Welcome to Valery Rezinkin and our own Richard Becker. We hope to hear from them
again in the future.
In the opener, Richard shows why Queens are not necessarily White’s best friends. Good
distant block in M0394. A mix of battery play and quiet move in M0395, while Radovan starts
with a flashy key. In the next two problems, Black is in a near Zugzwang and White just needs
to be a bit patient. M0399 appears to be a new length record for a direct ideal-mate problem.
Be careful which Rook checks first in Richard’s study opener. A very precise order of
moves by the white King is needed in E0075. E0077 has a very subtle key. In the last study,
the mating net is too much for Black to bear.

M0394 Sergey Tkachenko
Ukraine
w________w

[wdR4w4Nd]
[dwdP)Pdw]
[wdwiPdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdKdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w
#4
(7+3)

[wGwdKdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[pdwdwdwd]
[dw0kdwdp]
[n0pdRdwd]
[dw0wdwdw]
[wdwHwdwd]
[dwgwdBdw]
w--------w
#4
(5+9)

M0396 Valery Rezinkin

Russia
w________w
[wdbdwdBd]
[dp4pdwdw]
[w)kGwdpd]
[dw)pdw)w]
[Pdwdwdwd]
[dpdwdwdw]
[w)w)wdwd]
[dRdKdwdw]
w--------w
#6
(10+8)

M0397 Radovan Tomašević

Serbia-Montenegro
w________w
[wdwdwdwi]
[dwdwdw0r]
[wdw)wdBg]
[hw)wdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdw0wdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwIwdR]
w--------w
#7
(5+6)

[wdwdKdwi]
[4rdw0w$w]
[w0wdwdBG]
[dpdwdp0w]
[wdwdpdPd]
[0bdpdwdw]
[wdndwdwd]
[dndwdwdR]
w--------w
#46
(6+14)
E0076 Sergey Tkachenko

Editor: Mike Prcic
Judges: #n Alexandr Mikholap, Studies: Gady Costeff

M0393 Richard Becker
Oregon City, OR
w________w

M0399 Nicolai Zinovyev
in memoriam Dmitriy Zinovyev
w________w

M0395 Leonid Makaronez
& Leonid Ljubashevskij
Israel
w________w

[wdbdrdwd]
[0w0wdwHw]
[wdPdwdpd]
[IP)Piw)w]
[wdPdwdwd]
[dwdwGwdw]
[wdwdRHwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w
#4
(11+6)
M0398 Bernard Delobel

France
w________w
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dw0w0wGp]
[NdPiPdw)]
[dwdP0Kdw]
[wdwdP0wd]
[dwgwdBdw]
w--------w
#11
(9+7)

Ukraine
w________w
[wdwdwdwd]
[dpdwdPdw]
[p)wdndPd]
[)pdwdwdw]
[w)wdwdwd]
[dwdwdP)k]
[bdw)wdw0]
[dwdwdwdK]
w--------w
Win
(9+7)

E0074 Richard Becker
Oregon City, OR
after V. Dolgov
w________w

[wdwdwdKd]
[dwdwdndw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dpdwdw$w]
[wdwdpdwi]
[dwdwdwdw]
[pdwdwdwd]
[dwdrdw$w]
w--------w
Draw
(3+6)
E0077 Gerd Wilhelm Hörning

Germany
w________w
[rgwdwdwd]
[iw0wdwdw]
[p0Pdwdp0]
[)w)w0w0w]
[wdK0PdP)]
[dwdPdwdw]
[wdwdwHwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w
Win
(9+11)
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E0075 Franjo Vrabec
Sweden
w________w

[wdwdwdwd]
[dw0wdwdp]
[wdPdwiwd]
[0wdwdwdp]
[wdPdwdw)]
[)wdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdw)]
[dwdwdwdK]
w--------w
Draw
(6+5)
E0078 Alan McCormick

Hendersonville, TN
w________w
[wdwdwdwd]
[0wdpdw4w]
[w0w0wdwd]
[dwiPdwdw]
[wdwdPdwd]
[)P)P)wdw]
[wIwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w
Win
(8+6)

SG26 (April-June 2004) Solutions – MOREMOVERS and STUDIES
Comments from: Ladislav Belcsak (LB)
M0359 (Anyfantis) 1.Kg6! (zz), 1...Kf4 2.Rxe6 Kg4 3.Bg2 ~ 4.Re4#, 1...hxg3 2.Bg2 Kf4
3.Rxe6 Kg4 4.Re4#, 1...h3 2.e3 ~ 3.Kf7 ~ 4.Rxe6#
M0360 (Delobel) 1.Kb5! (2.d4 & 3.Rc5/Re5#), 1...~ 2.d4 Baxd4 3.Rc5+ Bxc5 4.Sc3#;
2...Bgxd4 3.Re5+ Bxe5 4.Se3#, 1...Bg7 2.d4 B1xd4 3.Sc3+ Bxc3 4.Rc5#, 1...Ba7 2.d4 B1xd4
3.Se3+ Bxe3 4.Re5# Holzhausen interferences.
M0361 (Makaronez/Lyubashevsky) 1.Rg5! (2.exd6+ Qe5 3.Rxe5#), 1...Qxe5 2.Se3+ fxe3
3.c4+ Kd4 4.Rg4#, 1...Bxe5 2.Rb5+ cxb5 3.Sb4+ Kc5 4.Be7#, 1...Bb8 2.Rxb8 c5 3.Sa5 Sb6
4.Sc7#, 1...Bc7 2.Sxc7+ Sxc7 3.e6+ Qe5 4.Rxe5#, 1...Qg1 2.e6+ Qg5 3.Se3+ fxe3 4.c4#,
1...Qe4 2.exd6+ Qf5 3.Rxf5+ Ke6 4.Sc5#
M0362 (Makaronez/Voltschek) 1.S5xg3! (2.Qc4/Sf1+), 1...Sd6 2.Sg2! Bb5 3.Qd4+ exd4
4.Bf4#; 2...e4 3.Bf4+ e3 4.Rd1#; 2...Sc4 3.Rd1+ Kc3 4.Qc4#; 3...Ke3 4.Rd3#; 2...Ke3 3.Re1!
~ 4.Sf1#; 3...Kd2 4.Qc1#, 1...Sf6 2.Rf1! Rc2 3.Bxf4+ exf4 4.Qd4#; 2...Ke3 3.Qc1+ Rd2
4.Rf3#; 2...Rb1 3.Rxb1 Ke3 4.Qc1#, 1...Bb5 2.Rd1+ Ke3 3.Qc1+ Rd2 4.Qd2# Illegal position.
There is no way to prove how white Pawn arrived at g4 (LB)
M0363 (Zinovyev) 1.Bg4! (zz), 1...Ke4 2.Bd6 Kd5 3.Bf4 Ke4 4.f3+ Kd5 5.c4#, 1...Ke5 2.Kc6
Ke4 3.Bc5 Ke5 4.Bd4+ Ke4 5.f3# Ideal-mates.
M0364 (Kovačić) 1.Kd6! (zz) e3 2.Ba6 exd2 3.Sd1 Kd3 4.Se3+ Kd4 5.Sc2#
M0365 (Zimbeck) 1.Rxb6! (Re6+ Kd3/Kf3 3.Rxg4 ~ 4.Rd4/Rf4#), 1...Ke5 2.f4+ gxf3 3.d4+
cxd3 4.Re4+ Kxe4 5.Re6#, 1...h5 2.Re6+ Kf3 3.Kf1 Bd7 4.Sxg4 hxg4 5.Re3#; 3...Bg6 4.Sf5
Bxf5 5.Re3#, 1...Bd7 2.Rh5 Bc8 3.Rd6 Kf3 4.Rd4 ~ 5.Rf4#; 2...Bc6 3.Rxc6 Kd3/Kf3 4.Re5 ~
5.Rd6/Rf6#; 3...Bf5 4.Rxf5 h5 5.Rd4#, 1...Bf7 2.f3+ Kxf3 3.Rxg4 Be6 4.Rxe6 h5 5.Rf6#;
2...Ke5 3.Sc4+ Kd5 4.Se3+ Kc5 5.d4#; 3...Kf5 4.Se3+ Kg5 5.f4#
M0366 (Grigoryan) 1.Bg3! Kh3 2.Bh1 Kg4 3.e4 Kh3 4.e5 Kg4 5.Bg2 Kf5 6.Bh3#
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M0367 (Dulbergs) 1.Be7! (zz), 1...Kg3 2.0-0 g4 3.h4 g5 4.Rf8 Kxh4 5.Rh8+ Kg3 6.Bd6#;
4...g6 5.Bd6+ Kxh4 6.Rf8#, 1...Kh5 2.g4+ Kh4 3.Rg1 Kxh3 4.Kf2 Kh4 5.Kf3 Kh3 6.Rh1#;
4...Kh2 5.Rg3 Kh1 6.Rh3# Good key (LB)
M0368 (Zinovyev) 1.0-0+! Bb1 2.Rxh2 c3 3.Kh1!! (white King corner move!) c2 4.Rxc2 h2
5.Rxb1+ Kxb1 6.Rxh2 Ka1/Kc1 7.Kg1 Kb1/Kd1 8.Kf1 Ka1/Kc1 9.Ke1 Kb1 10.Kd1 Ka1
11.Kc2 Kxa2 12.Rh3 Ka1 13.Rxa3# (ideal)
M0369 (Zimbeck) 1.a8Q+! Kxb6 2.Qa6+ Kxa6 3.Ra8+ Kb6 4.b8Q+ Rxb8 (4...Kc6 5.Qb7+
Kd6 6.exf8Q+ Ke5 7.Qd6+) 5.cxb8Q+ Kc6 6.Qd6+ Kxd6 7.d8Q+ Ke5 8.e8Q+ Kf4 9.Qg5+
Kxg5 10.g8Q+ Sxg8 11.hxg8Q+ Kf4 12.f8Q+ Ke3 13.Qxf3+ Kxf3 14.Qh5+ Ke3 15.Qg3#
E0065 (Nikitin) 1.Bg8! (1.Kd7? Qg4+! -+) Qg4+ 2.Kf7! Qc8! (2...Qh5+ 3.Kxg7+; 2...Qd7+
3.Kg6+) 3.Kg6+! Qxg8 stalemate.
E0066 (Vrabec) 1.g7 Rbl+ 2.Ka4 (2.Ka2? Ral+! = or 2.Kc2? Rb2+ 3.Kd3 Rb3+ 4.K~ Rg3 = )
2...Ral+ 3.Kb5 Rbl+ 4.Ka6 Ral+ 5.Kb7 Rbl+ 6.Ka7 Bgl+ (6...Ral+ Ba6!) 7.Ka8 Ral+ 8.Kb8
Bh2+ 9.g3!! Bxg3+ 10.Kb7! Rbl+ 11.Ka6 Ral+ 12.Kb5 Rbl+ 13.Ka4 Ral+ 14.Kb3 Rbl+
15.Kc2 Rbl+! 16.Kd3 Rb3+ 17.Ke4! (17.Ke2? Rb2+ 18.Kf3 Rb3+ 19.Kg4 Be5 =) 17...Rb4+
(17...d5+ 18.Kf5 Rf3+ 19.Ke6 Re3+ 20.Kd7+-) 18.Kf5 Rb5+ 19.Kg4 Bh4! 20.Kxh4 Rb4+
21.Kg3! (21.Kg5? Rbl =; 21.Kh5 Rb5+ 22.Kh6 Rb3 =) Rb2! 22.Kf4!! (22.Bb7+? d5!!
23.Bxd5+ Kgl 24.g8Q Rg2+! 25. Bxg2=) 22...Rb4+ (22...Rf2+ 23.Ke3 +-) 23.Kf5 Rb5+
24.Kf6 Rb6+ 25.KF7+E0067 (Akobia) Kd6! [1.Kc4!? exd2 2.Bg4 (2.Rd3 Sxe6 3.Rxd2 Sf4=) 2...Rg5 3.Bf3+ (3.Bd1)
3...Kf4 4.Bd1 Sxg6 5.Rf3+ Ke4 6.Rf2 Se5+ 7.dxe5 Kxe5=; 1.Kc6!? exd2 2.g7 Sxe6 3.g8Q
Sxd4+ (3...d1Q!? 4.Qxe6+ Kxd4 5.Qd6+) 4.Kb6 d1Q=; 1.Kb6!? Sxe6 2.dxe3 Rg5 3.Ra5 Rxg6
4.Re5+ Kd3 5.d5 Sg5+ 6.Kc7 Rg7+ 7.Kc6!? Rg6+ 8.d6 Se4 9.Rd5+ Kxe3=] 1...exd2 2.g7
[2.Bb3!? Sxg6 3.d5 (3.Bc2+ Kxd4=) 3...d1Q 4.Bxd1 Rxd5+=] 2...Sxe6 3.g8Q d1Q 4.Qxe6+
(Thematic try: 4.Qg6+!? Kxd4 5.Qxe6 Rb5! 6.Ra4+ Kc3+!=) 4...Kxd4 5.Rg3!! (5.Rb3!? Re5
6.Qxe5+ Kc4+=; 5.Ra6!? Qd3=; 5.Ra7!? Kc3+ 6.Kc7 Rh7+=; 5.Rh3!? Rxh3 6.Qd5+ Kc3
7.Qxd1 Rd3+=) 5...Rb5! (5...Ra5 6.Rg4+ Kc3+ 7.Kc7! Rc5+ 8.Kb6+-) 6.Rg4+ (6.Kc6!?
Qc2+! 7.Kxb5 Qf5+ 8.Qxf5 stalemate; 6.Qf6+!? Kc4+=) 6...Kc3+ 7.Kc7! (7.Kc6!? Rd5
8.Qf6+ Rd4=; 7.Ke7!? Rb7+ 8.Ke8 Rb8+ 9.Kf7 Qf1+ 10.Qf6+ Qxf6+=) A) - 7...Qf1 8.Kc6!
[Thematic try: 8.Qc6+!? Kb3! 9.Rg3+ (9.Qe6+ Kc3=) 9...Ka2! 10.Qa8+ (10.Qc2+ Rb2
11.Qa4+ Kb1 12.Qe4+ Rc2+=) 10...Kb1! 11.Qe4+ Ka2=] 8...Ra5 9.Rg3+ (Thematic try:
9.Qe3+!? Kc2! 10.Qe4+ Kc1! 11.Qe3+ Kc2=) 9...Kd2 10.Qe3++- or 8...Rh5 9.Rg3+ Kb2
10.Qb3+ +- ; B) - 7...Rc5+ 8.Kb6! Rd5 9.Qc6+ Kb2 10.Rb4+ Ka3 11.Qc3+ +-; C) - 7...Qd3
8.Qe1+ (8.Qc6+ Kb3=) 8...Kb2 9.Rg2+ Kb3 10.Rg3+E0068 (Nikitin) 1.Kf5! Sg5! 2.Bc4! c1S! 3.Bb5 Sc7 4.Ba4 Sb3! 5.Be8+! (5.Bxb3? a1Q-+;
5.Bb5?/Bd7?/Bc6? Sd4+ -+) Sxe8 stalemate.
E0069 (Hörning) 1.Sxb4+ axb4 2.Ra6+ Kc5 3.Rxe6 dxe6 4.h5! Kd4 5.g5 Kxe5 6.gxh6 Kf6
7.c5! e5 8.Kd3!! c6 9.Kc4 e4 10.Kxb4 e3 11.Kc3 e2 12.Kd2 wins

SELFMATES

S0301 Roman Zalokotsky
Ukraine
w________w

[wHRhkdwH]
[dndwgw)P]
[wdr)wdKd]
[0B0wdwdw]
[PdPdR)w!]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdpdp)]
[dwdwGb4q]
w--------w
s#2
(15+12)
S0304 Frank Richter

Germany
w________w
[wdwGwdwh]
[dNdNdp)w]
[pdp0RIpd]
[dbdkdw4w]
[p!whw0wg]
[)wdRdP0w]
[wdw)wdPd]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w
s#3
(12+14)
S0307 Leonid Makaronez
& Semion Shifrin
Israel
w________w

[wdwdwdNG]
[dwdwdwdb]
[w$Pdw$Pd]
[dwdwiw0w]
[w0B0Ndrd]
[dwdKdpdP]
[ndP0w1wd]
[dwdrdndw]
w--------w
s#4
(11+12)

S0302 Živko Janevski
Macedonia

w________w
[wdNdwdwd]
[0Qdwdwdw]
[PdR)rdwd]
[Iwgw0wdw]
[wdk0Pdwd]
[drhndwdw]
[BdRdPdwd]
[dwdwHwdw]
w--------w
s#3
(11+9)
S0305 Viktor Lukyanov

Russia
w________w
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdQdw0w]
[wdwdNiBg]
[dwdwdwdP]
[w)wdwhwd]
[)pdPdR0P]
[w$pdwdpd]
[dwIwGwHw]
w--------w
s#4
(13+8)
S0308 Evgeny Fomichev

Russia
w________w
[K!wdwdbi]
[dP)wdpdw]
[w)wdw)wd]
[0wdwdwdw]
[pdwdw)wd]
[4pdwdwdw]
[r0wdwdwd]
[gBdwdwdw]
w--------w
s#8
(8+10)

S0303 Živko Janevski
Macedonia
w________w

[whwdwdwd]
[dw)w)wHw]
[w0pIwdwG]
[4bdwdphp]
[w4Pdwiq0]
[dw!wdP0P]
[wdw)wdPd]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w
s#3
(11+13)
S0306 Frank Richter

Germany
w________w
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdw0r]
[wdwdwdQ0]
[)w0piwdp]
[wdpdwHwd]
[hwIwHBdb]
[w4P)RdwG]
[gwdwhwdw]
w--------w
s#4
(10+13)
S0309 János Csák

Hungary
w________w
[Bdwdwdwd]
[dwdw)w)w]
[Rdwdw0wd]
[)wdwindR]
[wdpdw0wd]
[dw)whwdN]
[wdwdQ)pI]
[dwdwGwHw]
w--------w
s#9
C(13+7)

Editor: Petko A. Petkov, Judge: s#2-3 & s#n Krassimir Gandev

SG26 (April-June 2004) Solutions - SELFMATES
Welcome to the first time contributor Victor Lukyanov.
To be or not to be? There are many such questions in chess composition. For example,
what is the status of the realization of modern orthodox #2 themes in selfmates? To what
degree is S0301 successful in this respect?
Over the last few years, Živko Janevski seems to have composed only threemovers. As a
result, he has managed to compose some very good problems. Evidence of this can be seen in
S0302 and S0303.
Frank Richter always has some fresh ideas, as seen in S0304 and S0306. Many of his
problems don’t follow what I consider to be “standard themes”. Many problems in this issue
fall in that category.
In S0309, C- means that the problem was only partially checked by the computer. A funny
story regarding this problem: It was given for “hand checking” to one of the editor’s friends, a
good solver from Sofia. After doing the homework he said: “On the chess board, as in real life,
the situation is always uncertain when two or more Queens (ladies) play the main role”.

Comments from: C.C. Frankiss (CCF), Efren Petite (EP), Israel Tzur (IT)
S0284 (Janevski) 1.Bd5! (2.Rgxg5+[A] Rxh8 3.Rg6+[B] hxg6#), 1…Sxe6 2.Rg6+[B] Kf7
3.Rf5+[C] Bf6#, 1…Sxg4 2.Rf5+[C] Kxf5 3.Rxg5+[A] Bxg5#, (1…Sf7 2.Rg8+ Sxh8 3.g5+
Bxg5#). Cycle AB-BC-CA with play of the white R/B battery. Original realization. Some
good play after the key to guard e6. Well composed (CCF), Excellent functioning of
the bicolor batteries (EF)
S0285 (Kostadinov) 1.Qf1! (2.Rf6+ Ke7 3.Re6+ dxe6#), 1…dxc6+ 2.Rd7+ Kxd7 3.bxc6+
Ke7#, 1…d6 2.Rf5+ Ke7 3.Re5+ dxe5#, 1…d5 2.Rf4+ Ke7 3.Re4+ dxe4#. Black Pickaninny
+ battery-play, play of the white R/B battery with a fine Bristol key. Interesting long range
mate in a strange position (CCF), Good white/black battery play (EP), Queen hiding
key and Pickaninny. A beauty! (IT)
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S0286 (Janevski) 1.Qc3! (2.Qd4+[A] Rxd4 3.Sf4+[B] Rxf4#), 1…Rxc3 2.Sf4+[B] Rd4
3.Rd6+[C] Sxd6#, 1..Rxe2 2.Rd6+[C] Kxd6 3.Qd4+[A] Sxd4#. Cycle of white 2nd and 3rd
moves, 2x direct unpins of Sb5 by bK and alternately captures of white pieces which play in
the threat (A). Another well composed selfmate with good key (CCF)
S0287 (Janevski) 1.Rc3! (2.Sc2+[A] Bxc2+ 3.Se6+[B] Rxe6#), 1…Bf7+(Bf5+) 2.Se6+[B]
Bxe6 3.Rxc4+[C] Bxc4#, 1…Qa4 2.Rxc4+[C]
Qxc4 3.Bxc5+[D] Qxc5#, 1…Rxc7
2.Bxc5+[D] Rxc5 3.Sc2+[A] Bxc2#, 1…Be4+ 2.Se6+[B] Sxe6 3.Bxc5+[D] Sxc5#. White
cycles AB-BC-CD-DA & AB-BD-DA and double cyclic Zilahi (A). Some very nice
pinning and unpinning. A well crafted problem (CCF)
S0288 (Rallo) 1.Qd4! c5 2.d8B! cxd4 3.e8Q! d3 4.Qe6+ Rc6 5.Qc8+ Rxc8# Single liner with
fairly simple play but nicely done (CCF), Nice white promotions (EP)
S0289 (Zlatanov) a) 1.Qh2! b4 2.Qb8+ Bg8 3.Qe5+ Kh7 4.Sf8+ Kh6 5.Qh8+ Bh7 6.Bb3
Sxb3#, b) 1.c7! b5 2.c8B b4 3.Bb7 b3 4.Sf4 gxf4 5.Bxb3 f3 6.Bxf3 Sxb3# Most enjoyable
problem with varied play. Excellent composition (CCF)
S0290 (Gamnitzer) Without Re8 it would be possible 1.Qxc3+ Sxc3#. 1.Ra8?(Rb8?,
Rc8?,Rd8?,Rf8?,Rg8?,1.Rh8?) Bb2! 2.Qxc3+ Bxc3!; 1.Sb6! (2.Rd3+ cxd3 3.Qd4+ Kxd4
4.Bf2+ Sxf2#), 1…cxb6 2.Rc8! Bb2 3.Rxc4! (4.Rxc3+) Bc1(a3) 4.Qxf4+! Kxf4 5.Bg3+ Ke3
6.Rxc3+ Sxc3#. Sharp thematic temptation: 1.Ra8? (2.Qxc3+) Bb2 2.Ra3!? (3.Rxc3+ Bxc3
4.Qxc3+ Sxc3#) Bc1! (of course not 2…Bxa3) 3.Sf8!? (4.Qxf4+! Kxf4 4.Se6+) Rg6!
S0291 (Murãrasu) 1.Bd4+? Bxd4 2.Qb2+ Bxb2+ 3.Kd1!; 1.Qc3+! Ka2 2.Qc4+ Ka1 3.Qd4+
Ka2 4.Qd5+ Ka1 5.Qe5+ Ka2 6.Qe6+ Ka1 7.Qf6+ Ka2 8.Qf7+ Ka1 9.Qg7+ Ka2 10.Qg8+ Ka1
11.Qa8! Ka2 12.Bf3 Ka1 13.Bd1 Ka2 14.Qd5+ Ka1 15.Qd4+ Ka2 16.Qc4+ Ka1 17.Qc3+ Ka2
18.Qb3+ Ka1 19.Bd4+ Bxd4 20.Qb2+ Bxb2#. Pendulum maneuver with very difficult play.
The main mechanism is known: George P. Sphicas, U.S. Problem Bulletin, 1992, wKa6 Qf3
Be6 Pa4-b5-b6 (6), bKb8 Bg8 (2), s#13. Solution: 1.Qg3+! Ka8 2.Qg2+ Kb8 3.Qh2+ Ka8
4.Qh1+ Kb8 5.Qh8 Ka8 6.a5 Kb8 7.Qe5+ Ka8 8.Qd5+ Kb8 9.Qd6+ Ka8 10.Qc6+ Kb8
11.Qc7+ Ka8 12.Bd5+ Bxd5 13.Qb7+ Bxb7#. Familiar staircase checking strategy to get
wQ to a8 and pin the bBa7. Then the wBb7 self-blocks on d1 and wQ works the way
back to b3. Nicely thought-out problem (CCF)

HELPMATES
Editor: Chris Feather
Judges: Zoran Gavrilovski (h#2), Lennart Werner (h#3) and Marko Ylijoki (h#n)
The first thing I must do is to repeat a message from the last issue: The supply of longer
problems is quite low. Therefore composers should note that I can offer very quick publication
for suitable items in 3½ or more moves.
Next, a word of welcome and thanks in anticipation to our judges for 2005: Francesco
Simoni from Italy (h#2), Dieter Müller & Sven Trommler from Saxony (h#3) and Marko
Klasinc from Slovenia (h#n).
Remember that in helpmates Black always plays first, unless the stipulated number of
moves ends in “½” (H0953, H0961 & H0965). The asterisk in H0958 and H0965 indicates set
play, an extra line which would solve the problem if the side whose turn it is to play were
allowed to start by passing. Naturally this means that the composers of these two problems
have had to ensure that there are no first moves available which leave the situation materially
unchanged. I am sure that solvers will appreciate the great skill shown in thus achieving
soundness in such open-looking positions. The twomover H0946 may recall the earlier H0556
(issue 16) and H0663 (issue 19), but solvers will note some differences.
A few reminders for contributors of originals:
– Please use e-mail wherever possible. All e-mails will be answered.
– Please send problems in notation, as data in this form is easier to manipulate.
– Please remember to include your postal address too.

H0945 Evgeni Bourd
Israel
w________w

H0946 Vitaly Medintsev
Russia
w________w

H0947 Krzysztof Drazkowski
Poland
w________w

H0948 Evgeni Bourd
Israel
w________w

H0949 Andrew Kalotay
New York
w________w

H0950 Misha Shapiro
& Emanuel Navon
Israel
w________w

[wIBgwdnd]
[dpdwdw4w]
[wdw0PdRd]
[Hwdkdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[drdndwdw]
[wdw)wdwd]
[dwdwdqGw]
w--------w
h#2 b) Sd3→d4
(7+9)

[Kdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdNGwdrh]
[dwdwdbdw]
[wdPdwdR)]
[dPhwiPdw]
[wdwdPdw)]
[dwdwdw4w]
w--------w
h#2 5 solutions (10+6)

[wdwdwdKd]
[dpdwdpdw]
[w0kdndpd]
[0wdwdwHR]
[wdwdwHwd]
[dbdwdwdB]
[wdw4wdwG]
[dwdw4w1w]
w--------w
h#2 2 solutions
(6+11)

H0951 Menachem Witztum
Israel
w________w

H0952 Marko Ylijoki
Finland
dedicated to Joose Norri
w________w

[wdwGwIwd]
[dwhwdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdphwdw]
[wdriNgwd]
[dwdw4wdw]
[wdpdwdRd]
[dwdw$wdw]
w--------w
h#2 b) Se5→d3
(5+8)

[wdwdR4wd]
[dwdwdw0w]
[wdwdwdP!]
[dwdp)q)w]
[wdpiPdRd]
[dwhwdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[Iwdwdwgw]
w--------w
h#2 4 solutions
(8+8)
H0954 Albert Grigoryan

Armenia
w________w
[wdwdwdni]
[dwdwdwdP]
[wdwdpdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdw0wd]
[dwdwdwGK]
w--------w
h#3 2 solutions
(3+4)

[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdKdwdw)]
[drdwdwdw]
[bdP)p0pd]
[dwdQ$Rhk]
w--------w
h#2 3 solutions
(7+7)

[wdwdwdwd]
[dw0wdwdw]
[wdPdwdwd]
[dw)wdpdw]
[pdwdw)w0]
[)pdkdK0P]
[w0w)pdPd]
[gN!bdwdw]
w--------w
h#2 b) Pd2→c4 (10+11)
H0955 Antonio Garofalo

Italy
w________w
[wdwdwGwd]
[dwdpdwdK]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdkHwdw]
[wdwHwdnd]
[)b0wdwdw]
[wdndwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w
h#3 2 solutions
(5+6)

[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwHwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[Iwipdwdw]
[w0wdrdwd]
[0wGRdwdw]
[qdpdw0wd]
[dwdrgwdb]
w--------w
h#2 2 solutions (4+11)

H0953 Christopher Jones

England
w________w
[whwdwdwI]
[hwdwdwdw]
[wdBdwdwd]
[dP$w0pdw]
[wdwgw0wd]
[dwdkdwdw]
[Pdw4bdqd]
[dw4wdwdw]
w--------w
h#2½ b) Pf4→b4 (5+11)
c/d) Bd4→e3/b2

H0956 Christopher Jones

England
w________w
[wGwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdn]
[wdwgwdwd]
[)wdwdkdw]
[Rdwdpdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[KdwHwdPd]
[dwdwdndw]
w--------w
h#3 b) Sd2→h1
(6+5)
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H0957 Pier Giorgio Soranzo
& Vito Rallo
Italy
w________w

H0958 Fadil Abdurahmanović
Bosnia-Herzegovina
w________w

H0959 János Csák
Hungary
w________w

H0960 Misha Shapiro
Israel
w________w

H0961 Rolf Wiehagen
& Christer Jonsson
Germany/Sweden
w________w

H0962 Mirko Degenkolbe
& Franz Pachl
Germany
w________w

[wgwhwdwd]
[dPiPdwdq]
[wdwdpdp0]
[dwdphwdw]
[wdwdwdwI]
[dw4wdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w
h#3 b) Sd8→c6
(3+10)

[KdwdRdrd]
[0wdpdr0w]
[wdp0Pdp0]
[dwhwdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdbiwdw]
[w0wdwgwd]
[dwdwdqdw]
w--------w
h#3½ 2 solutions (3+15)

[wdwgwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[w1wdp0wd]
[0wdw)ndw]
[Pdwipdw0]
[dwHwdwdw]
[wdPdpIpd]
[dwdwdbdw]
w--------w
h#4 2 solutions
(5+12)

[wdw4qdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdbdwd]
[dwdwdwiw]
[w0wHwgwd]
[dwhKdwdw]
[wdwGPdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w
h#3 2 solutions
(4+7)

H0963 Borislav Ilinčić

Serbia-Montenegro
w________w
[wdbdwdwd]
[Iwdwdwdw]
[wdw0pdwd]
[dwdRdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdwi]
[dwdwdwdB]
w--------w
h#5
(3+4)

[wdwdwdwI]
[1wdwdwdw]
[w$w0wdPd]
[dBdNdw)w]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdkdP]
[wdw)wdwd]
[dwdwhbdw]
w--------w
h#3*
(8+5)

H0964 Achim Schöneberg

Germany
w________w
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdp0kdwd]
[dwdbdwdw]
[w0nIwdwd]
[dwdP0pdw]
[wdPdwdwd]
[dw4wdwdw]
w--------w
h#5
(3+9)

[wdwdbdKd]
[dwdwdwdB]
[wdwdwdPd]
[dwhwdwdw]
[w4wHwhpd]
[dwdwiwdw]
[R)wdwdpd]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w
h#3 2 solutions
(6+7)

H0965 Christer Jonsson

Sweden
w________w
[wdwdwGwI]
[drdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdpd]
[dwdwdw)w]
[w0wdwdwh]
[dPiwdpdw]
[w0wdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdr]
w--------w
h#5½*
(4+8)

SG26 (April-June 2004) Solutions – HELPMATES
Comments from: C.C. Frankiss (CCF), Andrzej Baniak (AB), Ladislav Belcsak (LB), Danny
Dunn (DD), Jeremy Morse (JM), Ryan McCrackrn (RM), Efren Petite (EP), Israel Tzur (IT)
H0897 (Guttman/Youngs†) 1.Rc3 Sc4 (Sg4?) 2.Rg3 Se6#, 1.Qg8 Sf3 (Sf7?) 2.Qg3 Sd5# A
remarkably economical setting. Compare H0900. Self-blocks on g3 together with shut-offs.
Nicely done (CCF), Two good self-blocks on g3 and mates by both Knights (EP), Nice
line-play and valve-moves (IT)
H0898 (Dragoun) 1.Qxb4 Rxd8 2.c5 Ke7#, 1.Rxd3 Bxf8 2.Bd4 Kd7# Mutual captures with
good use of the material. A neat series of reciprocal captures with shut-offs so royal battery can fire (CCF), Graceful bicolor maneuvers with annihilation and royal battery
mates (EP)

H0899 (Semenenko) 1.Kc5 Rb8 2.Kb4 Kc6#, 1.Ke5 Qb8 2.Bf6 Sf7# Surprising but imperfectly
balanced play. Changed batteries in course of play. Well done (CCF), There are two
direct batteries. One of them is destroyed (and a new one created from elements of the
old ones) while the other one becomes indirect battery (IT)
H0900 (Youngs†/Guttman) 1.Qc5 Sg7 (S6~?) 2.d6 Sf6#, 1.Rc4 Sf2 (S4~?) 2.Rc5 Sf4# The
black play is not quite as neat as in H0897 but here the interferences determine otherwise random Knight moves. A variation of the idea in H0897(similar strategy). Well executed
(CCF), Interesting self-blocks on c5 and mates by white Knights (EP), The cavalry acts
harmoniously: once on diagonal of the bB and the second time on the line of the bR
(IT), Beautiful teamwork of the white Knights. They stick together and align
either diagonally or orthogonally (LB)
H0901 (Hernitz) 1.Kxf3 Sxe3 2.Kf2 Sc2#, 1.Kxf5 fxg4 2.Ke6 g5# It is unusual to find a Zilahi
with all the black moves played by the King. The author labels it a “pseudo-Zilahi”, no doubt
because although the thematic pieces (Pf3 & Sf5) play the mating moves, they do not themselves attack the King. Double moves by bK matched by double moves of white units to
set up and fire batteries. Well done (CCF), Good white battery mates after bK flights
(EP), A far from easy Zilahi (IT), This deserves praise for difficulty and the very surprising Zilahi (LB), The last helpmate I solved. Very difficult (RM)
H0902 (Heinonen) 1.Sxb5 Rxe4 2.Rdxe4 Bxd5#, 1.Bf3 Bxd5 2.Kxd5 Rxd4#, 1.Se7 Rxd4
2.Kxd4 Rxe4# A cycle of white moves with cyclic Zilahi and line opening by Black. Difficult
capturing sequences to find. Well composed (CCF), An impressive Zilahi and whitemove cycle (IT)
H0903 (Jonsson) a) 1.Rf5 Rf6 2.Bxe3 Rxf5#, b) 1.Bd5 Bb7 2.Sxf2 Bxd5# Ingenious twinning!
Enjoyable strategy with pin-mates (CCF), Nice black self-pins (EP), An interesting and
harmonious ODT (IT), Pleasing strategy to open once the orthogonal, once the diagonal (LB), A nice little puzzle (DD)
H0904 (Molnár) 1.Be2 Sd2 2.Kxe3 Se4#, 1.e5 Sc4 2.Kxe4 Se3#, 1.Qh3 Sf1 2.Kg4 Sg3#,
1.exd5 Sg3 2.Kg5 Sxd5# An interesting TF-combination. Excellent problem in all respects
with the work done by the white Knights (CCF), Good play of white battery mates (EP),
The two batteries and the cavalry are working full speed (IT), This is very weird, and
very marvelous (LB)
H0905 (Parrinello) 1.Rb5 Re3 2.Kxe3 Rxd3#, 1.Rc4 Re4 2.Kxe4 cxd3# Intensive strategy in
the best modern style, as we expect from this composer. Complex system of shut-offs combined with pin-mates (CCF), Fantastic strategy of double wRs pins (EP), Beautiful! (IT),
Very nice threefold exchange of function between the black Rooks, white
Bishops and the white Rook and Pawn (LB), Well done! (DD)
H0906 (Molnár) a) 1.Bxe3 Rd4 2.Kxd4 Sxe6#, b) 1.Qxe7 Rd5 2.Kxd5 e4#, c) 1.Rxe5 Rd6
2.Kxd6 Sb7# Three wR sacrifices, with resourceful twinning. Mates on double guarded,
consecutive squares (IT), Black and White cooperate to open the d-file for the black
King (LB)
H0907 (Vecu) 1.b4 Kxc4 2.Kxb1 Kb3 3.c1B Bc2#, 1.Rb4 Kxc5 2.cxd1S Kxb4 3.Sb2 Sc3# A
Zilahi with black promotions corresponding to the mating pieces. Surprising capture of one
white unit in each line (CCF), Attractive black promotions (EP), Underpromotion to the
kind of unit that will deliver the mate (IT)
H0908 (Jonsson/Wiehagen) 1.Qc1 Rc8 2.Qxc8 bxc8Q 3.Kxd4 Qc3#, 1.Qh3 Bc8 2.Qxc8 bxc8Q
3.Kxe4 Qe6# This sacrificial idea is not easy to show, so the repeated promotion move is certainly excusable. Effective conversion of wB/wR into wQ. Clever idea (CCF), Charming
Bristol combined with white promotions (EP), Great and elegant Meredith (IT), An impressive ODT with Bristol clearances (LB), Interesting and well executed theme (DD)
H0909 (Laborczi) a) 1.Qd4 fxe6 2.Bxe6 Bxb7 3.Bd5 Ba6#, b) 1.exf5 Bxf5 2.Bg2 Bh4 3.Qg1
Bxd3# Mutual clearance and opening effects. The mutual captures on e6 and f5 are enjoyable but strategy fairly obvious (CCF)
H0910 (Janevski) 1.Sxd5 Kb2 2.Sb6 c2xd3 3.Kxd4 Rd5#, 1.Sxd4 c3 2.Sf5 f3 3.Ke5 Bd4# Extension of the anticipatory selfpin idea to the h#3 is a difficult but fascinating idea. Surprising
pin-mates combined into harmonious play (CCF), Excellent strategy of preventive
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black pins (EP), Pinmates with change of function of the thematic units (IT), Beautifully
matched phases with good model mates (LB), Two nice solutions (DD)
H0911 (Jonsson/Wiehagen) a) 1.Sxf4 Sd3 2.Sxe2 Bxe2 3.Qb6 Sc5#, b) 1.Sxe5 Se6 2.Sxg6
Rxg6 3.Qb5 Sc5# An enormous amount of work has gone into this difficult theme. Bc1 acts
only as a dual stopper in a) and a cook-stopper in b) (CCF), Fine battery mates (EP),
Not entirely pure Zilahi mixed with battery creation. Very nice (IT)
H0912 (Garai) 1.Sa3 Sxd4 2.Bxd4 Bxf4 3.Bf2 Bd2#, 1.Sc3 Bxf4 2.Bxf4 Sxd4 3.Bd2 Sc2#
Obviously the Bishop must be freed, but how? Another neat Zilahi! WPc6 looks like a dual
stopper (CCF), Mates by Bishop and Knight after shutting off bRg2 (EP), A very good
Zilahi. The interchange of white's first and second move is also change of function (IT)
H0913 (Jones) a) 1.Sd4 Bxe2 2.Bc4 bxc4 3.Rf4 Bd3#, b) 1.Qc5 Rxc3 2.Rf3 gxf3+ 3.Kd4
Rd3# Those who know their Jones understand that his wPs are never as innocent as they look,
so the twinning here should have been a big hint… but was it? Good strategy but fairly simple solution (CCF), Good cooperation between white Rook and Bishop (EP), A beautiful ODT: twice white-black Bristol harmoniously presented. The mate is delivered from
the same square in both phases (IT), Beautiful Bristol clearances with switchback
mates on the same square (LB)
H0914 (Krampis) 1... Sxf4 2.Qg6 Sxg6 3.f4 Sxf4 4.Bg6 Sxg6# Double whammy! Excellent
line clearance by wS with two switchbacks (CCF), I tried hard to free the wR before the
Knight insisted on chopping everything up (RM)
H0915 (Shapiro) 1.Ra7 Sxd5 2.Ka8 Sxf4 3.Bb7 Sd5 4.Bb8 Sb6# This switchback looks familiar, but was possibly never before so neatly shown. White Knight switchback with captures
to remove bPs, but obvious solutions (CCF), Black incarceration and white switchback,
simply shown (JM), A nice find (IT), Elegant in its simplicity (LB), Very obvious solution
(RM)
H0916 (Feather) a) 1.Re4 Ka2 2.Rf4 Kb3 3.Be4 Kc4 4.e6 Se8#, b) 1.e6 fxe6 2.Rc2 e7 3.Ke6
Kb1 4.Kf7 e8Q# The oddball idea was to combine the specific twinning with mates using the
same square. The mutual B/R interferences provide a little much-needed unity. R-B interferences in lightweight presentation (IT), Anticipatory shielding done with finesse, especially b)’s 2.Rc2! (RM)
H0917 (Meinking) 1.Kb7 Kd3 2.Ka6 Be2 3.f1B Kc4 4.Bg2 Bd3 5.Bb7 Kb4# This inchworm
(the composer’s term) could hardly be more economical. White limps up the diagonal (JM),
A very enjoyable miniature (IT), White Bishop on the footsteps of the white King, with
only six pieces. A masterpiece (AB), The creepy crawlers produce a spectacular model
mate (LB)
H0918 (Murãrasu) 1.Sd5 d3 2.Qe7 Kg6 3.Qe6 Kg5 4.e4 Bc5 5.Ke5 d4#, 1.Kd5 d4 2.Kxd6 d5
3.Kd7 d6 4.Ke6 d7 5.Kf7 d8S# The first solution is hard to see, but the second is the sort that
one sees either immediately or quite late. Two good lines of play with surprise capture of
wB in the second line (CCF), The simple way of the wP is somewhat disguised (IT),
Wonderfully complicated (DD)
H0919 (Parrinello) 1.Ra5 a4 2.Rd5 a5 3.Bh2 a6 4.Qg3 a7 5.Qb8 axb8Q 6.Be5 Qb4# Not difficult, but visually attractive. Bristol (CCF), Lovely Turton on the 3rd move (JM), A beauty:
Loyd clearence with midboard mate (IT), Very nice (AB), A very good example of the
evergreen Bristol (LB), Whew! The bQ arrives at b8 just in time (DD), A stunning clearance on the diagonal (3.Bh2!) (RM)
H0920 (Laborczi) 1.Kg4 Kf1 2.Kh3 Ke1 3.Kg2 Kd1 4.Kxf2 Be1 5.Kxe3 Bxh4 6.Kf4 Ke1
7.Ke3 Bg5# “Three King returns and a funny nearly full Rundlauf” says the composer. Two
excellent switchback tempo moves by the bK. Clever problem (CCF), Twice the bK has
to go in the wrong direction. As witty as H0919 (JM), Mate in the middle of the white
stronghold (IT), The perfectly symmetrical path of the King adorned with switchbacks is
nothing short of fantastic (LB)
H0921 (Laborczi) a) 1.Kg2 Bh2 2.Kxh1 Bg1 3.Kg2 Bh2 4.Kxf2 Bg1 5.Kxg3 Be3 6.f6 Bxg5
7.fxg5 f6 8.Kh4 f7 9.g3 f8Q 10.g4 Qh6#, b) 1… Bh2 2.Kd3 Bg1 3.Ke4 Bh2 4.Kxf5 Bg1 5.Kg6
Bh2 6.f5 Bg1 7.f4 Bh2 8.fxg3 Sxg3 9.Kh6 Se2 10.Kh5 Sf4 11.Kh4 Bg3# Obviously it is regrettable that the length is not exactly the same, but otherwise this is quite a remarkable pair.
Remarkable twinning to achieve two completely different lines of play (CCF), To quote
Sherlock Holmes, this was a “two pipe problem” (DD), Both problems by this author
were very hard to solve; both were cramped positions with no thematic thread (RM)
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H0922 (Molnár) 1.Rxg1 Sxg1 2.Kb8 Sh3 3.Kc8 Sg1 4.Kd7 Sh3 5.Kc6 Sg1 6.Kxb6 Sh3 7.Kc6
Sg1 8.b5 Sh3 9.b4 Sg1 10.b3 cxb3 11.c2 Kd2 12.Kd5 e4 13.Kd4 Se2# The possibility of capturing the wrong Knight to start with (1.Rxh3?) is an ingenious touch. Nice to see a Knight
rather than a Bishop or King oscillating. Good play throughout this excellent problem
(CCF), White must pick the right opening move (JM), Nice riddle: which Knight to
take? (IT)
H0923 (Fiebig) 1.Kxf6 Kg1 2.Ke7 Kh1 3.Kd8 Kg1 4.Kc8 Kh1 5.Kb8 Kg1 6.Ka7 Kh1 7.Ka6
Kg1 8.Ka5 Kh1 9.Kb4 Kg1 10.Kc3 Kh1 11.Kd2 Kg1 12.Kxe3 Kh1 13.Kxf4 e3 14.Ke5 Be2
15.f4 Bg4 16.f3 gxf3 17.f6 f4# The 14-move uninterrupted bK Rundlauf may be a record, and
as the composer points out, the last few moves make an unusual finale for this kind of problem.
This problem really starts from move 12, but a good sequence from then on (CCF),
The familiar bK march is a Rundlauf, and the ending may be novel (JM)

SERIES-MOVERS and STALEMATES
Editor: Marko Ylijoki, Judges: Series-Movers György Bakcsi Stalemates: György Bakcsi
We have three newcomers from the Balkans in this column: Borislav Ilinčić, Slobodan
Šaletić and Drago Bišćan. Welcome aboard! Our former editor makes an encore with his
C0128 – thanks for your support, Dan!
Although we have only 12 originals this time, solvers will be amazed by the variety of
conditions. Nevertheless, they should be familiar with even the most unusual ones. The types
of conditions in Q0143 and C0130 were explained in SG issues 26 and 27 respectively.
C0123’s zeroposition is not for solving, only the positions reached by making the stipulated
shifts. If you like cook-hunting, please note that C- means that the particular problem is not
computer tested!
As usual, present contributors offer many well-known ideas in the S&S-genre, including
promotions, hidden paths of pieces, pins, amusing move-orders, peculiar (stale-)mates--above
all, good puzzles. It’s hard to imagine any better conclusion to the year 2004 than this dirty
dozen. Thanks to all of you who made my first year as an S&S-editor so enjoyable!

C0121 Borislav Ilinčić

Serbia-Montenegro
w________w
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdr]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdp0wdwg]
[0w0wdwiP]
[w)wdwdPd]
[dwdwdwIw]
w--------w
ser.#7 4 solutions (4+7)

C0124 Michael Grushko

Israel
w________w
[Kdwdwdwd]
[0pdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdw)wi]
[dwdwHwdb]
w--------w
ser.h#15
(3+4)

C0122 George P. Sphicas

New York, NY
w________w
[wdwdndwd]
[dpdP)wdp]
[w)w)w)w)]
[0nIwiwdP]
[P0Bdwdwd]
[dpdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdpd]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w
ser.s#38 C(10+9)
C0125 Robert J. Bales, Jr.

Broadview, IL
w________w
[niwdwdwd]
[dP0pdwdw]
[K0wdwdwd]
[)pdwdwdw]
[wdbdwdwd]
[dw)wdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w
ser.s=9
(4+7)

C0123 Michael Grushko

Israel
w________w
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdw0Kd]
[dwdwdP0w]
[wdwdNdw0]
[dwdwdwdk]
w--------w
ser.h#9 zero-position (3+4)
a) Ph2 g2, b) wRe2

C0126 Robert J. Bales, Jr.

Broadview, IL
w________w
[wdRdwdwd]
[)P)wdwdw]
[K)kdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdwh]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w
ser.h=8
(6+2)
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C0127 Tibor Érsek
Hungary
w________w

C0128 Dan Meinking
Cincinnati, OH
dedicated to Reb Orrell
w________w

C0129 Slobodan Šaletić
Serbia-Montenegro
w________w

[w1bIwdwd]
[dpdwdwdw]
[w)wdwdwd]
[dwdw0wdw]
[w0wdPdwd]
[dPdwGwdp]
[w!wdw)w)]
[hRdndwiw]
w--------w
ser.h=12
(9+9)

[wdwdwdwd]
[dpdwdwdw]
[w0wdwdwd]
[gpdwdwdw]
[b0wdwdwd]
[ipdwdKdw]
[w$wdwdwd]
[dwdwdNHQ]
w--------w
ser.h=15
(5+8)

[r4wdwdwd]
[gp)wdpdw]
[w0wiw)wI]
[dPdPdwdw]
[wdw)Pdw0]
[dwdwdwdP]
[wdwdw0wd]
[dwdwdwdw]
w-------ser.h=17 C(8+9)

C0130 Geoff Foster

Australia
w________w
[wdw4N$B4]
[dwdP)wIR]
[wdwdP)P)]
[dkdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w
ser.a=10 2 sols. (11+3)

Q0142 Tibor Érsek

Hungary
w________w
[wdwdwdw1]
[dwdwdKdw]
[wdwdQdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[w0ndwdw0]
[dwiBGwdb]
[pdPdw)w0]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w
h=4 b) Kc3 g1 (6+8)

Q0143 Drago Bišćan

Croatia
w________w
[bdrhwdwI]
[dwdw0wdw]
[wdwdwdwh]
[gwdwdwdw]
[wdwdw0wd]
[4wdwdwdw]
[wdwdw0p0]
[dwdwdw1k]
w--------w
h==10
C(1+13)

SG25 (January - March) Solutions - SERIES-MOVERS &
STALEMATES
Comments from: Andrzej Baniak (AB), Ladislav Belcsak (LB), Danny Dunn (DD), C.C.
Frankiss (CCF), Ryan McCracken (RM), Jeremy Morse (JM), Efren Petite (EP), Israel Tzur
(IT)
C0099 (Ettinger) 1.Ba8 3.Qg2 4.Bf3 5.Qxf2 6.Qg2 7.Bh5 9.Qe7 Bf2# The problem is based on
Nahnybida’s problem (M. Nahnybida, Problem Paradise, 2000, ser.s#10, wKa1 Qb7 Be5 Pa2b3-d3; bKc5 Qf1 Re1-h1 Bd1-g1 Pa3-c2-e2-e3-f2-g2-h2). Nice reworking! Skilful Bristol
effect to get bQ to g2 and capture on f2. Attractive problem (CCF), Fine key and cleverly reflected mate (JM), Excellent strategy with white Bristol moves (EP), Interesting:
mirrored arrangement after eliminating Sf2 (IT), Nice Bristol to remove Sf2. Pity that
Bd5 does not return to the initial square (AB)
C0100 (Érsek) 3.Rxc6 6.Rf3 7.Bg2 9.Rh2 10.Qd7+ Bxd7# White Rook grooves! Fine wR
route to capture on c6 and move to f3 to allow wB to move to g2 (CCF), Straightforward (JM), Long R-tour for line-opening and shielding (IT)
C0101 (Bales) 1.c8B 2.Bxb7 3.Bxa8 5.Kc8 7.b8R 9.Rc7 10.Bb7 11.a8Q 13.Qe7+ Kxe7# A
handy AUW-1. Nice sequence with promotions to Q, R and B (CCF), Promotion of all
the line-units (IT)
C0102 (Grushko/Shifrin) 2.bxc4 6.c8B 10.Be8 11.d8Q 12.Qd7 14.Kd8 16.Qxf6 17.Qg6
19.fxg7 20.Qf7+ Rxf7# Well hidden trails of the promoted forces. A difficult sequence to
find but certainly worthwhile. Nice disguised R/B battery at the end (CCF), BPc4 does
not seem to be justified by the move it adds (JM), Excellent white promotions (EP)
C0103 (Novomesky) 1.Sa7 2.Rc5 4.Kb6 5.Rb5 Bc7#, 1.Rc8 2.Re8 3.Sd8 4.Rae6 5.Sd6 Rc7#
ODC with models. Two mates on c7 is quite an achievement. Lovely construction
(CCF), Good mates by white Rook and Bishop on the same square (EP), Model mates
delivered on the same square (IT)
-continue on page 229
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FAIRIES
Editor: Petko A. Petkov, Judge: Georgy Evseev
In this issue the fairy show begins and ends with Anti-Circe. In F0493, Murãrasu demonstrates long, non-standard and difficult play. A good example of the Umnov theme is shown in
F0496. Play with neutral pieces using the Umnov theme provides many new ideas, as F0506
and F0507 clearly show. (F0507 is a correction of the cooked F0489 published in the previous
issue.)
For those readers who are not so fond of “Anti” conditions, a couple of Bohemian-like
minis are shown in F0502 and F0503.
Memories from the Olympiad in Greece, with all the records, are very strong. In our compositions we also have records called tasks. The authors with task ambitions in this issue are:
Kotěšovec (15 consecutive Circe moves in F0494) and Gandev (5 Excelsiors with AUW in
F0505).
Chris (F0499, F0500, F0501) and Juraj (F0498, F0504) always produce some interesting
stuff.
Definitions of Fairy Conditions and Pieces
Anti-Circe (Standard ‘Calvet Type’) - On making a capture, any unit (including King) is
reborn on its game-array square (see Circe). The captured unit disappears, as in normal chess.
Since rebirth is obligatory, a capture is legal only if the relevant rebirth-square is unoccupied.
A capture may be made either from or on a rebirth-square; promotion with capture is legal
provided the rebirth-square of the promoted unit is unoccupied. A King may capture only if his
square of origin is neither occupied nor guarded by an opposing piece, except that he may
threaten to capture the opposing King even when his own square is guarded (but not occupied).
This introduces an additional way of answering a check, by occupying the square where the
checking piece would be replaced. If a capture is a Pawn promotion, then it is the promoted
piece which is replaced. Captures, in which the capturing piece lands on its own square of
origin, are allowed. A replaced Rook, King (or Rook and King) may be used for castling, provided the usual castling rules are satisfied.
Bishop-Lion - Moves like a Lion but only on Bishop-lines.
Camel - 1:3 leaper.
Circe - When captured, a piece (other than King) is reborn on its game-array square. Rook,
Bishop and Knight are reborn on the square that is the same colour as the square of the capture,
Pawns on the file of the capture. If the game-array square is occupied, the captured piece disappears, as in a normal capture. Castling is permitted with a reborn Rook. Fairy pieces are
regarded as being the result of promotion and so are reborn on the promotion-square on the file
of the capture.
Equihopper - Moves along any line over another unit of either colour to a square situated such
that the hurdle stands at the mid-point between the Equihopper's departure and arrival squares.
The Equihopper cannot pass over an obstruction other than the hurdle when playing along
Queen-lines.
Friend - A unit that has no mobility of its own but acquires the mobility of any friendly piece
controlling it.
Grasshopper - Moves along Queen-lines over another unit of either colour to the square immediately beyond that unit. A capture may be made on arrival, but the hurdle is not affected.
Locust - Moves like a Grasshopper, but the piece it hops over must be adverse, and it is captured (as in checkers). The Locust must arrive on an empty square.
Madrasi – Opposing like units (including fairy pieces) other than Kings are paralyzed when
they attack each other. Paralyzed units cannot move, capture or give check. To remove the
paralysis the help of a third piece is needed. En passant captures may be made in Madrasi. That
is the only way in which one Pawn may capture another. In series movers, a Pawn making a
move, which would normally make it liable to be captured en passant, is paralyzed for a single
move only.
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Neutral piece - Belongs to whichever side chooses to use it. It can therefore be moved or
captured by White or Black, and in Circe it is reborn according to capture. A King may not be
moved onto a square controlled by a neutral piece, because of self-check.
Nightrider - A Rider along a straight line on squares lying a Knight’s move away from each
Rook-Lion - Moves like a Lion but only on Rook-lines.
Series-mover (ser.) - One side remains stationary while the stipulated number of moves is
made by the other side. In a series-helpmate (ser.h#n) Black plays n moves to reach a position
where White can mate in one, avoiding checks until the final move of the sequence. In a seriesselfmate White plays n moves to reach a position where Black is forced to mate in one, checks
again being avoided until the last move.

F0502 Krassimir Gandev
Bulgaria
w________w

[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdQ!wIq]
[wdwiwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdw0pdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w
h#4 2 solutions
(3+4)

F0503 Václav Kotěšovec
Czech Republic
w________w

[wdwdK!wd]
[dbdwdwdw]
[wdwdkdpd]
[dwdwdw0w]
[wdwdwgwd]
[dwdw1wdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w
h# 5½ 2 solutions
(2+6)
qQ Grasshoppers

Circe, qQ Grasshoppers

F0493 Ion Murãrasu

Romania
w________w
[wdwdBdw$]
[dwdwdNHP]
[wdwdw0pd]
[dwdwdP)K]
[wdwdw0wd]
[dwdwdQdw]
[wdwdwdnd]
[dwdwdwGk]
w--------w
s#9
C(10+5)
Anti-Circe

F0496 Petko A. Petkov

Bulgaria
w________w
[w1Q1wdwd]
[dqiqdPdw]
[Qdw)wdwd]
[Iw)p!wdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdQ)wdqd]
[dwdbdwdw]
w--------w
#2… Anti Circe (9+8)
qQ Grasshoppers

F0499 Chris Feather

England
w________w
[wÎwdwdwd]
[dwgwdwdw]
[wdw!w0wd]
[dwdndp0w]
Ï
[wÎr!wiwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwIwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w
h#2 2 solutions (5+7)
Ï Equihoppers , Q Gs

F0494 Václav Kotěšovec

Czech Republic
w________w
[wdwGwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdw1wi]
[dphrdwgP]
[w4p0pdnd]
[0wdwdp0p]
[bdwdwdwd]
[Iwdwdwdw]
w--------w
ser. #15 Circe
(3+16)

F0495 Tibor Érsek

Hungary
w________w
[bdwdwdwd]
[dwdw!wdw]
[w0wdwdwd]
[gwdwdp1w]
[wdndw0wd]
[dwdwdwdn]
[wdpdwdwd]
[Iwdkdrdw]
w--------w
ser.s#34
(2+11)
Circe + Madrasi

F0497 Juraj Lörinc

Slovakia
w________w
[wHwHwdQd]
[!wdqdwdn]
[R0wdwiwd]
[dwHqHpdw]
[wIPdw)w!]
[)p)wdpdw]
[wdw0wdwd]
[hNdbdw$w]
w--------w
s#2
(15+11)
nN NRs, qQ Gs

F0500 Chris Feather

England
w________w
[wdwdwdwd]
[dB0pdwdw]
[w$kdw1Qd]
[dwhwdpdw]
[Pdwdw)wI]
[dwdw0qdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdQ]
w--------w
h#3 2 solutions
(7+8)
BR B/R-Lion, qQ Gs

F0498 Juraj Lörinc

Slovakia
w________w
[wGwdwdw!]
[dwHwdw$w]
[wdwdwdwd]
[$whwiwHw]
[wdQdwdpd]
[dwHwIpHw]
[wdN)w)wd]
[dwdw!qdw]
w--------w
s#4
qQ Gs (14+6)
N Camels,

Friend

F0501 Chris Feather

England
w________w
[wdwdwdwd]
[dQ0wdwdw]
[wdP0Q1wd]
[dwdpdqdw]
[wdwdp0wd]
[dwiwdqdw]
[Kdwdbdw!]
[dwdwhwdw]
w--------w
h#3 b) Qb7→b1 (5+11)
Q Locust, qQ Gs

F0505 Krasimir Gandev

Bulgaria
w________w
[wdwdwdwg]
[dwdwdwdw]
[bdwdwdwd]
[dndwdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dpdKdwdw]
[wdP)P)P4]
[hwdwdqdk]
w--------w
ser.s=34 Madrasi (6+8)
n Camel, C-

F0506 Petko A. Petkov

Bulgaria
w________w
[rdwdbdnh]
[dwdwdwdw]
[rdwdwdkd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdw0w0p0]
[dwgwdwdw]
[w1wdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdK]
w--------w
h#3 2 solutions (1+9+3)
Anti-Circe

F0504 Juraj Lörinc
Slovakia
w________w

[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wIwdwdQd]
[dwdk)Bdw]
[wdwdRdwd]
[dwdwdw1w]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w
ser.h#6*
(5+2)
qQ Grasshoppers

F0507 Michael Grushko

Israel
w________w
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dw0wdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[iwdwdwdw]
[pdr0wdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w
h#3½ 2 solutions (0+0+5)
Anti-Circe

SG26 (April-June 2004) Solutions – FAIRIES
Comments from: Ladislav Belcsak (LB), C.C. Frankiss (CCF), Ryan McCracken
(RM), Israel Tzur (IT)
F0457 (Petkov)
1.Qc4! (2.Rc2#), 1…Qxa5(Qd8) 2.Qb3#, 1…Qxa3(Qd8) 2.Qb4#,
1…Qxe3(Qd8) 2.Qd4#, 1…Qxf5(Qd8) 2.Qd3#, 1.Rc2+? Ra1! A play of white masked Q/R
battery with unpinning of Qc5. Original unpinning key allows bQ to capture four white
guarding units but wQ blocks on the guarding square removed. Curious Anti-Circe
effects (CCF), The uncapturable wQ picks up any square the bQ can free (RM)
F0458 (Buglos) a) 1.Rc5! f4 2.Qxe5 Qxa6#, b) 1.Bc5! f3 2.Qxd3 Qxe7# Moves of bR/bB
unparalyse the bQ which captures one of the white paralysed units. Meanwhile moves
of wP prevent checks and freed wQ delivers the ‘coup de grace’. A real Madrasi-style
problem (CCF)
F0459 (Aschwanden/Loustau) 1.b3?[B] (2.Sc3[D]#) (2.cxb6? Qf5!, 2.Sc7? Qd7!), 1…Sc2[a]
2.cxb6[E] (3.Sc7[C]#) Sxg8[b]/Sc8 3.a4[A]#, 1…S7d5!; 1.a4[A]! (2.b3[B]#) (2.cxb6? Qf5!,
2.Sc7? Qd7!), 1…Sc2[a] 2.Sc7[C] (3.Sc3[D]#) Sxg8[b]/Sd5 3.cxb6[E]# (2.cxb6? [3.Sc7#]
Sxg8/Sc8!) A difficult cyclic play under the following alphabetic formula:

a
A
B

Curious logic to say the least (CCF)

B
D

C
E

b
D
C

E
A

212

213
F0460 (De Heer) 1.c8R 2.hxg8Q 3.fxe8S(Qd8) 4.exd8B= AUW Attractive AUW in four
moves only. Cleverly done (CCF), The shortest AUW possible (IT), This problem
makes me wonder how many other conditions will yield series AUW in 4 moves (RM)
F0461 (Begley) 1-5.e8B! 6.Bb5 7.b8Q! 8.Qc7 9.Qxc5(+bPc3) 10.Qh5 11.Qxf3(+bPd1=S!)
12.Qa8 13.Qa5 14.Qxc3(+bPe1=R!)+ Sxc3#. Elegant AUW. Very ingenious AUW. Difficult
to solve (CCF)
F0462 (Kotesovec) 1.h1R! 2.Rxh5 3.Rxf5 4.e5 5.Rxf4 6.e4 7.Rxf3 8.e3 9.Rxf2 10.e2 11.exf1Q
12.Qxc4 13.Qxc3 14.Qxc2 Rxc2 = =, 1.h1Q! 2.Qxh5 3.Qxf3 4.Qxc3 5.Qxc2 6.Qxf2 7.Qxf4
8.Qxf5 9.e5 10.e4 11.e3 12.e2 13.exf1R 14.Rf4 Rxf5 = = Amazing sequence of moves in
first solution. In second solution clever use of wB on f1 forces bQ route as wRc4 may
not be captured, so it has to be paralysed. Ingenious pattern (CCF), Comical effect of
bR and bP taking turns being paralyzed (RM)
F0463 (Murãrasu) 1.Qxg1(Qd8)+! Kxg1(Qd1) 2.Qg4+ Kh1 3.Qe4+ Kg1 4.Rg2+ Kh1 5.Rg5+
Kh2 6.Qe5+ Kh3 7.Qh8+ Qxh8(Qd1) 8.Qg4+ Kh2 9.Qg3+ Kh1 10.Qf3+ Kh2 11.Rg2+ Kh1
12.Rf2+ Kg1 13.Qg3+ Kh1 14.Qh2+ Qxh2(Qd1) 15.Kd2+ Qg1 16.Qf3+ Qg2 17.Kc1! Kh2(g1)
18.Rxg2(Qd8)+ Kh1 19.Rb2+ Kg1 20.Qd1+ Qxd1# Fine pendulum maneuvers. Many variations in this line of play (CCF)
F0464 (Érsek) 1.Bf2 2.Bxh4 3.Bxf6 4.Bg5 5-9.f1S 10.Sg3 11.Sxh5 12.Sf6 13-17.h1Q 18.Qc1
19.Qb2 20.Sc5+ Sd7= Double Exelsior. A not-too-difficult sequence with a surprise finale
with the wSf8 paralysing three black Knights (CCF)
F0465 (Kotesovec) 1.Rb6! 2.Rg3 3.Rb3 4.Ka2 5.Ka3 6.Ka4 7.Ka5 8.Ka6 9.Kxa7 10.Rg8
11.Rg6 12.Rc6 13.Kxb7 14.Ka6 15.Kxb5 16.Rb8 17.Rg8 18.Rg3 19.Rc3 20.Kxb4 21.Ka3
22.Kxb2 23.Rb8 24.Rg8 25.Rg3 26.Rd3 27.Kxc2 28.Kb3 29.Kxc4 30.Rc1 31.Rg1 32.Rg6
33.Rd6 34.Kxc5 35.Kb6 36.Kxc7 37.Rc1 38.Rg1 39.Rg6 40.Re6 41.Kxd7 42.Kc6 43.Kxd5
44.Rd8 45.Rg8 46.Rg3 47.Re3 48.Kxd4 49.Kc3 50.Kxd2 51.Rd8 52.Rg8 53.Rg3 54.Rf3
55.Kxe2 56.Kd3 57.Kxe4 58.Re1 59.Rg1 60.Rg6 61.Rf6 62.Kxe5 63.Kd6 64.Kxe7 65.Re1
66.Rg1 67.Rg7 68.Kxf7 69.Kg6 70.Kxh2 Rg2 = = Quite a marathon! Initially I did not think
it could be done in 70 moves. A fine concept---well-constructed (CCF), It’s fairly obvious how to begin, but challenging to find a fast enough finish (RM)
F0466 (Cheylan) 1.Gda8! (2.Gxg3 Sxd3#), 1…RGf3 2.Be5 RGe3#, 1…RGf8 2.Ge5 f5#,
1…Sd5+ 2.Ke5 gxh6#, 1.Ga2? (2.Gxg3 Sxd3#) RGf3!, 1.Gg8,Gd7? Sd5+! White half-pin
with half-pinned pieces moving on their pin-line. Rather a messy diagram. Key unguards
Gd3 allowing the mating threat 2...Sxd3 (CCF)
F0467 (Aschwanden) 1.LIb3[A]? (2.Rg6[B]#), 1…RLd3[a] 2.Rc4[C]#, 1…RLd4[b]
2.RLe4[D]#, 1…Bg2[c] 2.b7[E]#, 1…Sb7!; 1.Rc4[C]! (2.RLe4[D]#), 1…RLd3[a] 2.b7[E]#,
1…RLd4[b] 2.LIb3[A]#, 1...Bg2[c] 2.Rg6[B]# Very elegant 2x5 Djurašević with distance 2
between key and threat! This form of Djurašević cycle is more difficult to build than the
standard 2x5 Djurašević. No capturing moves and no byplay. Perfect! Some interesting
black interference play in attempt to defend e4 (CCF)
F0468 (Kostadinov) 1.LEb3! PAd7 2.LEg8 LEa7#, 1.LEd4! PAe7 2.LEh8 LEb7#, 1.LEd2!
LEe7 2.LEh6 LEcc7# Ingenious use of Chinese units to engineer mates on 7th rank with
black Leo self-blocking and unable to intercede (CCF)
continue on page 231

RETROS AND PROOF GAMES
Editor: Ryan McCracken, Judges: Retros to be announced, Proof Games: Kostas Prentos
Another quality half-dozen awaits! Dmitrij's stipulation may seem daunting until the
precarious position of the white King is considered. As expected, Michael's problem exhibits
timely rebirths to reach the diagram in expeditious fashion. Newcomer Antonio (Welcome!)
quickly cleans the white back rank and races Kings to their adversary’s thrones. Is it possible to
do this King/King Platzwechsel any faster?
Heinonen shows a master's touch in P0163. The Argentinean duo are becoming quite
familiar to readers of this column, and they close out the set strongly with P0164, their best
effort to date.
I am going to start applying C- to untested PG's. This will match the form of other columns
more closely. All retros can be assumed to be untested by computer.

R0116 Dmitrij Baibikov
Israel
w________w

P0160 Michael Grushko
Israel
w________w

[wgBdwdwd]
[!q)P0wdw]
[rdK$pdpd]
[$wdpdwdw]
[biwdwdPd]
[dPdwdpdp]
[w)wdPdwd]
[dwHndwdw]
w--------w
Add pieces.
(12+12)

[wdw1kgn4]
[0w0b0p0p]
[pdQ0wdwd]
[$rdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwhwdPdw]
[PdP)w)P)]
[dNdKdBHR]
w--------w
PG in 8.0 moves C- (14+16)

P0162 Antonio Garofalo
Italy
w________w

P0163 Unto Heinonen
Finland
w________w

Last 44 retromoves?

[rhwdKgn4]
[0p0w0w0p]
[wdw0wdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[Pdwdwdwd]
[dwdw)wdw]
[w)w)w)P)]
[$NGwiwHR]
w--------w
PG in 12.0 moves (13+13)

Circe Parrain

[wiRdwgn4]
[0pdn0p0p]
[w0w1wdwd]
[dwdwdwdK]
[wdw)w4PG]
[dP$wdNdw]
[w)wdw)w)]
[dNdQdbdw]
w--------w
PG in 21.5 moves (13+15)

P0161 Antonio Garofalo
Italy
w________w

[rhb1kgnd]
[0p0p0p0w]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdw!]
[dwdwdPdN]
[P)P)Pdw)]
[dwdwdRIw]
w--------w
PG in 9.5 moves (11+14)
P0164 Roberto Osorio
& Jorge J. Lois
Argentina
w________w

[Bdwdwdwd]
[dwdw0pdp]
[pdw0wdpd]
[0wiwdwdw]
[wdwdw)r)]
[1Pgw)b)w]
[PdPhPdwH]
[$NGwdwIR]
w--------w
PG in 22.5 moves (15+13)

SG26 (April-June 2004) Solutions - RETROS and PROOF GAMES
Comments from: Ladislav Belcsak (LB), Danny Dunn (DD), C.C. Frankiss (CCF), Israel Tzur
(IT)
R0110 (Volet) Retract 0...Sc6-b8 -1.d6xRe7 Sd4-c6 -2.c3-c4 Se2-d4 -3.c2-c3 Sc3-e2 -4.d5-d6
Sd1-c3 -5.d4-d5 d2-d1S -6.d3-d4 c3xQd2 -7.Qe3-d2 Re8-e7 -8.Qb6-e3 Re7-e8 -9.Qd8-b6 Re8e7 -10.Bb4-f8 Re7-e8 -11.Qf8-d8 Re8-e7 -12.Ba3-b4 Rd8-e8 -13.Qe8-f8 c4-c3 -14.Kf8-g8 c5c4 -15.Ke7-f8 c6-c5 -16.Qg8-e8 Rf8-d8 etc. BR must also wait on g8 while Bf8 returns home
and wSh8 leaves, so he has occupied h8-d8 and e7. Tough solving!
R0111 (Raican) Retract -1.b7-b8B+ Ka8-a7 -2.b6-b7 Ka7-a6 -3.b5-b6 Ka6-a5 -4.b4-b5 Ka5-a4
-5.b3-b4 Ka4-a3 -6.b2-b3, Retro-Stalemate. Rows of Kings and Pa2/Bb1 prevent any uncapture by wPb; removing a unit allows a freeing uncapture.
R0112 (Wenda) Retract -1.Eg6xEe2 [Ee8] Ee8-e2 -2.g2-g3 and play 1.Sf7! (zz) Exg6 [Eg1]#
R0113 (Dittmann) Try:1.Kc3xPb4?? requires too many bP captures. If white could play
Kc2x?d3, he could force the b-pawn to b5 and mate by Ne7 and Bb4, but an Nd3 stops the
mate and Rd3 stops wK from reaching c3. Therefore, he first retracts 1.Ke1xQf2! Qg2-f2!
2.Ke1xQf2! (not 2.Ke1xQf1?? allowing ...Qc1 as a defense at the end) 2...Bd8-g5 and only
now 3.Kc2xQd3! b4-b3 4.Kc3-c2 b5-b4 5. Se7-g8 and play 1.Bb4#. Uncapture of 3 bQ.
R0017v (Raican) Add wRa7, Pb5b7d5d7f7g7; bSb8 and retract 1.cxRb7+ Rb6-b7 2.Bd8xRc7+
Rc8-c7 3.exRd7+ Rd6-d7 4.Qf8xRe7+ Re8-e7 5.gxRf7+ Rf6-f7 6.hxRg7+ Rh7xSg7
7.Sh5(xR)g7+ reaching a retro-stalemate. Removing a unit grants freedom to a Rook, or bK is
free if Sb8 is removed.
P0149 (Bonavoglia) 1.f3 h5 2.Kf2 Rh6 3.Ke3 Rc6 4.Kd3 Rc3+ 5.dxc3 e6 6.Kd2 Bd6 7.Ke1
Bxh2 8.Nd2 Bg3# A short example of a wK tempo walk. Nicely disguised circuit by wK
(CCF)

214

215
P0150 (Parrinello) 1.h4 g5 2.hxg5 Sf6 3.gxf6 d5 4.fxe7 Bg4 5.exd8B Bf3 6.exf3 f6 7.Bb5+
Kf7 8.Qe2 Bb4 9.Kd1 Rf8 10.Be8+ Kg8 11.Qb5 Sa6 12.Se2 Rxd8 A combination of wB
Schnoebelen and false castling. Two good features are: (1) false 0-0 and (2) capture of
promoted unit on promotion square. Also, promotion cannot be to Knight, otherwise f7
is guarded. All well done (CCF), Very cleanly and nicely motivated Bishop promotion
and mock castling (LB), Ph4-g5-f6-e7-d8 was a difficult opening to find (DD)
P0151 (Heinonen) 1.h4 b5 2.h5 b4 3.h6 b3 4.hxg7 bxa2 5.gxh8R axb1R 6.Ra4 d5 7.Rah4 d4
8.f4 d3 9.Sf3 dxe2 10.d4 f6 11.Kd2 e1R 12.Ba6 Kf7 13.c4 Kg7 14.Kc2 Kxh8 15.Kxb1 Bf5+
16.Ka1 Sd7 17.Rxe1 The first example of three Schnoebelen Rooks. Three forced promotions to Rook with all promotees captured on their promotion squares. Remarkable
construction (CCF), Three promoted Rooks die on their promotion square (IT), Three
times in an identical fashion the position of the King and promotion square determine
that the promotee must be a Rook. The touch of the master (LB)
P0152 (McCracken) 1.d4 e5 2.Bh6 g5 3.Bxf8 h6 4.Ba3 Rh7 5.b4 Rg7 6.Bc1 Rg6 7.a3 Rd6
8.Ra2 Rd5 9.Rb2 d6 10.Rb3 Qd7 11.Rf3 Qa4 12.e3 Sd7 13.Ba6 b5 14.Bxc8 Sb6 15.Bh3 Rd8
16.g4 Kd7 17.Bf1 A version of Pacurar's double Bishop Rundlauf with two less captures. Is it
possible to do this without capture of Black’s Bishops? A good version of this task (double
Bishop Rundlauf) (IT)
P0153 (de Heer) 1.a4 e5 2.a5 e4 3.a6 e3 4.axb7 a5 5.bxc8B a4 6.Bb7 a3 7.Bf3 axb2 8.Sa3 b1R
9.Bh5 Rb7 10.Bb2 Qh4 11.Qb1 exf2+ 12.Kd1 fxg1B 13.Bc1 Ba7 14.Qb6 Qxh2 15.Qg1 Qd6
16.Rh2 Rb1 17.Qh1 Bg1 GD-50 theme with two clearances for wQ maneuver, but with 'extraset' pieces present in the diagram. Most enjoyable problem with three switchbacks (two by
promoted units) and Indian effect over the critical square b6 (CCF), It is clear that the
b1R and the g1B are promoted units. What is far from clear, is that they visited their
promotion square for the second time after long critical moves and fine Novotny-move
of the wQ (going up on the R-line and coming down on the B-diagonal). The most
enjoyable proof game of the issue (IT), Excellent Bristol. I also like the subtle motivation for the timing of the black Queen's first move (LB), Black’s Rb7 – Ba7 to allow
White’s Qb1-b6-g1 is brilliant! (DD)
P0154 (Heinonen) 1.b4 Sa6 2.Bb2 Sc5 3.Bd4 Se4 4.Bxa7 Sg3 5.Be3 Sxh1 6.g3 Rxa2 7.Bg2
Ra8 8.Ra5 h5 9.Rxh5 Rb8 10.Rc5 Rh4 11.Bd5 Rd4 12.f3 Sf2 13.Sc3 Sg4 14.Se4 Se5 15.Kf2
Sc4 16.Qf1 Sb6 17.Ke1 Sa8 18.Kd1 b6 19.Qe1 Eleven move trek by bS, inspired by Gräfrath's
Losing Chess PG. Interesting bS route from b8 back to a8. Cleverly done. Some subtle
play but white moves at the end (15-19) rather humdrum (CCF), It wasn't easy to find
the order in which these moves can be made (LB)
P0155 (Bonavoglia) 1.Sf3 d6 2.Se5 Be6 3.Sd7 Bb3 4.axb3 Sc6 5.Ra4 Se5 6.Rf4 c6 7.Rf6 gxf6
8.Sc3 Bh6 9.Sd5 Bf4 10.c3 Bg3 11.hxg3 Sh6 12.Rh4 Rg8 13.Ra4 Rg4 14.Ra1 Ra4 15.Sf4 Ra3
16.bxa3 Qa5 17.Bb2 0-0-0 18.Qc1 Rh8 19.Kd1 Kd8 20.Kc2 Ke8 21.Kb1 A nice blend of Impostors on h8 and a1 with castling/uncastle by Black. Double Rook cross-over with crosscapturing wPs. Well composed (CCF), The intriguing question the solution of this proof
game has to answer is: who was captured on f6 and g3 and how? (IT), Sr Bonavoglia
completes this month's very strong offering with a perfect challenge for solvers. It is
very difficult to coordinate black and white play in this black and white Platzwechsel
(LB), At first there seems to be no way for the R’s to get out and then axb3 followed by
bxa3 comes to mind (DD)
nNnN

Anti-Super Circe - A New Fairy Horizon?
by Petko Petkov
I. Introduction
Fairy Chess is like a new planet, rich and enigmatic. Its riddles are countless and my mind
is continuously occupied with the search for new ideas and possibilities.
For a long time I have searched for new possibilities among the different kinds of Circe
conditions, especially those with the so-called reversed form, i.e., Anti-Circe. In my opinion,
Super Circe (defined by J. Kuhlman in 1972) provides the most promise, despite the fact that it
is not widely utilized. Super Circe is difficult, and at the present time all computer programs
for checking it are slow due to the enormous number of variations, even in twomovers.
Super Circe has been a challenge for me, however, I am convinced that a greater challenge
and new possibilities lie in its reverse form--Anti-Super Circe. This new condition offers many
unusual effects and poses new challenges for ambitious composers.
I defined the Anti-Super Circe in an article in feenschach, 2003. It was programmed by
Norbert Geissler, Stephen Emmerson and the team in Popeye, version 3.80. The first real test
of Anti-Super Circe was during the Andernach meeting, May, 2004. The main Andernach
thematic tournament was organized only for Anti-Super Circe problems in three sections:
direct mates, helpmates and Proof Games. The results of the tournament were excellent. I owe
a debt of gratitude to all participants (the world’s fairy elite) and to the organizers, especially
Norbert and Stephen. I will demonstrate and analyze many of the Andernach problems in this
article as well as new compositions and new ideas.
This article is dedicated to my dear friendly family Prcic (Virginia & Mike). I cannot forget their kindness and magnanimity.
II. Definition and main rules of Anti-Super Circe
1. On making a capture, any capturing unit (including the King) is reborn on any free field
on the chess board without causing a self-check or a selfmate. Thus every move has two active
parts: capturing component (capture of enemy piece) and rebirth (replacing) component. If the
first or second component is not possible, the move is illegal. The captured unit disappears, as
in normal chess.
2. In Anti-Super Circe (as in Super Circe) there are no specially determined rebirth
squares for pieces (as in traditional Circe or most other Circe types). In this respect, the rebirth square can be any free square on the board. If the capturing piece, before its move,
stands on square “x”, after the capture the rebirth square “x” (as the second component of the
same move) is possible.
3. Pawns (white, black, neutrals, half-neutrals) can be reborn on the first or eighth row.
When reborn on the first row (for Black) or on the eight row (for White), the promotion (as the
second move’s part) is obligatory and the promoted unit is chosen by the capturing side. White
reborn Pawns on 1st rank (black on 8th) have no power.
4. Normal, orthodox rules for castling and en passant are in force with the following
additional elements: castling is permitted with the reborn King or (plus) Rook, and en
passant is possible in combination with the Pawn’s promotion as second component of the
same capturing move.
I will start with three elementary examples of the main rules and principles.

The Volgograd Region Chess Composition Committee and the Molodoy newspaper, announce
Ilyasov-MT in two sections: helpmates in 3 without twins (judge Toma Garai) and selfmates in
3 (judge Waldemar Tura). Tourney director Vladimir Persiyanov. Prize fund 5,000 roubles.
Every participant will get a booklet with results of the competition. Due date: December, 31,
2004. Send by mail to: Shahmaty “Molodoy”, a/ya 148, Volgograd-66, 400066 Russia, or email: vshz16@yandex.ru

No.1 Legal position with an immovable (and powerless) black Pawn on b8 (no check to the
white King). The tries: 1.Qd5+? Kxd5 (>K~)! and 1.Qf5+? Kxf5 (K~)!, demonstrate the potentially great power of the King in defense – it captures and can take every free field but is not
controlled by enemy piece because capture with self-check or self-mate is illegal. Thus, after
1.Qd5+? Kxd5!, Black determines the rebirth (replacing) of the King. There are many possibilities. For example: 1….Kxd5 (>Ke8), 1…Kxd5 (>Kg1), 1…Kxd5 (>Ka1), but not 1…Kxd5
(>Kb1)? – illegal because of self-check, or 1…Kxd5 (>Ka8) – illegal because of selfmate.
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No.4 Petko A. Petkov
No.3 Petko A. Petkov
original, dedicated to
No.2 Petko A. Petkov
Teaching example
No.1 Scheme
Teaching example
Virginia & Mike Prcic
w________w
w________w
w________w
w________w

[w0wdwdNd]
[kdpdwdwd]
[Bdwhwdwd]
[wdwhwdwd]
[dwIw0wdw]
[dwdPdwdp]
[dwdpdwdw]
[dwdpdwdw]
[Rdw0kdwd]
[wdwdwdwd]
[wdwdwdpd]
[wdw0b0pd]
[dwdwdw!w]
[dwdwdwdw]
[dwdn)wdw]
[dRdndkdw]
[wdwdPdwd]
[wdwdwdwd]
[w)wdw0wd]
[wdB$wdpd]
[dn0wdwdr]
[dwdwGwdw]
[dwdw4k0P]
[dw0pdwdw]
[BdwdwdPd]
[wdwdwdwd]
[wdwdqgwd]
[wdw0w)K)]
[dwdwdwdw]
[dwdKdwdw]
[dwdwdKdR]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w
w--------w
h#1½ 3 sols. (6+10)w--------w
#1
ASC
(7+7)w--------w
ser.h#5 ASC
(3+3)
#2
ASC (6+12)
b) Be3→g1

q Grasshopper, ASC

The move, 1.Bxb3, is only the first component of the white move. It is not a mate (as in
normal chess) or even a check, since Bb3 must be placed on another square upon capturing the
black Knight. Thus we must execute the second part of the move, i.e., find a square for the
rebirth of Bb3. The full key becomes a combination of capturing move and rebirth move:
1.Bxb3 (>Bc4)#! Similarly: 1.Bxb3 (>Ba2)#!. Here, the white Bishop moves in the opposite
direction. There are two more solutions (mates): 1.Qxe7(>Qe8)#! and 1.Sxe7 (>Sd8)#, again
with obligatory replacing of the white Queen and Knight. The following solution is interesting:
1.Kxd6 (>Ke8)#!. The first component is a creation of a white K/R battery, while the rebirth
move fires the battery, resulting in mate. In the last solution: 1.gxh3 (>Pd8S)#!, we have capture combined with promotion—a strange looking one-move Excelsior.
No.2 An immediate 1…dxc8Q?? is not mate, since the white Queen must leave c8-square
and be reborn elsewhere. In the solution: a) 1.Kb7! 2.Kc6 3.Kd5 4.Ke4 5.Kxe3(>Kh8)!, the
black King must reach the h8-square allowing 5…dxc8Q (>Qf8)#, with the movement of the
promoted piece along the promotion line. b) 1.h5! 2.h4 3.h3 4.h2 5.hxg1R (>Rb8)! dxc8Q
(>Qa6)#. Of course, after 5.hxg1R, the white King is not in check because the first capturing
component cannot check or mate.
No.3 I. 1…Bxd5 (>Ba8)+! 2.d5 exd6 e. p. (>Bf8G)#!. En passant capture and promotion
in one move. II. 1…Kxf2 (>Ke1)! 2.Sxb4 (>Se4) 0-0#!. Castling with reborn King and specific movement of Sd5: un-pinning (first component) and self-pinning and self-block with
reborn black Knight on the same line (second component). III. 1…Bxd5 (>Bd1)! 2.Rxd5
(>Rg2) Kxe2 (>Kd3)#. Perhaps the most difficult solution combining the ambush-rebirth
(>Bd1) with the creation of a masked K/B battery and mating after replacing (rebirth) of the
white King.
III. Examples of direct mates
In my opinion, composing good Anti-Super Circe problems is more difficult than composing in other orthodox and fairy genres, including Super Circe. In each problem, a good thematic balance between White’s great attacking power and Black’s great defensive power is
needed. Anti-Super Circe is an inexhaustible source for interesting and surprising new themes,
ideas and mechanisms. Additionally, with Anti-Super Circe, one can develop new interpretations of traditional motifs.
It was difficult to select examples for this article because there were many good problems
from Andernach-TT, 2004, from the first issue of my magazine ANDA (10-12, 2003), and
many new, unpublished compositions. My selection is limited and I hope the examples are the
best representatives of their genre.
For starters, here are three problems with battery creation and play.
An important special Anti-Super Circe feature: If one battery, with pieces A (forward) and B
(back), plays and gives mate with double-check, the piece A must be reborn on the nonguarded (by Black) square. If the rebirth square is guarded, Black can capture piece A and
place its own piece (rebirth) back on the battery-line.
No.4 1.Rxg4 (>Ra4)! [2.Bxd5 (>Bh3)#], 1…Ke4 2.Bxd5 (>Ba8)#. This is the only nonguarded square for battery piece A. If for example 2.Bxd5 (>Bb7)+? Sxb7! with a rebirth of
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the black Knight on the battery line (>Sb4) for example. There are like motifs in other
variations: 1…Kf4 2.Bxd5 (>Bh6)#, 1…Kg4 2.Bxd5 (>Bd1)#, 1…Ke5 2.Bxd5 (>Bg3)#,
1…Kg5 2.Bxd5 (>Be3)# and 1…g5 2.Bxd5 (>Bh7)#. Seven-fold creation of white B/R
battery, following the Sd5-capture, combined with the play of white direct and indirect
Bc4/Ra4 battery. Ambush flight-giving key. Tries: 1.Rxg4 (>Rd4)? Ke5! and 1.Rxg4 (>Rh4)?
Kg5!
No.8 Michel Caillaud
Andernach-TT 2004
No.5 Petko A. Petkov
No.6 Petko A. Petkov
No.7 Petko A. Petkov
original
original
original
3rd Place
w________w
w________w
w________w
w________w

[wdKHRdwd]
[wdwdN$wd]
[whwdwHwd]
[wdwdwdwd]
[0wdwdB0p]
[dwdKhwHB]
[dp0w0Qdw]
[dB0wdw0w]
[Rdwdp0wd]
[wdwdwdw$]
[w0wdwdpd]
[wdP0wdPd]
[dwdwiw)w]
[dPdwipdw]
[dwdwiwgp]
[!R0n0wIw]
[wdwdwdbd]
[whwdwdpd]
[Rdwdw0wd]
[wdPdkdPd]
[hwgw)wHw]
[dw)w0w1w]
[GwIwdwdw]
[dwdwdw0w]
[wdwdwdwd]
[wdwdpdwd]
[wdwdb0wd]
[wdN)PdNg]
[dwdwdwdw]
[dwdwdwdw]
[dwdwdwdw]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w
w--------w
#2
ASC
(8+9)w--------w
#2
ASC
(8+8)
#2
ASC (5+12)w--------w
#2
ASC (12+9)
No.5 Immediate 1.Sxe6? is illegal because the Knight would be pinned and its rebirth on
d3 is impossible. Try: 1.Sxe6 (>Sd7)+?, 1…Bxd7 (>Be7) 2.gxf6 (>Pb8Q,B)#, but 1…Bxd7
(>Be6)+!; The key, 1.gxf6 (>Pd7)!, threatens 2.Sxe6 (>Sd3)#!. All other rebirths of the white
Knight do not result in mate. For example: 2.Sxe6 (>Sf3)+? Bxf3 (>Be6 or >Be7)! Main
variations: 1…Kd5 2.R8xe6 (>Rg5)#, 1…Kf6 2.Bxe6(>Bh3)#, 1…Be2 2.Raxe6 (>Rc6)#.
Cyclic creation of white Re8/Be6, Be6/Ra6 and Ra6/Ra8 batteries. (1…Bf5 2.Sxe6 (>Sf3)#.)
No.6 1.Rh5! [2.Sxf5 (>Sc4)#], 1…Ke4 2.Sxf5 (>Sc5)#, 1…Kf4 2.Sxf5 (>Se6)# The
analogy with No.5 is an illusion. Here only the white Knight creates three batteries: S/Rh5,
S/Rf8 and S/Bh7 with cyclic motivated play. The second part: 1…Qf4 2.R8xf5 (>Rc5)#,
1…Sg6 2.R8xf5 (>Rc4)# Reciprocal creation of two batteries between white Rooks. (1…Kd5
2.Sxf5 (>Sb6)#.
The sacrifice of a piece in attack or defense has a special role in Anti-Super Circe. The
sacrifice activates enemy pieces which can realize advantageous rebirths after captures!
No.7 1.Sxg6 (>Sd8)! [2.Sxb7 (>Sg6)]#, 1…Bf6 2.Qxf6 (>Qg5)#, 1…Bc4 2.Rxc4
(>Re2)#, 1…c5 2.Bxc5 (Bc7)# Sacrifices of black Bishops and Pawn with the idea of lineclosing. But after captures, White replaced its pieces on other squares, with change of direction
combined with black-white Umnov.
This problem demonstrates an interesting idea: in the initial position, piece A (Sf8)
captures an enemy piece B (Pg6) on square x. This capture is not a mate because A is reborn
on another square. In the threat, A captures piece C on square y (Pb7) and is reborn on square x
mating Black. (1…Bd3 2.Sxb7 (>Sf3)#, 1…e6 2.Sxe6 (>Sg6)#. Interesting tries: 1.Sxg6
(>Sf8)? (2.Sg6#) Bd3!, 1.Sxg6 (>Sg7)? [2.Sxh5 (>Sg6)#] h4! and 1.Sxg6 (>Se8)? [2.Sxc7
(>Sg6)#] e6!
The reborn piece can perform a surprising and fruitful function – ambush! There are many
different motivations of this idea.
No.8 Highly original twomover – as always by Michel. The theme, preventive ambushes
of the white Queen, is shown here in five variations with an elegant and surprising duel
between white Queen and black Knight. 1.Rxc5 (>Re6)! [2.Rxe5 (>Re6)#], 1…Sb4 2.Qxe5
(>Qb1)# [not 2…Sxc2 (>Se5) because of self-check], 1…Sc3 2.Qxe5 (>Qe1)# [2…Sxe2
(>Se5)?], 1…Sf6 2.Qxe5 (>Qh4)# [2…Sxg4 (>Se5)?], 1…Se7 2.Qxe5(>Qh7)# [2…Sxg6
(>Se5)?], 1…Sb6 2.Qxe5 (>Qb4)# [2…Sxc4 (>Se5)], [1…Se3(Sf4) 2.Sgxe3(xf4) (>Sc3#)].
A difficult but interesting theme is the King’s activity. When the King captures, it can be
reborn on many free squares. The idea is to mate the enemy King with every rebirth.
No.9 The check-giving key is forced but relatively good, because it gives seven flights to
the black King. In such cases, construction is very unique also. 1.b7+! (zz), 1…Kxb7 (>Ka4)
2.Qxa7 (>Qa2)#, 1…Kxb7 (>Kh4) 2.Qxa7 (>Qh6)#, 1…Kxb7 (>Kh5) 2.Qxa7 (>Qh3)#,
1…Kxb7 (>Ka6) 2.Qxa7 (>Qa8)#, 1…Kxb7 (>Ka8) 2.Qxa7 (>Qa6)#, Kxb7 (>Ke8)
2.Qxa7(>Qg8)#, 1…Kxb7 (>Kf8) 2.Qxa7(>Qd8)#.
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No.9 W. von Alvensleben
No.11 Thomas Maeder No.12 Hans Peter Rehm
Andernach-TT 2004
& Kjell Widlert
No.10 Petko A. Petkov & Reto Aschwanden
feenschach 2003
4th Place
Andernach-TT ‘04, 1st Pl.
Andernach-TT ‘04, 2nd Pl.
w________w
w________w
w________w
w________w

[kdKdwdwH]
[ndwIwdnd]
[wGwdwdKd]
[wdwdwdwd]
[gwGwdwdP]
[dwdBdwHw]
[dPdwdwdw]
[)Pdwdwdw]
[w)P)wdwd]
[wdw0wdw0]
[r1wdwdw!]
[wdPdB)P)]
[0wdP)wdw]
[dw0k0wdp]
[0w0wdNdw]
[dBdw0Kdw]
[w0Pdwdwd]
[wdpdwdw$]
[pdwdw0w0]
[wdwdPdPd]
[dwdw!wdw]
[dw)w0wdw]
[$wdwdk4Q]
[dwdwdwgw]
[w0wdwdw)]
[wdwdPdwd]
[w1w$w4pd]
[wdpdwiwd]
[hBdwdw$w]
[dwdwdwdw]
[gwdwdw4w]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w
w--------w
#2
ASC (14+6)w--------w
#2
ASC (6+10)
#2
ASC (8+14)w--------w
r#2
ASC (11+4)
qQ G’s, rRPaos

There are a few problems with a modern (changed) twomover theme. Work in this area
provides many opportunities.
No.10 The first example of a twomover with modern content. Set: 1…Sf6 2.Sxh5 (>Se7)#,
1…Se7 2.Sxh5 (>Sf6)#, 1…Sb6 2.Sxh5 (>Sc7)#, 1…Sc7 2.Sxh5 (>Sb6)#, 1…e4 2.Rxh5
(>Rf5)#. However, White lacks tempo-move. After 1.Sxh5 (>S~)?, Black plays 1…h5!. If
1.Bb5? [2.Bxc4(>Bb7)#] Se7! 2.Sxh5 (>Sf6)+? Ke6!. The key: 1.Se8! (zz), 1…Sf6 2.Sxf6
(>Se7)#, 1…Se7 2.Sf6#, 1…Sb6 2.Sc7#, 1…Sc7 2.Sxc7 (>Sb6)#. Rukhlis with rebirth effects
in the play of the white Knight.
No.11 Set: 1…Gxb7 (>Gg5)+[a] 2.Sxg3 (>Sd6)[A]# [not 2.Sxg3 (>Sc3)+? Bxc3 (>Bg3)!],
1…Gxb8 (>Gg5)+[b] 2.Sxg3 (>Sc3)[B]# [not 2.Sxg3 (>Sd6)+? Rxd6 (>Rg3)!], (1…Kc4
2.Sxh4 (>Sc3)#); 1.Paoxa5 (>Paof6)! [2.Sxg3 (>Sg5)#], 1…Gxb7 (>Gg5)+[a] 2.Sxg3
(>Sc3)[B]# [2.Sxg3 (>Sd6)+? Bxf6 (>Bg3)!], 1…Gxb8 (>Gg5)+[b] 2.Sxg3 (>Sd6)[A]#
[2.Sxg3 (>Sc3)+? Rxf6(>Rg3)!]. Original strategy with reciprocal changes after black cheking
moves (creation of indirect batteries through replacing the capturing piece). Dual-avoidance
but heavy construction.
In the other types of direct stipulations (for example reflex-mates), there are many possibilities. The replacing component can be a mating instrument with incredible power.
No.12 The first example of AUW combined with thematic activity of the black King
1.Ba2! [2.Kxe5 (>Ka1) Be5#], 1…c1Q 2.Kxe5 (>Kc8) Qxh6 (>Qe8)#, 1…c1R 2.Kxe5
(>Kg5) Rxc6 (>Re5)#, 1…c1B 2.Kxe5 (>Kh1) Bxh6 (>Bf3)#, 1…c1S 2.Kxe5 (>Ka8) Sxa2
(>Sb6)#. Very elegant composition by two fairy colossi.

No.14 Thomas Maeder
No.13 Petko A. Petkov & Reto Aschwanden
No.15 Petko A. Petkov No.16 Manfred Rittirsch
Andernach-TT ‘04, 2nd Pl.
ANDA 2003
Original
Andernach-TT ‘04, 4th Pl.
w________w
w________w
w________w
w________w

[bhwdrhwd]
[wdwgwdwd]
[Kdwdwdwd]
[KdwGwdw4]
[dwdwdwdw]
[dwdw0wdw]
[dwdwdwdp]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwIwdwd]
[pdwGRdb0]
[wdw0wdbd]
[pdwdwdwd]
[dwdp0wdw]
[dw4w0wiw]
[dwdwdwdw]
[dwdwdwdp]
[wdwdwdwd]
[wdwdwhpd]
[wdp0wdNd]
[w0wdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[dwdwdwdp]
[$wdkdw4p]
[dwdNiw0w]
[wdwdw)Pd]
[wdwdwdwd]
[wdw0wdwd]
[wdwdNdwd]
[dwdwdkdw]
[dwdwIwdw]
[dBdwdwdw]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w
w--------w
w--------w
h#2 b) Pd4→e2 (4+9)
h#2 2 sols. ASC (3+7)w--------w
h#2 2 sols. ASC (3+11)
h#2 2 sols. ASC (4+6)
bB Vaos, rR Paos
ASC

IV. Examples of Helpmates
It is pleasant to compose a helpmate using the Anti-Super Circe condition. One can combine a large number of different themes and ideas in a short helpmate (h#1½, h#2 or h#3). This
concentration of thematic elements has highly esthetic value as well. Often, such problems can
be composed with elegance and in a surprising economical setting.
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No.13 I. 1.Kxf2 (>Ka6)! Kxd5 (>Kc5) 2.Bf3 gxf3 (>Pa8Q)#, II. 1.Kxg2 (>Kc8) Kxe5
(>Kb6) 2.Re3 fxe3 (>Pe8Q)#. Demonstration of the King’s power in combination with Zilahi,
reciprocal captures of white Pawns, line-opening after captures of black Pawns, black-white
Umnov and two one-move Excelsiors. Black B/R sacrifices are a way of activating white
Pawns.
No.14 I. 1.Rc8 Rxe7 (>Rc5) 2.Bc7 Bxe5 (>Be7)#, II. 1.Bb6 Bxe5 (>Bd8) 2.Rc7 Rxe5
(>Re5)# Black Grimshaw after critical moves by black Rook and Bishop. White creation of
reciprocal batteries combined with an original realization of a black/white Umnov. White
Bishop and Rook take the places of theirs black colleagues. We can say that this batterybuilding is double-masked.
No.15 a) 1.h2 Paoxg3 (>Paoh3) 2.Vaoxb1 (>Vaoc2) Sxh2 (>Sg3)#, b) 1.h6 Vaoxg6
(>Vaoh7) 2.Paoxa3 (>Paoc3) Sxh6 (>Sf5)#. Creation of Chinese anti-batteries after critical
moves, combined with Umnov, Zilahi, orthogonal/diagonal echo and exchange of functions.
No.16 I. 1.a5 Bxa5 (>Bc8) 2.Kxe2 (>Kh4) Sxb4(>Sf3)# [2.Kxd3 (>Kh4)?], II. 1.h4
Bxh4 (>Bc8) 2.Kxd3 (>Ka5) Sxg3 (>Sc4)# [2.Kxe2 (>Ka5)?]. A clear achievement with
highly thematic play: after the specific (only for this genre) self-unpins after black sacrifices
and the black King’s activity with Zilahi captures, we have two echo model-mates in an
economical setting (only ten pieces). Good dual-avoidance motivated by play of the black
King.

No.20 M.Caillaud, D.Borst
No.19 Michel Caillaud
T.Maeder & U.Ring
No.18 Petko A. Petkov & Dirk Borst
No.17 Michel Caillaud
Andernach-TT ‘04, 6th Pl.
Original
Andernach-TT ‘04, 1st Pl.w________w
Andernach-TT ‘04, 3rd Pl.w________w
w________w
w________w

[wdRdwdwd]
[Bdwdwdwd]
[rGwdkdn4]
[rhb4wgkd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[db0ndwdw]
[0pdp0pdw]
[0w0p0pdp]
[wdpdp0wd]
[wdk1Rdwd]
[wdn0wdpd]
[w0wdwhPd]
[Gw)w4kdw]
[dwgwdwdw]
[dw0wdwdw]
[dwdwdw0w]
[wdwdbdwd]
[wdwdw0pd]
[wdw)wdbd]
[PdwdwdPd]
[dK0wdwdw]
[dwdwdwdw]
[Hwdwdwdw]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdPdwdwd]
[wdwdwdwI]
[P)PdP)P)]
[w)P)P)wd]
[dwdwdw$w]
[dwdwdwdw]
[dNgRdRIw]
[dNGQIwHw]
w--------w
PG in 9.0 ASC (13+15)
h#2 2 sols. ASC (3+8)w--------w
PG in 11.5 ASC (14+15)w--------w
h#1½ 2 sols. ASC (6+7)w--------w
No.17 I. 1…Rxc6 (>Rb5) 2.Bxc2 (>Bf4) Bxc3 (>Bh7)# [3.Rxc5 (>Rg6)? is illegal selfcheck], II. 1…Bxc3 (>Bb1) 2.Rxc5 (>Rf4) Rxc6 (>Rh5)# [3.Bxc2 (>Bg5)? is self-check].
Similar to No.4, with preventive ambushes, but here the thematic complex is richer. Excellent
captures (three real and one virtual) of white and black Pawns in each solution. Half-cyclic
movements by the first (captured) component of all moves. Diagonal/orthogonal echo.
No.18 I. 1.Bg1+ Kxg1 (>Kc4) 2.Bxa8 (>Bb7) Rxd6 (>Re6)# Without the capture of Ba8
there is no mate, because after 2.~ Rxd6 (>Re6)+? Bxa8 (>Bd6)!, II. 1.g3+ Kxg3 (>Ka5)
2.Qxe6 (>Qd6) Bxb7 (>Ba8)# Without the capture of Re6, there is no mate, because after 2.~
Bxb7 (>Ba8)+? Qxe6 (>Ob7)!. It seems that only in Anti-Super Circe it is possible to have
such complex: double reciprocal black and white Zilahi combined with black B/P sacrifices
with a rebirth of the white King. Model mates.
V. Examples of Proof Games
Anti-Super Circe is interesting but difficult in Proof Games. At present, there are no
computers powerful enough to check such compositions, and it is not certain when there will
be. At Andernach, 2004, some composers experimented with this genre.
No.19 1.d4 c5 2.Bf4 Sc6 3.Bb8 d6 4.Qd3 Bg4 5.Qg6 hxg6 (>Pd7) 6.Sa3 g6 7.0-0-0 Qa5
8.Sf3 Qe1 9.Sd2 Qxf1 (>Qb1)+ 10.Kxb1 (>Ke1) Bh6 11.Sdb1 Bc1 12.0-0. Two white
castlings, one with reborn white King.
No.20 1.g4 b6 2.Bg2 Ba6 3.Bb7 g5 4.Bc8 Qxc8 (>Qg3) 5. hxg3 (>Pg6) Sf6 6.Rh6 Bxh6
(>Bc8) 7.a4 0-0 8.Ra3 Rd8 9.Rd3 Bxd3 (>Bf8). A surprising Platzwechsel between black
Bishops.
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No.24 Petko A. Petkov
original, dedicated to
No.23 Petko A. Petkov
No.21 Petko A. Petkov No.22 Petko A. Petkov
Original
ANDA 2003
Virginia & Mike Prcic
Original
w________w
w________w
w________w
w________w

[wiqdwdrd]
[wdwdKdwg]
[wdwdwhwd]
[ndwdwdbd]
[dw4wdwdw]
[dwdwdwdw]
[dpdrdpdw]
[4w4pdndb]
[wdwdwdwg]
[p0pdw0wd]
[p0piwhbg]
[wdndwdwh]
[dw4wdwdw]
[dbdwipdr]
[dwdwdwdw]
[dpdwdw0w]
[wdwhwgwd]
[wdwdwdwd]
[Kdwdwdnd]
[wdkdwdwd]
[dbdwdwdw]
[dwdwdwdw]
[dwdwdwdr]
[dwdwdw4p]
[wdwdwGwd]
[w4wdrdwd]
[wdwdrdw0]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwIwdw]
[dwdwdwdw]
[dwdwdngw]
[dqgwdwdK]
w--------w
w--------w
h#2 2 sols. ASC (1+7+4)w--------w
h#2 3 sols. ASC (1+14+3)
h#2 2 sols. ASC (1+12+4)
h#2 2 sols. ASC (2+7+2)w--------w
rb Neutral pieces

rbp Neutral pieces

nb Neutral pieces
n Nightrider

rbn Neutral pieces

VI. Examples of problems with Neutral and Half-neutral pieces
In Anti-Super Circe, Neutral and Half-neutral pieces have great power also. I have been
working with these pieces for a long time and am convinced there are many interesting new
themes and ideas in this field. Here are a few examples with battery themes.
No.21 I. 1.Se6 nBxc7 (>nBf8) 2.Qb7 nBxc5 (>nBe5)#, II. 1.Rg5 nRxc8 (>nRd6) 2.Rb7
nRxd4 (>nRh7)# Reciprocal creation of neutral B/R and R/B batteries with rich additional
strategy including King’s activity, unpinning of black pieces, black bivalve and double
annihilation.
No.22 I. 1.Ra2 nRxf5 (>nRb2) 2.Kxf6 (>Ka1)+ nRxe2 (>nRh1)#, II. 1.Ba4 nBxf6
(>nBb5) 2.Kxf5 (>Ka5)+ nBxe2 (>nBe1)#. Destruction and transformation of the initial
virtual neutral batteries nP/nB and nP/nR into reciprocal masked new batteries nB/nR and
nR/nB with precise motivation of the final white mating-moves. Other thematic elements: lineopenings, blocks, black-neutral Umnov on b2/b5 and play of black K/R battery.
No.23 I. 1.Re3 nBxh2 (>nBc7)+ 2.Ke7 nNxe3 (>nNh1)# [not 1…nRxh2 (>nRa8) 2.Kc7
nBxe3 (>nBe5)+? but 1…Nxe5 (>Nd5 or >Ne3)! or 1…nNxh2 (nNe8)+? 2.Kc5 nRxe3
(>nRg5)+? but 1…Bxg5 (>Bd4, >Be3 or >Bf2)!], II. 1.Ne3 nRxh2 (>nRa8) 2.Kc7 nBxe3
(>nBe5)#! [not 1…nBxh2 (>nBc7+? or 1…nNxh2 (>nNe8+)?], III. 1.Be3 nNxh2 (>nNe8)+
2.Kc5 nRxe3 (>nRg5)# (not 1…nBxh2 (>nBc7)+? or 1…nRxh2 (>nRa8)?]. Thematic
complex: three cyclic black Novotnys, sacrifices on e3, cyclic creation of three neutral batteries
nN/nR, nB/nN and nR/nB, three cyclical captures on h2 with the idea of replacing of the
capturing pieces and dual-avoidance. A four-fold motivated cycle.
No.24 I. 1.Qd3! nSxa7 (>nSc2)+ 2.nBxf7 (>nBc6)+ nBxa8 (>nBa2)# [not 1…nSxh6
(>nSa4)+? 2.nRxc6 (>nRf7) nRf7xh7 (>Rg4)+? 3.Rxg4 (>Rd5, >Re6, >Rf7)!], II. 1.Rd3
nSxh6 (>nSa4)+ 2.nRxc6 (>nRf7) nRxh7 (>nRg4)# (not 1…nSxa7 (>nSc2)+? 2.nBxf7
(>nBc6) nBxa8 (>nBa2)+? 3.Qxa2 (>Qc5 or >Qc6)!]. Reciprocal play and transformation of
one battery through full destruction of the other battery with unique neutral Umnov. Black
blocks, dual-avoidance.

No.25 V.Crisan & E.Huber
Andernach-TT 2004
No.28 Petko A. Petkov
No.26 Petko A. Petkov No.27 Petko A. Petkov
1st Place (new version) w________w
Original
Original
Original
w________w
w________w
w________w

[wgpdwdwd]
[wdwdwdKd]
[wdwdwdwi]
[wdwdwdKd]
[dNdkdw0p]
[hwdwdpdw]
[dpdwdwdw]
[)wdwdw0p]
[wdwhpdwd]
[wdwdwdwd]
[wdwdwdwd]
[w)wdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[dwdbdwdw]
[dwdwdwdw]
[dwdwdw1w]
[wdbdBdrd]
[khwdwdwd]
[wdwdpdwd]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dw4pdwdw]
[dwdpgwdw]
[dwdwdwdw]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[wdwdwdwd]
[wdwdwdKd]
[wdwdwdk)]
[hwdRdwdK]
[dwdwdwdw]
[dwdwdwdw]
[dwdwdwdQ]
w--------w
w--------w
w--------w
help.s#3 2 sols. (4+12)w--------w
h#2 ASC, Circe (1+5+2)
ser.h#7 ASC, Circe (1+2+1)
h==2 ANDA Chess (5+4)
Half-neutrals Rd1 and Be4 p Neutral Pawns
ASC

Halfneutral Pb7

qQ Grasshoppers C-
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No.25 I. hRxd3 (> hnRc6) Bf1 2.nBxh7 (>hnBb5) Rc1 3.hnRxd6 (>hwRf7)+ Bxb5
(>Be7)# [not 4.hwRxe7 (>nwRf1)? self-check], II. 1.hwBxd3 (>hnBe7) Rf3 2.hwRxa1
(>hnRf7) Bd5 3.hnBxd6 (>hwBb5)+ Rxf7 (>Rc6)# [not 4.hwBxc6 (hnwBf3)? self-check]
Specific white non retour for half-neutral piece in neutral phase. Complicated and interesting
achievement with a difficult stipulation.
VII. Anti-Super Circe in combination with other conditions
In principle it is possible to combine Anti-Super Circe with Circe and other Circe types
and also with Madrasi, Eiffel, Sentinels and so on. In such cases there are many important
questions such as:
1. Are the individual components compatible?
2. Is there a need for additional clarification and definition?
3. How far is it possible to check the compositions with the current programs?
I cannot say with assurance that all compatible combinations between Anti-Super Circe
and other conditions are testable by Popeye 3,80. Many more tests of the same program are
needed. It is a normal practice. I must say that the work by Geissler, Emmerson and team has
been excellent.
Important Note: With Popeye 3,80, Anti-Super Circe is programmed without the possibility of
disappearance of the capturing piece (similar to disappearance of the captured piece in Super
Circe). This detail is not so essential – the eventual disappearance of a capturing piece has
practical application in a limited number of stalemate problems. Calvet and Cheylan types are
not applicable for this condition.
My examples in this part are two light compositions illustrating a combination with classical Circe.
No.26 1.Sxd3 (>Se6, >nPd2) nPxe3 (>Bf8, >nPe8nR) 2.Sc6 nPxe8nQ (>nRa8,
>nQc4)#. Only one solution but rich combination of motifs. Circe component is well-utilized
also. Probably not easy to solve. (Note. Popeye checks well the combination Anti-Super Circe
and Circe).
No.27 1.hnPb5(bP) 2.hbPb4(nP) 3.hnPb3(bP) 4.hnPb2(bP) 5.hbb1=hbQ
6.hbQd3(hnQ) 7.exd3(>hnOd1, >Ph5) hnQxh5=hwQ (>Ph7, hwQf8)#. Half-neutral Excelsior with surprising sacrifice of the half-neutral Queen on d3 with dynamic combination between Queen and Pawn.
VII. Some comparisons between Anti-Super Circe and other fairy conditions
It is a mistake to believe that Anti-Super Circe is the exact reverse of Super Circe or similar to Anti-Circe. There are very essential differences between these conditions. With AntiSuper Circe, play is more dynamic and rich. The pieces in attack and defense demonstrate great
power. Many interesting and surprising motifs are possible because of the second move (component) by the same capturing piece (like two consecutive moves of the same side). This type
of power does not appear in Super Circe or Anti-Circe. In Anti-Circe the replacement has
limited potential--it is possible only on a few rebirth squares and it is not permitted (the capturing move being illegal) if this square is occupied.
In Anti-Super Circe, Kings are not passive pieces (as in Super Circe) and demonstrate a
new, vastly more active role with their dynamic and, sometimes, surprising replacements (rebirths). In practice, these rebirths can happen on all squares (not only on e1 and e8 as in AntiCirce). The Capturing King is a peculiar kind of chess-piece. According to my analyses, the
King’s strategy in Anti-Super Circe is a unique and practically unlimited field for new themes,
ideas and mechanisms. In Anti-Super Circe, the role of capturing Pawns is new and extraordinarily as well. For example, it is possible with only one move to achieve the following combination: en passant capture and promotion. Also, if the Pawn captures from his initial game
array, it can promote automatically. I call this combination One-move Excelsior.
In Anti-Super Circe, castling with a reborn King (Rook) is permitted and it is possible to
force castling without intervention of the other side (as in Circe and Super Circe). It is possible
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with only one move to achieve the following: capture and Rook promotion plus Rook
replacement to prepare for castling.
All problems in this article show that in Anti-Super Circe there are many new ideas and
interesting interpretations of classical themes. For example: battery themes (direct or indirect
play, creation, destruction, transformation), piece sacrifice, line combination, promotions and
so on. This new genre can utilize pieces in an optimal way. There can be maximal
concentration of ideas and motives in a few moves. For me this represents conditions of the
new XXI fairy century. Anti-Super Circe is not only new but the most interesting and fruitful
fairy condition so far.
VIII. Future developments of this idea
I propose a new fairy condition called ANDA Chess. It is a combination of Super Circe
and Anti-Super Circe. Yes, it is very surprising but possible. I plan many new articles in the
future for Anti-Super Circe and for ANDA Chess. In this article it is impossible to provide
more details. In short:
ANDA Chess is a new fairy condition which combines Super Circe and Anti-Super
Circe. Thus, on making a capture, any capturing unit (including the King) is reborn
according to the rules of Anti-Super Circe on any free field on the chess board without
causing a self-check or selfmate. The captured piece (according to the rules of Super Circe)
is reborn on any free field on the board or can be permanently removed. Thus one capturing
move can result in: a) capture, b) replacement of captured piece, c) replacement of capturing
piece. White and black rebirths (the replacements) are chosen only by the capturing side.
This unique condition, with the power of an atomic warhead in play of pieces, is so far not
programmed, probably because of complexities. Popeye cannot presently test ANDA Chess
problems, but I hope that testing will be possible in the near future.
I have many original ANDA Chess compositions but it is risky to publish them unchecked.
I will demonstrate only one elementary example:
No.28 1.Kxh2 (>Pg6, >Ka8) Kxg7 (>Pg2, >Ka6) 2.gxh1G (>wGb5, >bGc8) Pxh7
(>bPa5, >wPa4) = =. Double stalemate with eight replacements of the black and white pieces.
In closing, I think that new examinations and publications in this direction are needed. Of
course I hope that Anti-Super Circe and modification can be a good opportunity for composing
new fairy problems.

StrateGems 2003 h#2½ & h#3 Award
International FIDE Judge: Helmut Zajic, Vienna, June 2004
The quality of the 36 originals, all of which I solved with great pleasure, I found very high,
therefore half of them feature in the award. The ranking was not easy for me and reflects
somewhat my personal taste. I received excellent support from Editor Dan Meinking, and from
Rolf Wiehagen (RW), who submitted 35(!) comparison problems.
A few remarks on some non-awarded problems:
H0748 (Ilievski) The unpinning moves are not quite harmonious since in b) there is also a
blocking function.
H0748v (Ilievski/Tomašević) This co-production has astonishing economy and shows even
one additional solution, but the connection between solutions is weak.
H0749 (Kolesnik/Zalokotsky) The same authors have show a double setting of white and black
Platzwechsel in Springaren 2002 as well, and this without the promoted bR. Also, five further
comparison problems (submitted by RW) show this double setting. By the way, regarding this
idea, unpins by the second white moves are only interesting if they are needed in both solutions
to avoid white duals.
H0750 (Kolesnik/Zalokotsky) Reciprocal white moves and between them fine switchbackunpins, but 2 comparison problems (submitted by RW) show that this idea is not exceptional.
H0751 (Marandjuk/Nahnybida) The three different blocks on the same square are good, but the
capturing moves of the switchbacking white units are rather crude motifs.

(A) Eugene Fomichev
(B) Jurij Gordian
(C) Isaak Kavnatsky
(D) Aleksej Ivunin
Springaren 2002
1st-3rd Prize
StrateGems 2003
2nd Place, USSR Team
after Marko Ylijoki
Yasinovataya-6 ‘00-02 w________w
version by Helmut Zajic w________w
Championship 1990-1992
w________w
w________w

[wdwdwdwd]
[wdwdKdwd]
[wdwdwdwd]
[wdwiwdwd]
[dwdw0wdw]
[dpdwdw4w]
[gwdwdwdw]
[dndwdwdw]
[KdwdPdPd]
[wdpdwdwh]
[whriwdwd]
[wdpdwdwd]
[dwdw)w)w]
[dwdwHp1w]
[dwdrdPdw]
[dw0wdwdw]
[wdw)wdwH]
[wgNiw0wd]
[pdwdwdwd]
[Kdwdwdpd]
[dwdwiwdp]
[dw0wdBdw]
[dwdwdwdw]
[dwdw0pdb]
[wdwdw0wG]
[wdbdw4wh]
[w$Ndwdwd]
[pdBHp0wG]
[dwdRdwdw]
[dwdwdwdw]
[dwdwdwIw]
[dwgwdwdw]
w--------w
w--------w
h#2½ b) Ph3→e4 (9+4)w--------w
h#3 b) Pa4→d7 (4+6)w--------w
h#3
(4+13)
h#3
(4+12)
c) & Pf2→d5

b/c) Ke8→h8/h1

b/c) Kd8→g8/h1

H0781 (Ylijoki) With 3 solutions instead a triplet, this problem is a bit more elegant, but very
similar to diagram A (Solution: a) 1...Sf5+ 2.Kf3 Bf4 3. Kg2 Sh4#, b) 1...Bg1 2.Kf4 d5
3.Kxe5 Bh2#, c) 1...Rd3+ 2.Kf2 Bg3+ 3.Kg1 Rd1#). Although 3.Rd4 is repeated in diagram
B (submitted by RW; solution: a) 1.Bc5 Sd6 2.Ke3 Kf8 3.Bd4 Sc4#, b) 1.Rd7 Sf7 2.Kd3 Kh7
3.Rd4 Se5#, c) 1.Rd2 Be2 2.Ke4 Kxh2 3.Rd4 Bf3#), I consider this realization of 3
switchbacks the best because thrice White has to enable wK moves.
H0817 (Kavnatsky) Repeated move 2.Sd6, and H0817v has inelegant twinning. Note that this
can be economized further (see diagram C; solution: a) 1...Se3!(Sd4?) 2.Sd7 Rb7 3.Sc5 Sc4#,
b) 1...Sd4!(Se3?) 2.Sa4 Re2 3.Sc5 Sb5#).
H0823 (Jonsson) One of two comparison problems (see diagram D; solution: a) 1.Kc8 Bd1
2.exd1R Sc4 3.Rd8 Sb6#, b) 1.Kh8 Sb1 2.axb1B Bb3 3.Bh7 Be5#, c) 1.Bf1 Bg1 2.fxg1B Sxf1
3.f2 Be4#) even adds black underpromotions to the cycle of white motifs.
H0855 (Garai) Varied but unusual strategic effects but with a different number of blocks.
My awards are as follows:

1st Prize
2nd Prize
3rd Prize
4th Prize
Lennart Werner
Christopher Jones
Boris B. Shorokhov
Gennady Chumakov
StrateGems 2003
StrateGems 2003
StrateGems 2003
StrateGems 2003
w________w
w________w
w________w
w________w

[wdwdwdwd]
[wdwdwdwd]
[wdwdwdNd]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[dw0wdNdp]
[dwdwdw1p]
[0rHwdwdw]
[wdwdw$wd]
[pdwdB1wd]
[wdwdbdwd]
[pdw0wiBd]
[dwdqiwdw]
[dwdPdw)w]
[dwdrdkdw]
[dwdwdw0n]
[wdw0pdwd]
[KdPdk4wd]
[KdwdRdwd]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dpdwdpdw]
[dw)p0wdw]
[dwdw0wdw]
[dwdw0NdK]
[wdwdw)B0]
[wdwdwdwd]
[wdwdPdwh]
[bdwgwdwd]
[dwIwdwhr]
[dwdwdwdw]
[dwdwdwdw]
[dwdwdwdn]
w--------w
w--------w
w--------w
h#2½ b) Pe4→d6 (4+9)
h#3 2 solutions (7+8)
h#3 b) -Be6
(4+7)w--------w
h#3
(4+11)
c) & -Pe3

b/c) Kh3→a3/a4

1st Prize - (Lennart Werner - H0780) These mutual avoided interferences are highly original
and excellently constructed. a) 1...Bh3 2.Qd8(Qd7?) Bc8(Bd7?) 3.Qd6 Rf5#, b) 1...Rxf3
2.Qg8(Qf7?) Rf8(Rf7?) 3.Qe6 f4#
2nd Prize - (Christopher Jones - H0788) The presence of four active white sacs in one problem is a rare matter, and even more so in such an outstanding conception. The co-production of
C. Jones & H. Zajic in The Problemist (March 2003) is different enough that I do not view
H0788 as anticipated. 1.Qf5 d6 2.cxd6 Se5 3.dxe5 Bd5#, 1.Qe5 g6 2.hxg6 Bf5+ 3.gxf5 Sg5#
3rd Prize - (Boris B. Shorokhov - H0787) Maslar theme (x3) with original twinning. Four
comparison problems (presented by, who else?, RW!) show completely divergent schemes,
half of them having loads of repeating moves. a) 1.Re5 Rb4 2.Bc4 Se7+ 3.Ke4 Rxc4#, b)
1.Qe5 Rh4 2.Sg4 Sh6+ 3.Kf4 Rxg4#, c) 1.Rd6 Re8 2.Qe7 e4+ 3.Ke6 Rxe7#
4th Prize - (Gennady Chumakov - H0857) Two comparison problems (again, submitted by
RW) are excellent too, but in this one B1 moves are with active black sacrifices. The representation is very original. a) 1.S1g3 Bxh5 2.Kf5 Kxg3 3.Ke4 Bg6#, b) 1.Rb4 Sxd2 2.Ke5 Kxb4
3.Kd4 Sf3#, c) 1.Rb5 Sxa6 2.Ke6 Kxb5 3.Kd5 Sc7#
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1st Honorable Mention
Semion Shifrin
2nd Honorable Mention 3rd Honorable Mention
4th Honorable Mention
Mykola Nahnybida
Christopher Jones
Michael Dragoun
& Leonid Makaronez
StrateGems 2003
StrateGems 2003
StrateGems 2003
StrateGems 2003 (v) w________w
w________w
w________w
w________w

[wdwdwdwg]
[wdwdbdwd]
[wdwdwdwg]
[wdbgBGwd]
[dwdwdNHw]
[IwdwdpdR]
[dpdwhrdw]
[dpdw0wdw]
[q4pdwdwd]
[wdwdwgwd]
[b)wdw1wd]
[pdndwdwd]
[dwdbdpdr]
[dpdwdwdB]
[dkdwdwdw]
[0w)wdNdr]
[wdwdpiwd]
[wdwdwdpd]
[wdwdwdwd]
[wiPhwdw$]
[0Bdpdwdp]
[Hwdkdwdw]
[)wdRdwdp]
[dwdpdRdK]
[Kdwdwdwd]
[w1wdpdrd]
[pdwdw0wd]
[wdwdrdwd]
[dwdndwdw]
[dNdwdwdw]
[4ndNdKdw]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w
w--------w
w--------w
w--------w
h#2½ 2 solutions (8+12)
h#2½ b) Kf4→g4 (4+13)
h#2½ b) Pe2→d2 (5+9)
h#3 b) rotate 180 (5+12)
1st Honorable Mention - (Semion Shifrin/Leonid Makaronez - H0742v) After the selfpinning moves of the wK, it is very good that the unpinning black moves are only possible
after white line openings. Black/White Umnovs and reciprocal change of W2/W3 moves are
small additional effects in this skillfully realized idea. I agree with Radovan Tomašević to
omit bSe8 (version). a) 1...Ka1 2.Se3 Bd1 3.Rb2 Sxh5#, b) 1...Kb1 2.Rh4 Sh5 3.Bb2 Bxd1#
2nd Honorable Mention - (Mykola Nahnybida - H0741) Surprising active white sacrifices to
enable black blocks. Very harmonious realization of a Zilahi. a) 1...Rxf7 2.Bxf7 Sc2 3.Bc4
Bg6#, b) 1...Bxg4 2.Rxg4 Sc3 3.Rd4 Rh3#
3rd Honorable Mention - (Christopher Jones - H0752) In solving this problem one can
appreciate the full charm of black sacrifices. a) 1.Sc6 Sb2 2.Rc7 bxc7 3.b6 Rd5#, b) 1.Qf3 Sd6
2.Bg7 hxg7 3.h5 Rg6#
4th Honorable Mention - (Michael Dragoun - H0853) Ambitious content in perfect harmony.
1...Rxd3 2.Se6 Sxe7 3.Se5 Sd5#, 1...Bxc6 2.e6 Sxd4 3.d2 Sc2#

2nd Commendation
5th Honorable Mention
6th Honorable Mention 1st Commendation
Alexander Pankratiev
Franz Pachl
Unto Heinonen
Andrey Zhuravlev
StrateGems 2003
StrateGems 2003
StrateGems 2003
StrateGems 2003
w________w
w________w
w________w
w________w

[wdwdwdwg]
[wdwdbdwd]
[wdqdwdwd]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdb]
[dwdwdwdw]
[dwdwdbdw]
[dwdwdw0w]
[wdw0wdwd]
[wdw4kdpd]
[wdwdwdwd]
[wdwhKdwd]
[dwdPdwdw]
[dwdwgwdw]
[drdwdwdw]
[dwdwdwdN]
[wdKdwipd]
[ndpdwdwd]
[wdwdkgp$]
[wdw4k4pd]
[dwGwdwdw]
[1w0wdwhw]
[dwhrdw0w]
[dwdwgwdw]
[rdBdwdwd]
[wdwdrdwd]
[wdw0wdpd]
[wdwdpdwd]
[dw1wdwdn]
[dwdwdRIB]
[IBdwdwdw]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w
w--------w
w--------w
h#3 b) Rd4→d3 (2+8)w--------w
h#3 4 solutions (3+11)
h#3 b) Pg4→c2 (3+11)
h#3 2 solutions
(4+8)
c/d) Pg4→d5/c4

6th Commendation
5th Commendation
3rd Commendation
4th Commendation
Robert Bales
Christer Jonsson
Edgar Holladay (†)
Menachem Witztum
StrateGems 2003
StrateGems 2003
StrateGems 2003
StrateGems 2003
w________w
w________w
w________w
w________w

[wdwdwdwd]
[wdwdwdwd]
[wdrdndwI]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[dwdwdwdw]
[dNdPdwdw]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[wdp0wdpd]
[wdwdwdwd]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[dNdwiw0w]
[)wdwdw4w]
[dwdkdwdw]
[wdwdRdwd]
[wdw0pdpd]
[w0PGwdnd]
[wdw)w)wd]
[dwdkdwdw]
[dwgb4wdw]
[0wdkdwdw]
[dwdKdwdw]
[wdwHwdwd]
[wdwdwdwd]
[wdwdwdwd]
[wdwdw0wd]
[dwdKdwdn]
[dBIRdwdw]
[dwdwdwdw]
[dwdBdwdw]
w--------w
w--------w
w--------w
w--------w
h#3 b/c) Sd2→h3/h4 (3+2)
h#2½ b) Sb5→d2 (4+11)
h#3 b) Pf4→c2 (4+2)
h#2½ 3 solutions (6+7)
d/e) Sh1→a5/g3

c) & Bd1→b1

3rd Commendation - (Edgar Holladay† - H0819) Five units and just as many solutions, all
ending with chameleon-echo ideal-mates. Hopefully not anticipated. Repeating of 1.Sg3 is a
minor weakness. a) 1.Sf2+ Kc1 2.Sd1 Sb3 3.Sc3 Sc5#, b) 1.Sg3 Kc1 2.Sf1 Kb2 3.Sd2 Sf2#, c)
1.Sg3 Rf4 2.Ke3 Kc2 3.Se2 Sg2#, d) 1.Kc3! Re5 2.Kd4 Kc2 3.Sc4 Sf3#, e) 1.Sf1 Rg4 2.Ke3
Rg3+ 3.Kf2 Se4#
4th Commendation - (Menachem Witztum - H0782) Fine white initial moves lead to modelpin-mates in perfect harmony. a) 1...Sxd4 2.Kd5 Se6 3.Be5 Ba2#, b) 1...Sxe4 2.Kf5 Sc5 3.Re5
Rf1#
5th Commendation - (Christer Jonsson - H0818) Thrice wQ promotions are only possible
after white line closures. Elegantly realized. 1...Be5(dxe8Q?) 2.Ke4 dxe8Q 3.Kf5 Sd6#,
1...Sd6(d8Q?) 2.Kxd4 d8Q 3.Kc5 Qb6#, 1...Sc5+(dxc8Q?) 2.Kxc4 dxc8Q 3.Kb5 Qa6#
6th Commendation - (Robert Bales - H0783) To this miniature, RW submitted 7(!) comparison problems. Four of them show several repeating moves. The rest were very nice, but with
rather different schemes. Therefore, I find a commendation suitable. a) 1.f1Q+ Kc3 2.Qa6 f5
3.Qd6 Bf3#, b) 1.f1R Bg4 2.Rf6 Bd7 3.Rd6 c4#, c) 1.f1B+ Kd2 2.Bb5 c3 3.Kc4 Ba2#

7th Commendation
8th Commendation
7th Commendation - (Cornel Pacurar Cornel Pacurar
Nikolai Chebanov
H0852) Four different white interceptions of
StrateGems 2003
StrateGems 2003
w________w
w________w
bR lines, elegantly submitted. a) 1...Sf7
[wdwdwdBG]
[Bdwdwdwd] 2.Kb3 Bd4 3.Ka2 Sd6#, b) 1...Se5 2.Kb2
[dwdwdwdw]
[dwdwdwdw] Be6 3.Ka1 Sg4#
[rdwdwdwd]
[wdwdwdwd] 8th Commendation - (Nikolai Chebanov [dwdwdwHp]
[dwdwdndw] H0785) To obtain the battery mates, maneu[wdwdwdw4]
[wdwdwdwd] vers are needed which may not be very
[0wdwdwdw]
[dwdw)wiw] harmonious, yet are original and hidden.
[wdkdwdwd]
[wdw$wdw0] 1.Ba6 Rd5 2.Kg2 Bc6 3.Kh1 Rd1#, 1.h1R
[dbdwdKdw]
[Iwdwdbhw] Bg2 2.Kh2 Rf2 3.Sg3 Bxf1#
w--------w
w--------w
h#2½ b) Sg5→g6 (4+6)
h#3 2 solutions
(4+5)

th

5 Honorable Mention - (Franz Pachl - H0856) The harmony with changed functions of
white and black units leaves nothing to be desired. a) 1.Be3 Rh5 2.Kf4 Rxb5 3.Rd7 Rf5#, b)
1.Re3 Ba2 2.Kd3 Bxf7 3.Bc7 Bc4#
6th Honorable Mention - (Unto Heinonen - H0820) Meredith with wK and bK cross and
model echo mates of flawless quality. a) 1.Rf3 Sxg7 2.Kf4 Kf6 3.Re4 Sh5#, b) 1.Bd2 Sf6+
2.Ke3 Ke5 3.Rf3 Sxg4#, c) 1.Rf5 Ke7 2.Ke5 Sf4 3.Se4 Sg6#, d) 1.Rd3 Sg3+ 2.Kd4 Kxd6
3.Re4 Sxe2#
1st Commendation - (Andrey Zhuravlev - H0746) The first black/white pairs initiate very
interesting black/white King effects in a harmonious way. 1.Bd4 Be4 2.Ke5 Kd3 3.Qf4
Bxd4#, 1.Be4 Be5+ 2.Kf5 Kd4 3.Qg5 Bxe4#
2nd Commendation - (Alexander Pankratiev - H0824) “Helpmate of The Future” with one
pair showing nice white tempo moves. BQ is not very busy. 1.Sc5 Rf3 2.Kd5 Bg2! 3.Re6
Rd3#, 1.Bg7 Bf3 2.Kf7 Rf2! 3.Re7 Bd5#, 1.Rd7 Rf4 2.Qe7 Rxc4 3.Kd6 Rc6#, 1.Sf5 Be4
2.Se7 Bxg6 3.Bd7 Bf7#

Finally, many thanks to Dan who trusted me. My congratulations to all composers featured in
this award.
Send claims of anticipation to Dan Meinking no later than April 1, 2005.
PZR & Feniks IT 2004/2005. The tourney is organized by PZR (Problem & Puzzle
Workshop) in cooperation with Feniks, puzzle magazine from Croatia, in two sections: section
A – Twomovers (#2) and section B – Threemovers (#3). Judge: Hrvoje Bartolović. All entries
(except anticipated or incorect) will be published in PZR-Buletin and some of them will be
reproduced in Feniks. All the participants will receive a PZR-Buletin and the tourney results
edition. Prizes in books. Please send your entries to: PZR, Petra i Tome Erdödy 12A, 10000
Zagreb, Croatia, or by email: diglisic@net.hr. Due date: August 1, 2005.
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Alois Johandl, 6/30/1931-7/9/2004
Some sad news came over the Internet: Our chess problem community has lost Alois
Johandl. He died suddenly on July 9th of a heart attack. His good friend Klaus Wenda sent the
announcement.
I never met Alois personally, but he often contributed to StrateGems and we exchanged
email. He was always cordial and friendly. Alois was well-respected and liked by his fellow
composers. Said Milan Vukcevich in his book My Chess Composition, commenting on oneliners in moremovers: “...When well-made, these are the most beautiful and satisfying pieces of
art. Alois Johandl of Austria is the main proponent of this style and his logical one-liners are
admired world-wide.”
Alois was born in Vienna. At age forty he moved to the charming
little town of Mödling, some 15 miles away. He was married for over
forty years to Hedwig and was a father and grandfather.
He learned chess at the age of seven by watching older children
play it. He was also an avid cross-word puzzle solver. This eventually
propelled Alois into chess problems. He composed over 500 of them,
many awarded. His main strength was moremovers with logical construction (The New German School). More recently he composed
fairies as well. Alois became FIDE International Master of Chess
Composition in 1972.
In 2001, Friedrich Chlubna published a marvelous book titled
Dreiklang. It features compositions of the three great Austrian composers, Johandl, Wenda and Chlubna. I have selected three diagrams
Alois Johandl, 1951
from that book.

No.1 1st Prize
Roi Blanc Peugeot 1962
w________w

[ndnIwdwd]
[dR0pdw!w]
[wdw0w0wd]
[dwdNdwdk]
[rdwdwdw0]
[4wdwdNdp]
[bdPdwdwd]
[gwdwdwdw]
w--------w
#4
(6+13)

No.2 3rd Prize
StrateGems 1998
w________w

[wdwIwdwd]
[0wdBdw0w]
[pdwiwdrd]
[$wdwdwdw]
[Ndwdpdpd]
[0wdw0b0w]
[wdPdwdwd]
[dwdw4wgw]
w--------w
#6
(5+13)

No.3 3rd Prize
FIDE Tourney 1966
w________w

[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwGwdKd]
[0B)kdPHw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dw0w)wdw]
[w)Ndwdbd]
[1wdwdwdw]
w--------w
#10
(9+5)

No.1 is a fourmover with no fewer than three Novotnys in each of the two variations. 1.Rb3!
(first Novotny with the threat 2.Qh7+ Kg4 3.Qg6#), 1...Rxb3 2.c3! (second Novotny threatening 3.Sf6#) Bxc3 3.Sd4! (third Novotny) Rxd4/Bxd4 4.Sxf6/Sf4#, 1...Bxb3 2.c4! (second
Novotny threatening 3.Sf4#) Rxc4 3.Sd4! (third Novotny) Rxd4/Bxd4 4.Sxf6/Sf4#.
In No.2, White forces Black into a Novotny trap. 1.c4! (2.Rd5#) Rd1 2.Sc5 (3.Sb7#) Ke5
3.Sb3+! Kd6 4.Rf5 (5.c5#) e2, and here comes Novotny 5.Sd4! Rxd4/Bxd4 6.c5/Rd5#
No.3 is a classic moremover with tries and foreplans. It does not get any better. 1.Sb4+? axb4!,
and 1.b4? does not threaten anything unless Black can be induced to capture axb4 2.Sxb4#.
1.Sh7! (2.Sf6#) Ke4 2.Be2 Kd5 3.Sd4 Ke4 4.Bf4 Kd5 5.b4!! axb4 (The task is complete and
the white pieces must move back.) 6.Bd6 Ke4 7.Sc2 Kd5 8.Bb5 Ke4 9.Sg5+ Kd5 10.Sxb4#.
Mike Prcic

Good Companions 4th Quick Composing Tourney (GC4QCT) Award
Judge: Dan Meinking, Cincinnati, August 2004
On July 15th, the Good Companions announced their 4th Quick Composing Tourney
(GC4QCT) open to any genre showing the new "Swapping Kings" condition as defined below.
Entries were due to me by August 3rd. Background: About two years ago, the idea for Swapping Kings (SK) came about in an online discussion between Kevin Begley and I. After several
periods of discussion, we and the Popeye programmers have agreed upon the official rules of
Swapping Kings:
- When the side on-move checks the opposing King, the Kings change places. This is known as
the "swap".
- A swap is mandatory.
- The legality of any checking move is evaluated after the swap, except in certain cases involving castling (see below).
- The following rules apply to castling situations where the castled Rook gives check to the
opposing King:
- castling out-of-check is illegal [e.g. wKe1 Rh1, bKf8 Ba5; 1.0-0??]
- castling through-check is illegal [e.g. wKe1 Rh1, bKf8 Ba6; 1.0-0??]
- castling into-check is legal [e.g. wKe1 Rh1, bKf8 Ba7; 1.0-0!]
- A King swapped back to its game-array square is considered "reborn", and is eligible to
castle (see GC2 below).
- Normal chess rules apply to all non-checking moves.
- In notation, the traditional symbols "+" and "#" are applied after the swap (i.e. once the
move is completed).
- In notation, a swap will be represented by "%".
Special thanks to the Popeye team, especially Norbert Geissler and Stephen Emmerson,
for making a special version (v3.81usr) available expressly for this tourney! Below are 4 examples (all C+, as are the honorees) showing a few of the many SK possibilities. I've included
brief comments on each:

GC2 DM & Norbert Geissler

GC4 DM & Danny Dunn

original
GC1 DM, original
original(v)
GC3 DM, original
£¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦£
£¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦£
£¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦£
£¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦£
¢£¤£¤£¤£3¥
¢£¤£¤£¤£¤¥
¢£¤£¤£¤£¤¥
¢£¤£¤£¤£¤¥
¢¤£¤£¤£¤£¥
¢¤£¤£¤£¤£¥
¢¤o¤£¤£¤£¥
¢¤£¤£¤£H£¥
¢£¤£¤£¤£¤¥
¢£¤£¤£¤£¤¥
¢£¤£¤£¤£¤¥
¢£¤£¤£¤£¤¥
¢¤I¤£¤£¤£¥
¢¤£¤£¤£¤£¥
¢¤£¤£¤©¤£¥
¢¤£¤£¤£¤£¥
¢£¤£¤£¤£¤¥
¢£¤£¤£¤£¤¥
¢£¤£¤£¤£¤¥
¢£¤£¤£¤0¤¥
¢¬£¤£p£¤£¥
¢¤£¤£¤£¤0¥
¢¤£¬£¤£¤£¥
¢¤£¤£¤£¤£¥
¢£¤£¬£¤£¤¥
¢£¤£¤©3©¤¥
¢£¤£¤£1£¼¥
¢£¤£¤£¤£3¥
¢X£n£1£¤£¥
¢¤£¤£¤£¤£¥
¢¤£¤£¤£¤2¥
¢¤£¤£¤£¤£¥
£¡¡¡¡¡¡¡¡£
£¡¡¡¡¡¡¡¡£
h#3½
SK
(3+5)
h#3½ 2 sols. SK (3+1)£¡¡¡¡¡¡¡¡£
Ser.h#3 SK
(2+4)£¡¡¡¡¡¡¡¡£
#4
SK
(2+1)
GC1 1...Kh2 2.Kf1 Se3% 3.Kh1 Sg3%+ 4.Kf2 Sg4%#, 1...Sgf4 2.Ke1 Sd3% 3.Kh2 Kf1 4.Kh1
Sg3%# Two simple ideal mates but with good swapping.
GC2 1...Bb2%+ 2.Bd4% 0-0-0! 3.Sc2 Ba3 4.Bc5 Rh1%# Note that the "reborn" Ke1 is eligible
to castle.
GC3 1...Kxh2. 1.Bc8 2.Sd1% 3.Kf1 Sg3%# Notice that 1.Sd1%? checks the wK (after the
swap), thus forcing.
GC4 1.Qe5% Kh4 (Kf3 2.Kh3 Kf2 3.Qg3%#) 2.Qe4% Kg1 3.Qg6% Kh3 4.Qg2%# An elegant
minimal featuring 4 consecutive swaps.
On to the award. I received 15 entries (3 direct mates, 9 helpmates, and 3 proof games)
from 7 composers via email. Overall, I was pleased with the imaginative ideas wrought. However, there is surely much more to discover in this new fairy frontier.
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-continued from page 208
Technically speaking, the GC4QCT is an informal tourney. However, since the entries
have not previously appeared in print, I applied formal event criteria for this award. Indeed, I
encourage the publication of many of the non-honored problems! A brief word on these:
PG in 4.0, Ke8/Ke1: Needs to be done in captureless form.
#7, Kc6/Kh1: Cooked; composer was duly notified.
h#2, Ke4/Kc5: Insufficient strategy and swap elements.
h#2, Kc4/Ke5: Very witty, but too simple.
PG in 7.0, Ke1/Ke8: I would prefer to see the wK participate in this kind of theme.
h#3½, Ke1/Ke3: Nice, but too symmetrical.
h#3, Kd3/Kg2: Good swapping and very economical, but the strategy is too varied.
h#3, Kb8/Ke1: Excellent ODT form but, with only one swap at the end, it seems quite orthodox.
h#2, Ke1/Kb7: Again, only one finishing swap in each line; not enough to carry the promoted
bS.
My award is as follows:

2nd Prize
1st Honorable Mention
2nd Honorable Mention
1st Pr., Ion Murãrasu
Evgeni Bourd
Evgeni Bourd
Evgeni Bourd
& Eric Huber
GC4QCT 2004
GC4QCT 2004
GC4QCT 2004
GC4QCT 2004
£¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦£
£¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦£
£¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦£
£¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦£

¢£¤£¤£¤£¤¥
¢£¤£¬£¤£¤¥
¢£¤£¤£¤£¤¥
¢£¤o¤Wn£¤¥
¢¼W¤£¤£¤£¥
¢¬»¤¹¤£¤£¥
¢¤£¤£¤£¤£¥
¢¤£¤2º¹¼m¥
¢Y¤£¤£¤£¤¥
¢¹3£¼£¤Y¤¥
¢£¤£¤£¤£¤¥
¢»º£¤£¤0¤¥
¢¤£¤£1£¤£¥
¢¼»¤m¤£¼W¥
¢¤©1£¤£¤»¥
¢º£¤£¤£¤£¥
¢£p£¤£¤£¤¥
¢£ª£1£º£¤¥
¢£¤£¤2n»Z¥
¢£¤£ª£¤£¤¥
¢¤£3£ª£¤£¥
¢¤¹¤£n£¤£¥
¢¤£¤£¤W¼£¥
¢¤£n£ª£º£¥
¢£¤£¤£¤£¤¥
¢£¤¹¤¹¼£X¥
¢£¤£¼£¼«¤¥
¢£¤£H£¤£¤¥
¢¤£¤£¤£¤£¥
¢¤£¤©¤£¤G¥
¢¤£¤£p£¤o¥
¢¤£¤£¤£¤W¥
£¡¡¡¡¡¡¡¡£
£¡¡¡¡¡¡¡¡£
£¡¡¡¡¡¡¡¡£
SK
(14+4)
#2
SK
(14+10)
h#3 2 sols. SK (3+4)£¡¡¡¡¡¡¡¡£
h#2 b)+wPe3 SK (4+10) #2
1st Prize - (Ion Murãrasu & Eric Huber) Perhaps I'm partial to Helpmates, but this miniature
caught my eye immediately. The bK/bB battery is armed from both ends, and its formed
wS/wR counterpart complements it perfectly. 1.Ba3 Rb1 2.Bb2 Re1 3.Ra5%+ Sd5%#, 1.Bf8
Rf7 2.Bg7% Rf3 3.Rc6%+ Sc4%#
2nd Prize - (Evgeni Bourd) An impressive foray featuring White correction, Royal batteries
and wK plus-flights. This gem will certainly spark many SK developments. 1.Bd~? d5!,
1.Be6?! gxf4!, 1.Bc6! (2.Sd5%# ) 1...Re6/axb4/gxf4/f1S 2.Kd5%/Kc4%/Ke4%/Kd3%#,
1...bxc6/Sc8 2.Qxc6%/c8S%#
1st Honorable Mention - (Evgeni Bourd) The bK aligns preventive batteries at himself. How
ironic! a) 1.Sxf4 Sd6%(Sc3?) 2.Kc6 Rc3%#, b) 1.gxf3 Sc3%(Sd6?) 2.Kb4 Bd6%#
2nd Honorable Mention - (Evgeni Bourd) Clearly the most ambitious idea of the tourney:
Zagoruiko, reciprocal change, and battery destruction. Were it not for the promoted wB, this
would have placed much higher. 1.Kg5? (zz) Kd6/Bb7 2.Sf3%/Se6%#, but g6!, 1.Kh5? (zz)
Kd6/Bb7 2.Se6%/Sf3%#, but g5!, 1.Qf2! (zz) Kd6/Bb7 2.Qf4%/Qf5%#
1st Commendation - (Ion Murãrasu) A tanagra with underpromotions, echo ideal-mates,
1st Commendation
2nd Commendation
and consistent swap-back strategy. Well done.
Ion Murarasu
Vlaicu Crisan
GC4QCT 2004
GC4QCT 2004
a)1.e1B% Rg2 2.Kb4 Sf5 3.Kc4 Se3%#, b)
£¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦£
£¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦£
Sb5 2.f1S Re2% 3.Ka4 Sc3%#
¢£¤£¤£¤£¤¥
¢Y¬oH0p«Z¥1.Ke1
nd
¢¤£¤£¤£¤£¥
¢¼»¤»¼»¼»¥2 Commendation - (Vlaicu Crisan) The
¢£¤£¤£¤£¤¥
¢£¤»¤£¤£¤¥scheme (cyclic Platzwechsel of the Royals) is
¢1£¤£¤£¤£¥
¢¤£¤£¤£¤£¥simple, requiring only one swap, but I liked the
¢£¤£ª£¤£¤¥
¢£¤£¤¹¤£¤¥captureless presentation and the swap¢¤£¤£¤£¤£¥
¢¤£¤£¤£¤£¥avoidance on White's 3rd. 1.e4 c6 2.Qh5 Qb6
¢£X£¤»¤£¤¥
¢¹º¹º£º¹º¥3.Kd1! Qe3 4.Qa5 Qe1% 5.Qd8

¢¤£¤£¤2¤£¥
¢X©n2JmªW¥
I'd like to thank all the participants for making
£¡¡¡¡¡¡¡¡£
PG in 4.5 SK (16+16)
h#3 b) Pe2→f2 SK (3+2)£¡¡¡¡¡¡¡¡£
this judging experience so enjoyable!

C0104 (Prentos) a) 2.Kd1 4.Sb1 6.Kf3 7.Qe2 Qg3#, b) 1.Qe2 3.Ke5 5.Sf6 7.Kf3 Qxf5# The
reign of the black King... has come to an end. A brilliant strip-tease. Brilliant use of bK to
shield wK from checks on orthogonal and diagonal line, combined with switchbacks to
f3. Marvelous problem (CCF), Interesting moves by the black Knight to avoid checking
wK (EP), The bK shields the wK while removing the guarding piece (IT), Quite an
unusual series problem. Very enjoyable (LB), BK runs allow a shielding piece to
change position on the line; the timing of Qe2! is a nice finishing touch (RM)
C0105 (Novomesky) 2.Bh5 3.Bg5 5.Re4 6.Sg4 7.Rf2 8.Rf6 9.Kf5 10.Ree6 11.Se5 12.Bg4 e4#
Did you expect less than an ideal-mate? Good piece shuffle to set up a mating nest (CCF),
Excellent puzzle to find the right pattern of self-blocks and the path to it (JM), To solve
this nice problem you have to realize the critical value of the 'g4' point for 'unpacking'
the tight black position (IT)
C0106 (Poissant) 1.Bg2 2.Be3 4.Sxd3 5.Se1 7.d2 8.Bh3 9.Sg2 10.d1R 11.Rh1 12.Bg1 Bb8#
All for one and one for all; nice shielding sequences. Effective use of shields throughout
(CCF), Another good puzzle with clever wK placement and good use of wR pin-line
(JM), Each of the blocking units participates in the shielding of his King (IT), The author had a lot of fun with that pin on the 2nd rank (RM)
C0107 (Bales) 1.h1B 2.Bxe4 3.Bg6 4.Rh4 8.c1B 10.Bf8 12.Kg7 13.Rh6 Kxe6# Bit by bit…
Dot the i’s and cross the t’s - with those promoted B’s. Two promotions to Bishop but perhaps not too difficult (CCF), The newborn Bishops complete the blocking force (IT)
C0108 (Kakabadze) 5.f1S 6.Sg3 7.g1R 9.Ra2 11.Sc5 14.Ka8 15.Sb7 16.Ra7 Rc8# Once bitten,
twice shy. Hopefully this little gem remains without a specific anticipation. Fine problem. It
is amazing what can be achieved with 5 units (CCF), The long solution of this elegant
miniature is motivated by the necessity of shielding both Kings (IT), Very nice move
order determination with scant material. Echoing shields of White's King (LB), This
nice solution proceeds like clockwork (DD), Nice shielding effects and excellent economy (RM)
C0109 (Foster) 1.Qh5+? Kxh5 2.axb6!; 1.Kh4 2.Rh3 3.Rgg3 4.Bg2 5.h1R 6.Bh2 7.Rg1 8.Bh1
9.R3g2 10.Bg3 11.Rhh2 12.Kh3 15.Bxb6 18.Bg3 19.Kh4 20.Rh3 21.Bh2 22.R2g3 23.R1g2
24.Bg1 25.Rhh2 26.Kh3 27.Qh5+ Kxh5= Rook g3, Pawn h2 and Rook g2 exchange places in a
cyclic fashion (author). Once again a marvelous sliding-block problem by Foster. Solution in
25 moves: 1.Kh4 2.Rh3 3.Rgg3 4.Bg2 5.h1S 6.Rh2 7.Rgh3 8.Sg3 9.Sh5 10.Bh1
11.Rg2 12.Rhh2 13.Kh3 14.Sf6 15.Qe6 16.Qxb6 17.Qd8 18.Sh5 19.Qh4 20.Qg3
21.Kh4 22.Rh3 23.Qh2 24.Rhg3 25.Kh3 Kxh5= (CCF)
C0110 (Sphicas) 1.e1R 3.Ra2 5.e1R 7.Rea3 10.e1R 12.Rea4 16.e1R 18.Rxb5 23.e1R 25.Rec6
30.e1R 32.Rec7 35.Kd5 36.Rcc2 37.Kc4 38.Sxf6 39.Sd5 40.Ba1 41.Rbb2 42.Sb4 43.Kb3
Rxc7= George writes: ”If it happens to be sound, it ties the promotions record, six R, in ser.h=.
But more importantly it would be a new task I had been trying to do for many years: A column
of six Pawns all promoting on one square without captures on the file.” But, unfortunately,
Unto Heinonen sends a cook 1.e1R 3.Ra2 5.e1R 7.Rea3 10.e1R 12.Rea4 16.e1R 18.Rxb5
19.exf6 24.f1R 26.Rfc7 27.Ba1 28.Rbb2 33.Kc4 38.e1S 40.Sb4 42.Sgc2 43.Kb3 Rxc7=.
George would like to congratulate Unto for finding this cook! He also asked me to pose the
challenge to compose a ser.h= with 7 R-promotions. Who will pick up the gauntlet? Dual play
after 18th move (CCF), This is unfortunately cooked in 42 moves. 1.exf6 2.f5 3.f4 4.f3
5.f2 6.e1Q !! (NOT 6.f1Q) 7.Qc3 8.Qc7 9.e2 10.e1R 11.Re2 12.Ra2 13.e3 14.e2
15.e1R 16.Re4 17.Rea4 18.e4 19.Ba1 20.e3 21.e2 22.e1R 23.Ree2 24.Reb2 25.Ke7
26.Kf6 27.Ke5 28.Kd5 29.e5 30.e4 31.e3 32.e2 33.e1B 34.b4 35.Se3 36.Sc2 37.f1Q
38.Qxb5 39.Qd3 40.Qa3 41.Kc4 42.Kb3 Rxc7 (LB)
Q0132 (Dyachuk) a) 1.e8S? Sxf4!; 1.b8B Sxf4/Sxf6/Sc7 2.Lxf4/Rg1/Bxc7= 1...Sb4/Sb6/
Sc3/Se3/Sxe7 2.Kxb4/Kxb6/dxc3/dxe3/Qxe7=, b) 1.b8B? Sxf6!; 1.e8S Sxf4/Sxf6/Sc7
2.Qg8/Sxf6/Sxc7= 3 x Platzwechsel, S-Rad (A). Some nice changes of stalemates after
the change in b) but definitely a case of El Grabbo strikes again (CCF), A great problem. Minor promotion keys and full Knight wheel, who could desire more? (IT)
Q0133 (Paradzinskiy) 1.Ke6 Ka1 2.Kd7 Ka2 3.Kc8 Ka1 4.Kb7 Ka2 5.Ka6 Ka1 6.Ka5 Ka2
7.Ka4 Ka1 8.Rb6 cxb6 9.Qa2+ Kxa2=, 1.Ke4 Ka1 2.Kd3 Ka2 3.Kc3 Ka1 4.Ra3+ Kb1 5.Qd3+
Kc1 6.Kc4 Kb2 7.Ra6 Kc1 8.Rb6 cxb6 9.Qc2+ Kxc2= Two ideal self-stalemates nicely
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Q0134 (Paradzinskiy) 1.Rc3+ Kb1 2.Rb3+ Kc2 3.Rb2+ Kc1 4.Rb5+ Kc2 5.Sb4+ Kb1 6.Sd5+
Kc2 7.Se3+ Bxe3 8.Qb3+ Kc1 9.Rc5+ Bxc5 10.Qc2+ Kxc2= Straightforward but ideal jam
session. Enjoyable sequence of moves with bB forced to make two captures (CCF)
Q0135 (Érsek) a) 1.Sf2 Qxc6 2.Sd3 Qxa6 3.Ba8 Qxa8 4.Sxb4 Qxa5= b) 1.Qa8 Qxa6 2.Bb2
Qxa5 3.Bd4 Qxa8 4.Bf2 Qxg2= Active sacrifice of B in a) and correspondingly of Q in b).
Reciprocally changed functions of Sh1 and Ba3. Very nice! Expertly done (CCF), Nice
exchange of functions between the black Knight and Bishop. Nice use of the corner a8
(LB), Finding the correct wQ path was a challenge (DD)
Q0136 (Grushko) 1...Sg5 2.Rh8 Sxe6 3.Re8 Sxg7 4.Re6 Kh3 5.Kg5 Kxh2 6.Kh4 Sxe6=,
1...Sxf4+ 2.Kh7 Sxe6 3.Rg6 f4 4.Rg5 fxg5 5.Bf4 g6+ 6.Kh6 Sxf4= In harmony, wS clears the
square for bR and bB respectively. Two very fine lines of play (CCF)
Q0137 (Foster) a) 1.Qg2 Rb8 2.h1R Ra8 3.Rh2 Rb8 4.Qh1 Ra8 5.Rhg2 Rb8 6.h2 a8B=, b)
1.Bh2 Rb8 2.g1R Ra8 3.Rgg2 Rb8 4.Bg1 Ra8 5.Rh2 Rb8 6.g2 a8B= Switchbacks and tempo
play in this enjoying innovation. Effectively, white and black autostalemate as there is no
interaction between two sides. The play in b) is virtually identical to a) and this part
should have been excluded (CCF), Interesting maneuvers in the tightly packed southeast corner (IT)

The Good Companions Meeting – 2004
by Danny L. Dunn
When I heard that the Good Companions Meeting (GCM) was going to be held in Cincinnati, Ohio, I was thrilled. I had never been to the “Queen City” before and visions of the Bengal’s Paul Brown Stadium, the Red’s new Great American Ball Park, the Roebling Suspension
Bridge, Fountain Square, and hundreds of Chili Parlors danced in my head. Unfortunately, as
usual, Caissa’s charms proved irresistible and the Good Companions Meeting might as well
have been held on a raft in the middle of the Atlantic Ocean. Over four days we stared at chess
problems, talked about composing, and competed in tournaments. Only with great reluctance
did we stop to grab a quick bite to eat or fall exhausted into bed. By the end of the week, I had
lost two pounds, could no longer calculate simple math problems, and had trouble tying my
shoe laces. In short, it was a great meeting.
The GCM officially started on Thursday night at Dan Menking’s apartment. Dan had arranged to have a few munchies on hand and we were soon joined by Mike Neumeier. We
looked at chess problems until the wee hours of the morning and enthusiastically raided Dan’s
chess library where I found way too many new chess books that I needed to buy. That evening
I got to see a certain Cincinnati chess scrapbook for the first time. A friend of a chess friend of
Dan's did renovations, and a gentleman he was working for gave him this beautiful scrapbook
with articles, clippings, chess problems, etc. from the 1920’s. Everything was meticulously
laid out and in excellent condition. For example, there was an article about Alexander
Alekhine playing a simultaneous exhibition at the Cincinnati Chess Club in 1928 while he was
still world champion. Needless to say we devoured the many old chess problems. I frequently
picked up the scrapbook and looked through it while I was there. It was absolutely mesmerizing.
On Friday morning, Hans Multhopp, a local FIDE Master, joined our group. Hans is a self
proclaimed “Chess Addict” and his keen sense of humor kept me laughing all weekend. We
had only one business item to address. Dan had nominated David Zimbeck for the US Expert
of Chess Composition title. David provided 10 of his problems for review. We took turns
putting them up on the demo board and running through all of the variations. As of this writing, David’s nomination passed 8-0 (four others voted via e-mail). Begrudgingly, we decided
to break for lunch and went to a downtown restaurant called The Montgomery Inn Boathouse
which is known for good barbecue. There was an unusual sight as we exited the restaurant
where a small shop was set-up selling all kinds of sports memorabilia (i.e., signed baseballs,
caps, etc.). To my surprise, for sale was the piece of Evander Holyfield’s ear that Mike Tyson
had bitten off! Now I am glad that I saw that AFTER I had eaten and not before. Later that
night we were joined by local experts Perry Sill and John Gillam for the GC 5-minute tournament. Perry won (5 ½ - ½). I did not participate as I have not played OTB chess for about 20
years and would have been easy fodder for those sharks. Nevertheless, watching the games
and listening to the banter was very entertaining.
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Saturday morning featured the GC Solving Tournament. Mike, Hans, and I set-up boards
on Dan’s magnificent balcony which is high up on a hill overlooking the Ohio River. Olivier
Ronat, Dinu-Ioan Nicula, Thomas Maeder, and Rauf Aliovsadzade participated over the internet from other parts of the world. Dan had selected 14 assorted problems and we had two
hours to solve as many as possible. Olivier won over Dinu-Ioan based on tie breaks (earliest
time of submission) with 36 of 48 points. Hans bested the "live" trio with 13 points. This was
a very enjoyable event and I hope that the Good Companions will consider holding additional
internet solving events in the future. After we had finished the Solving Tournament, we discovered that Dan had a barbecued rotisserie chicken ready for lunch. That evening, we went to
a very nice restaurant called Fore & Aft which was actually a boat on the Ohio River. After an
excellent seafood dinner, Dan discussed the theme for the 4 th GC Quick Composing Tournament back on his balcony. The theme was a fairy variant called “Swapping Kings”. Everyone
suddenly became intensely interested and started rapidly exchanging ideas and positions. For
some reason, we were intrigued with re-evaluating basic end game theory using “Swapping
Kings”. The first question asked was if a K + Q could still force mate. It turned out that not
only can mate be forced, there are some very interesting chess problems possible. We next
demonstrated that K vs. K + Rook Pawn is not even close to a draw and enjoyed every minute
of our investigations.
Unfortunately, all good things must come to an end. The next morning, Dan, Mike, Hans,
and I met at a local breakfast buffet, took another look at “Swapping Kings” problems, ate
ourselves silly, and said our good-byes. I am sure that Cincinnati has many sights to offer the
casual traveler, but I did not get around to seeing any of them on this trip. I really must go
back and visit one of those chili parlors sometime.
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continued from page 212
F0469 (Ylijoki) 1.Sxf4 BRHg6 2.Ke4 BRHg2#, 1.Sg6 Kg3 2.Kxe4 Bxg6#, 1.Qc5 RBHd6
2.Kd4 RBHxe5#, 1.Qd6 axb4 2.Kxd4 Rxd6#, 1.c3 Rd5 2.c2 RBHc3#, 1.bxa3 Bf5 2.Bd2
BRHe3# Curious pieces are those Hunters.Difficult to work this one out. A very good
problem (CCF)
F0470 (Novomesky) 1.Md2! Gd1 2.Me2 Gf3 3.Kd3 Kd6 4.c4 Kd5 5.c3 Gd1#, 1.Me1! f3
2.Md3 Gd2 3.Me3 Gf4 4.Kd4 Kd6 5.c4 Gd2#, 1.Me4! Kd7 2.Md4 Gd3 3.Md2 Gf5 4.Kd5 f4
5.Mc4 Gd3#. Cute echo-mates with Mao blocks. Three chameleon mates well executed.
Another fine problem (CCF), A very attractive Mao effect in a mate which echoes three
times up the line (LB)
F0471 (Feather) 1…Rb7#; 1.Gd5 2.Gb7 3.Ka7 4.Kb6 5.Gb5 6.Gd7 7.Kc7 8.Kxd8 9.Ke8
10.Kf8 11.Kxg8 12.Kf8 13.Ke8 14.Kd8 15.Kc7 16.Kd6 17.Gd5 18.Kc5 19.Kb5 20.Ga5
21.Kb6 22.Gc7 23.Ka7 24.Kb8 25.Kc8 Rh8# Surprising and elegant play. Surprising strategy
is to clear Grasshoppers on 8th rank to allow mate. Most ingenious and well thought
out (CCF)
F0472 (Begley/De Heer) 1…h8nS! 2.c1nQ! nQc8 3.a1nR nRa6+ 4.Kxa6 bxc8nB(+nRb7) =
AUW. AUW---they keep popping up everywhere these days but a very good problem
nonetheless (CCF)
F0473 (Feather) 1.Kc4! Kc7 2.Kb5 nRe6 3.Ka6 Kc6+ 4.nLib6+ nLixe6(nRa8)#,
1.Kxd6(nLid8)! NLia5 2.Kd7 nLic7 3.Kc8 Kc6 4.nRc3+ nLixc3 (nRh8)# Echo mates. Very
well done (CCF)
F0474 (Feather) 1.Kg8 2.Kf8 3.Ke7 4.Kd6 5.Ec4 6.nEd7 7.nEd5 8.Kxd5(nEd8) 9.Ke4 10.Eg4
11.Kf3 12.Kxg3(Pg2) 13.Kf4 14.Ke5 15.Ke6 16.nEf4 17.Ke7 18.Kf8 19.Kg8 20.nEh4 21.Kh8
22.Eg8 Kh6# Very well thought-out problem with only 4 units (CCF), This is great fun.
Excellent demonstration of Equihopper play, drives home the apparent paradox that
Equihoppers are confined to one quarter of the board (LB)
NOTES:
F0416 (SG-23) is joint problem by Alex Ettinger and Michael Grushko (a new information of
the authors! This problem was send to me only from Ettinger!).
F0455 (Begley) is cooked: 1.nPg5 nPe4+ 2.Kxg5 Kd4 3.hxg2 Ke5 (+nPh3) 4.nPf5 nPxf5 =
and others. A new version is published in SG-26.

